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Abstract
Ontologies are used by agents to model knowledge for their representation of a world.
In order for different agents to communicate with each other, it is necessary to align
their respective ontologies. Due to the heterogeneous nature of these representations,
this requires that a common meaning is established to allow accurate and successful
communication over a given task.
Traditional ontology alignment techniques rely on the full disclosure of ontological
models, which aim to find the optimal set of correspondences to map entities from one
ontology to another. Due to privacy concerns amongst other issues, these approaches
may not always be pragmatic or acceptable in open and opportunistic environments.
Despite this, within the ontology matching community, development of alignment tech-
niques in order to align a full ontology, has focused on centralised approaches. Limited
attention has been given to addressing these issues through application of a decentralised
approach, capable of avoiding full disclosure of data.
In this thesis a novel dialogue is presented, which allows for selective data sharing
during ontology alignment between agents, via a decentralised negotiation mechanism.
This negotiation mechanism enables strategic agreement over correspondences between
agents with limited or no prior knowledge of their opponent’s ontology. Therefore both
agents are able to reach a mutual agreement over an alignment through selective dis-
closure of their ontological knowledge and their specific strategies. In this thesis, the
dialogue mechanism is formally introduced, with discussion of its behaviour, properties
and outcomes.
xv
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Chapter 1
Background and Context
Chapter Outline
‘There are some things one can only achieve by a deliberate leap in the
opposite direction’. - Franz Kafka
The aim of this thesis is to investigate if an alignment can be made between two
ontologies, using a dialogue based approach, where the knowledge is not shared by the
agents a priori. This chapter sets out to outline the background and context of the
research presented in this thesis. This is followed by the motivation behind the research
and a detailed overview of the structure of the thesis presented as a guide for the reader.
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1.1 Background and Motivation
In recent years, the volume of data is vastly increasing, largely due to the developments
of the internet and social media services [22, 55], which are generating large amounts of
data, with ongoing analytical opportunities. [121]
This data is being created and collected at a record rate [48, 128], often by inde-
pendently run services. This significant increase in the amount of data and its diversity
has given rise to the importance of understanding this data, using services and systems
currently available over the Internet [15].
These independent services usually commit to their own knowledge model (ontolo-
gies) and interoperate in an opportunistic fashion in order to perform a given task.
However, as these data models differ, the extent to which the messages are understood
can be restricted; thus approaches are necessary to support semantic reconciliation and
thus enable seamless interactions to take place between these services. Usually these
approaches depend on reaching some form of agreement on the choice of mappings or
correspondences to translate between the entities in two ontologies.
Ontologies are machine readable specifications of a conceptualisation of a given do-
main knowledge [58]; they define the entities and the relationships between them mod-
elling a domain. In review of the definitions presented in this work, ontologies are used
as in the form of RDF graphs assigned to an agent and are defined as a formal, explicit
specification of a partially shared conceptualisation. The ability to reconcile indepen-
dently developed knowledge sources is crucial in supporting critical decision making in
intelligent applications that require the interaction between disparate knowledge sources.
Due to the subjective nature of ontological design, there is always multiple interpre-
tations for the modelling of knowledge in a domain. It is therefore unlikely that two
agents would model the same domain using the same terms and levels of detail. These
modelling differences of the ontologies lead to heterogeneity and can be costly when
agents are addressing the task at hand, and can lead to miscommunication between the
systems.
With the diversity and volume of data expected to further increase in the near future,
collaboration and co-ordination between different systems is essential. This has led to
a pressing demand for more flexible knowledge-based intelligent applications (agents)
that can exploit this machine-readable domain knowledge (ontologies), and perform
tasks that require the integration of disparate knowledge sources.
Within the multi agent system area, several research efforts have investigated the
theoretical underpinning of the mechanisms that support different forms of interactions
(e.g. co-ordination, negotiation, etc). The success of such interaction mechanisms de-
pends on the agents ability to successfully make sense of the content of the messages
they exchange. However, the increasing number of independent knowledge-based services
that have appeared has exacerbated the problems caused by the use of heterogeneous
vocabularies for representing the content of communication messages.
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In order for the agents to complete a task successfully, communication and accurate
interaction is critical, and thus it can be cast as an autonomous AI problem. Approach-
ing communication in terms of a dialogue game provides a protocol based on a set of
moves rooted in speech acts theory [10]. The protocol provides a formalised approach of
decentralised communication between two participating agents, over a goal or task to be
achieved. This task of mutually understanding the knowledge models can be approached
by mapping these ontologies, however this is not always a straight forward task.
Ontologies are designed for specific tasks, or for a particular domain, therefore can
vary greatly in terms of structure, granularity and nature of design. This subjectivity
causes problems regarding the meaning of terms when the two agents try to communi-
cate. Take for example two individuals each with a different mother tongue. They are
gathered together both to discuss a concept label they both identify as ‘sport’, however
they both have very differing languages describing the given domain, and the structure
in which they categorise the subject. This is an example of heterogeneity, and can give
rise to mismatched concepts, if not properly resolved. In order for agents to successfully
communicate over their committed ontologies, the knowledge bases are inputted into
a mapping process. This mapping process allows the concepts in the ontologies to be
mapped to a candidate concept in the other ontology in order to generate an alignment
over the two.
Mapping ontologies is not always an elementary process, and it is often complicated
by heterogeneity giving rise to the ontology matching problem, where agents need to
communicate with each other, yet commit to different and often varyingly defined on-
tologies. This task is exasperated by semantic or syntactic heterogeneity in the design of
ontologies, which makes the mapping process difficult, thus this complication needs to
be taken into account and resolved. Ontologies are heterogeneous if they contain differ-
ent characteristics and make different assumptions regarding their domain knowledge,
which can be found either in the semantic or syntactic level of the ontology design.
Whilst the problem of determining the vocabulary to use when integrating heteroge-
neous knowledge has been investigated by numerous research efforts [13, 117, 126], they
typically require that both ontological models are shared in full with some centralised
party responsible for discovering the correspondences, even though there may be no
guarantee that such correspondences exist.
An increase in the volume of data has developed the argument of privacy versus
data use, in which there must be a balance between the analytics of data and use of the
data collected, alongside the opportunities and benefits that are gained from this open
collection of data, and to society itself [102, 119]. As a result of this data collection,
privacy has become increasingly pertinent [20, 75] in generating ontology alignments,
whereby neither agent is necessarily prepared to disclose its full ontology, presenting
further challenges for alignment success. The notion of privacy preserving information
sharing has been advocated by a number of previous efforts [1, 29, 30, 93], which include
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use-cases that require some form of privacy preservation in either the schema or data
(or both).
This increase in the importance of privacy, is a result of the fact that it is not always
necessary to align the full knowledge represented in the ontological entities, particularly
in those scenarios where ontologies have grown considerably due to the inclusion of
several different ontological models, or where the disclosure of certain modules in the
ontologies may be problematic or undesirable, as they contain definitions that are private
or commercially sensitive [56].
Various cases for which it is necessary to introduce some form of privacy preserva-
tion in the schema, in the data or both have been identified [1, 29], including monitor-
ing healthcare crises, facilitating e-commerce, outsourcing, and end-to-end integration.
More recently, the notion of preserving privacy when matching schemas and ontologies
was proposed to facilitate interoperation between different parties when the possibility
of sharing ontological knowledge is reduced whilst limiting the sharing of information
concerning the ontologies used to model the different applications [30, 93].
Likewise, from a game-theoretic perspective, an agent may want to keep part (or
all) of its ontological knowledge private, and consequently may not want to share or dis-
close it to other agents, as the disclosed ontological axioms could be exploited by other,
self-interested agents (and thus have intrinsic value to the owner if kept private), were
agents to compete over multiple transactions. For these reasons, this thesis presents a
novel decentralised approach using negotiation through the use of a dialogical process.
By exploring how dialogue protocols can be used to determine mappings that satisfy
each of the agents requirements and strategies, this thesis presents a recasting of the
ontology alignment problem. The use of dialogical models allow the agents to state
their position regarding the correctness of some mapping in an asynchronous and dis-
tributed fashion, whilst maintaining control over the type of knowledge (class labels vs.
ontological model) disclosed. The main contribution of this thesis is a dialogue based
negotiation mechanism that allows the agents to propose viable lexical mappings and
then support these proposals with evidence in the form of ontological fragments, thus
collaboratively generating a mutually acceptable partial alignment. These are shared on
a per-need basis, and hence the mechanism is purely opportunistic.
This dialogue process developed from principles of human conversation, and speech
acts, provides an approach to facilitate agents in generating an ontology alignment.
This dialogical approach sets out rules of participation which must be adhered to
by the participating agents, centred in various conversational theories including strict
conversation rules defined by Pask [104], and the co-operation principle detailed by
Grice. The dialogical approach also formalises the available moves the agents can make
throughout the alignment process, which have been designed using the notion of speech
acts developed by Austin and Searle.
This dialogical approach however, still needs to address the heterogeneity between
the ontologies, it is here the novel contribution of this work is introduced. The semantic
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meaning of concepts is established by investigating a path in the ontology, represented
as a graph, in order to resolve heterogeneity and avoid mismatches within an alignment.
This unique view point has dictated how the research areas from ontologies and dialogue,
detailed in the literature review of this thesis, come into play in this work, and has
defined how the research has developed. The formalisms of this dialogue will be detailed
in Chapter 5 with respects to the dialogue protocol, the agents strategy, and followed
with an implementation of the dialogue designed to address the research question.
In contrast to current ontology matching methods using a full a priori sharing ap-
proach of the participating agent’s ontologies, this work takes a more incremental ap-
proach to ontology sharing. The focus of this work is to allow the agents an element of
privacy in the ontology matching problem. It is proposed in this work, that the agents
do not share their full ontologies prior to participating in generating an alignment, with
another agent. Here the agents share fragments of their ontology related to a given
concept as part of a candidate mapping.
This novel approach to ontology matching using an incremental sharing within a
dialogical approach, is detailed later in this Part, it is important here to note the way
in which the ontologies are shared between the agents, when they try an develop an
alignment between the concepts in their ontologies. In addressing heterogeneity within
ontology alignments, this work focuses on the ability for agents to use only a fragment
of the ontology in generating an alignment rather than using the ontology as a whole.
1.2 Research Aims and Contribution
This section summarises the aims and objectives of this thesis, and the contributions
to the state of the art that were made in order to achieve them. The research aim of
this thesis is to investigate the ability of a decentralised approach using negotiation, to
generate a meaningful ontology alignment between the independent knowledge bases of
two participating agents. This can be summarised by the following research question:
Can a meaningful alignment be generated over two ontologies, when knowledge is not
shared a priori?
In order to investigate the above research question, this thesis set out to achieve the
following goals:
i To develop a decentralised ontology matching approach, based on a dialogical pro-
tocol, allowing two participating agents to attempt to generate a meaningful align-
ment between their knowledge bases. Where a meaningful alignment is supported
by semantic and syntactic knowledge enhancing the meaning of the correspondence
found.
ii To allow the participating agents to utilise this designed protocol and generate
a meaningful alignment without the agents having to share all of the knowledge
within their ontology to either:
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– each other or ;
– to a third party centralised agent.
Using the research question detailed above and the goals outlined, the main research
direction investigates the development of a dynamic approach to incremental selective
sharing, using a formalised dialogical approach in order to generate these meaningful
ontology alignments. Thus the novel contributions of this thesis are:
i A dialogue protocol designed specifically to allow two agents to participate in dia-
logical communication in order to generate an alignment over their two ontologies,
addressing the ontology alignment problem. This dialogical process generates an
incremental approach for determining the ontology alignment, where the agents
reason collaboratively on the plausibility of establishing correspondences between
entities in one agent’s ontology and those in another.
ii An agent strategy designed for the agents to specify their choice of moves through
the dialogue and its negotiation and approach to sharing, allowing the agents to
control what information is shared dynamically throughout the dialogue, and the
selection process for correspondences to be accepted into the negotiated alignment.
iii An incremental selective sharing process within this dialogue game structure, al-
lowing the agents to garner meaning over terms without sharing their knowledge
base in full.
Despite the extensive approaches designed to address the ontology alignment prob-
lem, few have approached it with the concept of privacy in mind, using a decentralised
approach of ontology matching within a dialogue protocol. As this contribution is cen-
tred in the ontology community and focuses on the alignment problem, this approach
presented here casts this using dialogue games, and element of negotiation, rooted in
philosophy and the importance of communication between participating agents in order
to successfully achieve a task.
1.3 Thesis Structure
The thesis presented here is divided into four parts and further separated into 9 chapters,
concluding with an appendix. Part I introduces the background and context, detailing
the motivation and the aims and contribution of this thesis, and presents the chapter
structure. Part II presents the literature review and the main subjects covered in this
research. Part III introduces the contribution of this thesis, based on the subject areas
specified in Part II, introducing how these elements fit into the work presented followed
by the main contribution. Finally Part IV presents the summary of this thesis, with
a concluding chapter outlining the further work and review of the contribution. This
section below provides a further breakdown of each of the chapters in this thesis and are
presented as follows:
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C.1 Chapter 1 - This chapter introduces the motivation of this thesis and the back-
ground on which it has been based. Also presented here are the research aims of
the work and an introduction to the contribution. Finally this chapter outlines
the thesis structure including the chapters presented and the related publications
based on the contributions of this thesis.
C.2 Chapter 2 - This chapter introduces the first of the main fields covered in the
literature review in addressing the notion of ontologies, beginning with their origin
in philosophy to their use in computer science. In this chapter ontologies are
introduced and the definitions of this concept is discussed and formally defined.
This chapter then details the components of an ontology, which are integral to how
ontologies are used and addressed within ontology mapping introducing the focus
of the following chapter.
C.3 Chapter 3 - This chapter follows on from the notion of ontologies defined in
Chapter 2 and introduces the concept of an ontology alignment. The types of
ontology alignment are then defined and discussed in terms of the relations and
modelling, introducing the problem of heterogeneity. This chapter then presents
the ontology alignment problem arising due to various types of heterogeneity and
mismatches which are detailed. This is followed by an overview and comparison
of current alignment systems.
C.4 Chapter 4 - This chapter is the final part of the literature review and back-
ground, and presents the last of the main fields used in this research. This chapter
highlights the importance of communication, in sending and receiving messages
successfully and introduces dialogues and dialogue games and their uses in multi
agent systems. The rules of formulating and adhering to the order of conversation
are presented where the agents must abide by these rules within an interaction.
The concept of speech acts are introduced and the development of moves used by
agents in order to communicate. It is here, that the ontology alignment problem
is cast as a dialogue game, introducing the key research question of this thesis.
C.5 Chapter 5 - This chapter presents the main contribution of the novel dialogue
protocol used to address the ontology matching problem, in the form of a dialogue
game. This protocol is detailed in terms of the moves available to the agents
throughout the dialogue process, including the formal definitions of these moves
and the pre and post conditions, which make a move available to an agent. The
mechanisms defining the interaction between the two agents, are defined in terms of
utilising both lexical and structural similarity methods, in addressing the ontology
alignment problem. This chapter also introduces the use of a commitment store
within this dialogue protocol, and defines a proof of termination for the approach.
This chapter introduces the agent decision making strategies defining the move
an agent will select, at a given state in the dialogue. This chapter is finalised by
detailing the variants of the protocol and strategies that are presented.
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C.6 Chapter 6 - This chapter begins with a recap of the key features of the dialogue
protocol presented in Chapter 5. This is followed by a detailed and comprehen-
sive walkthrough example of the dialogue protocol used to illustrate the dialogue
process mapping concepts from two trivial ontology fragments between two par-
ticipating agents. This walkthrough example is divided into two parts, firstly
beginning with two agents starting a new dialogue, and the second part the same
agents re-starting the dialogue over a second concept to be mapped between them.
Each of these walkthrough parts are summarised with a table illustrating the moves
and messages exchanged between the agents, and the knowledge shared and stored
between them.
C.7 Chapter 7 - Here the strategic decision making criteria used by the agents
throughout the dialogue have been defined and assumed based on the introduction
in Chapter 5. In this chapter, these metrics explicitly defined and a justification
of the lexical similarity metric used within the dialogue is also presented. The
metrics definitions are followed by the defined ranking system both of which are
used within the implementation of the approach in Chapter 8.
C.8 Chapter 8 - This is the final chapter in the contribution part of this thesis and
presents the evaluation of the dialogue approach, beginning with the specific pro-
tocol and strategy used to evaluate the approach over real world ontologies. This
chapter formally presents the detailed metrics and parameters used within the
approach, and introduces the real world datasets which have been used for the
evaluation. This chapter then introduces the hypotheses and research questions
used, in order to develop the experiments and evaluate the dialogue approach in
generating alignments. Next the three varied versions of the dialogue approach are
empirically evaluated in comparison to a benchmark alignment. This evaluation
is then summarised by comparing approach to current alignment systems used in
the research field in addressing ontology alignment.
C.9 Chapter 9 - This chapter is within the synopsis of this thesis and details the con-
clusions of the research presented. Here the contribution of this work is discussed
and reviewed and possible avenues for future work to expanding this research be-
yond the scope of this thesis are presented.
Appendix - This thesis also includes the following appendices:
A.1 Presents the results of over all the datasets run in these experiments presented
in Chapter 8. These results present the individual results of the evaluation
presented for the first two variants of the DbMN approach (DbMN 5 and
DbMN 6).
A.2 Presents the individual results of the all the experiments run within the eval-
uation of the last variant of the DbMN approach (DbMN 7).
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B.1 Appendix B documents the benchmarks used in the evaluation of the DbMN
approach, for each of the data set pairs. The benchmarks detail the differences
between the gold and platinum standards.
C.1 Presents an alternate representation of move semantics for the dialogue pro-
tocol based on the PARMA protocol [9].
D.1 This Appendix lists a glossary of symbols assumed for the purposes of this
thesis.
This thesis references work that has been previously published, and also work which
is currently up for review, these are detailed as follows:
• In submission: Santos. G, Tamma. V, Payne. T and Grasso. F. (2017) Dialog-
ical Mechanisms for Generating Correspondences between Heterogeneous Agents
Submitted to: JAAMAS;
• Santos. G, Tamma. V, Payne. T and Grasso. F. (2016) Discovering Ontological
Correspondences Through Dialogue. In: Knowledge Engineering and Knowledge
Management, EKAW 2016 Vol. 10024 (pp. 543-560) [112];
• Santos. G, Tamma. V, Payne. T and Grasso. F. (2016). A Dialogue Proto-
col to Support Meaning Negotiation. In: The 15th International Conference on
Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems (AAMAS1026) pp 1367-1368 [114];
• Santos. G, Tamma. V, Payne. T and Grasso. F. (2015). Dialogue Based Mean-
ing Negotiation. In: The 15th Workshop on Computational Models of Natural
Argument [113].
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Chapter 2
Literature Review: Ontologies
Chapter Outline
‘Being qua being’ - Aristotle
This chapter marks the beginning of the the literature review and introduces a key
component central to this work; ‘ontologies’. This chapter details and defines the concept
of ontologies, beginning with what they are, and their origins rooted in philosophy, mod-
elling the notion of ‘being’ and defining what truly exists. This philosophical definition
however, is not the focus of the use of ontologies in this work. It is here the transition
from the philosophical uses of ontologies is developed into artificial intelligence, The uses
of ontologies within computer science detailed and explored, alongside the principles of
ontologies and their components which represent knowledge of a conceptualisation of a
given world.
15
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2.1 Ontologies
The use of the term ontology has developed since its inception in philosophy, and has
found its way into artificial intelligence with the expansion of linked data and the devel-
opment and growth of the semantic web. It is important that the meaning of ontologies
is examined, and a sound understanding of what they are is developed to define their
components, and the context in which they are utilised in this work. Ontologies repre-
sent the vocabulary for a specific domain and are specified explicitly using concepts and
relations, providing the constraints to define an entity which is being modelled. At a
high level the term ontology is an ‘inter-related vocabulary’ [125] of terms with a given
specification of their meaning.
The term ontology takes its origin from the greek ‘onto’, where its roots are centred in
philosophy, specifically, in the study of ‘being’. Aristotle presented a systematic account
of the study of ‘being’ in metaphysics by classifying anything that exists, in relation to
what can be asserted or predicated.
In the philosophical context, entities and their relations are examined, with regards
to their respective subject hierarchies, where they can be categorised and rationally un-
derstood [107]. The use of the term ontology differs across multiple disciplines: Guarino
discusses these differences by distinguishing between the use of the term in philosophy
and in computer science. Guarino states that the philosophical use of the term ‘On-
tology’ is an uncountable noun which is used as the ‘nature and structure of things’,
independently of further considerations or if what they describe even exists. In contrast
to this, Guarino refers to the term ‘ontology’ as a countable noun, within the computer
science discipline as formal models of a structure of a system, represented with relevant
entities and relations pertinent to a given purpose [60].
Quine, in relation to the study of ‘being’, developed the ‘ontological question’ of
‘what is there?’ [127] and used ontology as the study of answering this question. Al-
though the central concept in Quine’s use of ontology is the notion of ‘being’, there are
similarities in his use of an ontological question, and his use of an ontology in answer-
ing this question mirrors modern ontological design principles. Competency questions
such as ‘what is there?’ provide a way to determine the boundaries and the entities to
model. The philosophical area of ontology is still the subject of research efforts, however
within artificial intelligence, the meaning takes a difference stance. The focus is not in
metaphysics and the definition of ‘being’ or the meaning of existence, but rather what
is required by a system to reason in order to complete a given task.
The field of computing was quick to understand the importance of philosophy, for
example Turing, and his Imitation Game [123], routed in the philosophical work of
Descartes [31], famously looking at the notion of intelligence and the idea of whether
machines could think independently.
McCarthy, in coining the phrase ‘Artificial Intelligence’ (AI) [88], stated clearly that
some elements of philosophy in terms of human intelligence, would be crucial in the field
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of computing. McCarthy highlights the importance of philosophy and human behaviour
in computing [89] and states that:
‘To ascribe certain beliefs, knowledge, free will, intentions, consciousness, abilities or
wants to a machine or computer program is legitimate when such an ascription
expresses the same information about the machine that it expresses about a person’.
McCarthy emphasises the need for a system to understand the world in which it is
operating, in terms of concepts and relations, in order for it to complete a given task.
As technology advances, more is continually expected from AI systems and the
boundaries of intelligence are being pushed, regarding the meaning of intelligence and
also what is required by a system, in order for it to act and infer as a human. Systems
require an understanding of the environment they are utilising, in order to carry out
more complex tasks. This emphasises the need for an unambiguous definition of an
environment, so that all participants can be clear on the terms of the environment and
the objects within it. Ontology concepts need to be explicit and unambiguous in their
identification introducing a well cited early definition by Gruber [58] of an ontology,
reflecting the aspects of ontology as a philosophical artefact:
‘An ontology is an explicit specification of a conceptualization’
This definition introduces the importance of clarity and preciseness such that on-
tologies must not be ambiguous, and must make explicit the specification of a concep-
tualisation. This emphasis of ontologies as ‘logical theories’ is also seen in [41], where
this aspect of unambiguous interpretation is re-iterated. In contrast to this however,
Guarino and Giaretta [50], weaken Gruber’s definition, by stating an ontology is only a
partial account of a conceptualisation.
‘An ontology is a logical theory which gives an explicit, partial account of a
conceptualization’
Here a more rigid definition of a conceptualisation is put forward, as an intensional
semantic structure encoding implicit rules constraining the structure of a given reality.
This definition, implies that an ontology cannot express a complete given conceptual-
isation but merely a part of it, allowing for different types of ontologies, one with a
richer language, or one that relies on inference to express this conceptualisation. It is
here that the element of logic is first stated, to determine that a conceptualisation is
unambiguously defined, a concept that will become critical in ontology mapping and
re-use.
Musen [94] refers to an ontology as a ‘type of knowledge’, introducing the importance
of sharing and re-use of knowledge in the form of ontologies within the medical domain,
and proposes the following ontology definition as:
“Formal descriptions of objects in the world, the properties of those objects, and the
relationships among them”.
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here, Musen specifies the formal element of an ontology. Borst [21] directly furthers
Gruber’s definition to incorporate this commonality and the fact that an ontology needs
to be shared:
‘An ontology is a formal specification of a shared conceptualization’.
This definition maintains the formality of an ontology, as posed by Gruber, and
by Borst, who reiterates the element of a shared conceptualisation, an idea routed in
ontologies and their re-usability [94]. Borst states what makes an ontology useful is that
it is formally defined, and thus reusable leading to the notion of ontological commitment.
The concept of sharing and reuse have been key aspects of the definition of ontologies,
thus encouraging the growth of the use of ontologies within the semantic web, where the
focus is on creating a well defined and openly shared conceptualisation that is agreed
upon and utilised by multiple systems.
Studer and collegues extend Borst’s definition, adding the constraint of an unam-
biguous specification [120] stated by Guarino and Giaretta and Gruber, and reinforce
the elements of formality, logic, and sharing:
‘An ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualisation.
Conceptualisation refers to an abstract model of some phenomenon in the world by
having identified the relevant concepts of that phenomenon. Explicit means that the
type of concepts used and the constraints on their use are explicitly defined. Formal
refers to the fact that the ontology should be machine-readable. Shared reflects the
notion that an ontology captures consensual knowledge that is, it is not private of some
individual, but accepted by a group.
This definition highlights three important elements, which are seen across most of
the definitions proposed, that an ontology should be explicit, formal, and shared.
Noy proposes a more user focused definition [99] of an ontology, that although centred
in a designers perspective, still implies the formal, explicit and the use of a shared
conceptualisation:
‘An ontology defines a common vocabulary for researchers who need to share
information in a domain. It includes machine-interpretable definitions of basic
concepts in the domain and relations among them.’
2.2 What is an Ontology?
It is clear from the variety of definitions presented previously in this chapter, that
ontologies are not easily defined. Focusing on their use in AI and computer science the
definitions are centred around a number of key elements. Therefore it is important to
be clear on what are the main elements of an ontology, and their uses in relation to this
work. Throughout the various definitions discussed above, there are a common set of
elements that are explicitly stated:
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i Explicit : Referring to the unambiguous specification of vocabulary;
ii Formal : Stating that the vocabulary is machine readable;
iii Shared Conceptualisation: A conceptualisation is shared and mutually agreed do-
main context.
From the above discussion of varying ontology definitions the following definition,
this thesis modifies Studer’s definition by emphasising interoperability.
Definition 1: An ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a partially shared con-
ceptualisation. In this context a conceptualisation refers to a domain that is defined
by a vocabulary assigned. Explicit means that the concepts and restrictions detailing the
vocabulary are formally defined, where formal is based in logics and machine readable.
Partially-shared denotes that the ontology assigned to an agent, might not be shared
in full, but only a fragment might be shared in a given interaction.
This work maintains the importance of the defining features of an ontology including
the explicit representation of terms, and the use of formality, however the notion of a
shared conceptualisation is something that needs to be specifically noted with respects
to the focus of this work.
As a result of the focus of this work which will be described in Part II, it is important
to identify a more appropriate definition of a ‘conceptualisation’, as a conceptualisation
which is partially shared. As the participating agents utilise partially shared ontologies,
it is important to be aware that a conceptualisation of a world in an ontology by one
agent, may never be seen in full by another agent.
In this thesis, the focus is less on the reuse of an ontology, rather addressing an
ontology in its high-level meaning, as a set of well defined linked concepts referring to a
domain. This work, does not seek to re-use ontologies, but rather, utilise their semantic
structures in order to find consensus over concept meaning to generate an alignment
through negotiation.
2.2.1 Conceptualisation and Ontological Commitment
Due to the subjective nature of ontological design, there are often multiple perspectives
in modelling the knowledge of a domain. It is therefore unlikely that two agents would
model the same domain using the same terms and level of detail. Given a particular
domain, two system would have different conceptualisations of the same domain and
represent the domain knowledge using different names and formalisms. Figure 2.1 visu-
alises the relation of a given world or domain, the conceptualisation of this domain, and
the ontological models representing the knowledge. It can be seen here that there is an
intended model of the knowledge, to which is presented fully in ontology 2 and partially
in ontology 1. This intended model could present a given task or a level of detail, in the
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knowledge represented by the ontology. As with their subjective nature, ontologies can
represent varying levels of granularity when presenting a domain: this will be detailed in
the next section referring to ontology categorisation. A conceptualisation, Figure 2.1, is
a formal structure of a world or domain including the concepts and how those concepts
representing the notions relevant for describing the domain relate to each other. Gene-
sereth and Nilsson represent a conceptualisation as an extensional relational structure
discussed in [60]. Here a conceptualisation is defined as a tuple (D, R) where D is the
set of objects the knowledge represents, and R is a set of relations between the objects
in D.
Also represented in this Figure 2.1 is the notion of ontological commitment. This
is the agreement of the meaning of the vocabulary used in an ontology between two
agents. In this work it is assumed that, each agent has a single assigned ontology,
seen in Figure 2.1 as ontology 1 and ontology 2. This ontology will model a given
conceptualisation of a given world and, may not be a full representation of an intended
model, however it represents a single representation of a domain.
World/Domain
Conceptualisation (D,R)
Intended Model
Possible Ontology Models
Ontological 
Commitment
Ontology 
1
Ontology 
2
Figure 2.1: Ontology conceptualisation, based on represented model from ‘What is
an Ontology?’ [60]
2.2.2 Categorisation
Ontologies have long been used in agent systems to model a representation of knowledge,
however the level of granularity of this knowledge is not uniform across ontologies.
Ontologies can therefore be categorised depending on their level of specification, and
how they model the knowledge they represent.
Guarino distinguishes ontologies by the concepts they model, as Top-level, Domain
or Task ontologies and Application ontologies, a combination of domain and task on-
tologies [59]:
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• Top-level ontologies describe very general concepts, independent of a particular
problem or domain [59]. Top-level ontologies can be domain independent in their
design such as models of time. These ontologies are domain independent and are
not specific to a given task or problem, and describe concepts in a very broad and
general way.
• Task ontologies are similar to domain ontologies, and describe concepts within a
given domain in terms of a particular task, for example selling.
• Application ontologies are designed specifically both to model a domain and
a given task. They often represents the concepts in terms of a particular task
performed.
It is important to note that top-level ontologies are less specialised, and therefore are
easier to share and reuse due to their more ‘common sense’ content. In contrast to this,
ontologies at the lower levels such as application ontologies, can only be shared if the
other system accepts the models in the levels outlined above [97]. Ontologies can also
be classified in relation to the granularity of the knowledge modelling. This categorisa-
tion includes lightweight and heavyweight ontologies. Lightweight ontologies are mainly
represented with concept hierarchies including relations between them, whereas heavy-
weight ontologies add axioms and further constraints to the lightweight ontologies [54],
Uschold [124] details four levels of ontology that depend on the level of formality in the
modelling of their vocabulary. These levels are:
• Highly-informal ontologies represented in natural language, and thus are non
machine-readable [120]. These ontologies, due to the nature of natural language,
are unlikely to be explicit in the definition of their domain vocabulary.
• Semi-informal ontologies also represented in natural language, however the use
of restrictions reduce the level of ambiguity.
• Semi-formal ontologies are machine readable, and expressed in an artificial formal
language [124].
• Rigorously-formal are machine readable ontologies, formally and explicitly defin-
ing concepts and semantics including proofs of meaning in terms of soundness and
completeness.
As outlined in this section, ontologies do not necessarily represent knowledge using
a unique view. The domain they model can be at a very high and general level of detail,
or be focused to a very specific task and domain.
2.3 Components of an Ontology
As previously discussed ontologies can fit into different categories regarding their level of
detail in the content they model, and the level of formality of their represented language.
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Regardless of these categories, ontologies are comprised of five main components. The
following section details these main components that build up an ontology, and will be
represented using an ontology modelled in the pizza domain, taken from [101].
As stated in the definitions of an ontology presented in Section 2.2 it is important
that an ontology formally represents the vocabulary in a given domain by giving a spec-
ification of its meaning. This is done using five main components: concepts, individuals,
relations, functions and axioms.
• Concepts (C) or also called classes, are central to most ontologies, and describe
the objects in a given world, formally by using a term. Classes can be subdivided
into subclasses which represent an entity that is more specific than that of its
superclass. For example: in the food domain, classes include Food, IceCream
and Pizza the latter two which are both subclasses of Food. This specification
subsumption defines that all Pizza is a type of Food, and thus the child class, here
Pizza would inherit constraints and properties from its parent class Food. This
can be represented explicitly as:
Pizza v Food
Other components of the food domain can also be modelled, such as:
IceCream v Food
Pizza v ¬ IceCream
Pizza u IceCream v ⊥
Here the domain expresses that IceCream is a type of Food and Pizza is not
IceCream and Pizza is disjoint to IceCream.
Classes also formally detail the requirements and restrictions that must be adhered
to for the membership to that class. A class restriction on the Pizza class, is that
any concept in that class, must have some type of PizzaBase for it to be classed
as a Pizza.
Pizza v ∃hasBase.PizzaBase
• Relations (R) or properties are the links between the concepts. Relations can
have specific characteristics for example they can be symmetric such as:
Borough hasNeighbour Borough
Relations can also be transitive such that:
Camden isIn London and
London isIn England therefore
Camden isIn England.
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Pizza
Food
IceCream
PizzaBase
hasBase
SubClassOfSubClassOf
CountryhasCountryofOrigin
America
ItalyFrance
PizzaTopping
FishToppingCheeseTopping MeatTopping
SubClassOf
FourCheeseTopping
SubClassOf
hasTopping
SubClassOf
SubClassOf
Figure 2.2: Ontology components from the pizza ontology, illustrating classes, rela-
tions and individuals. [101]
Relations all have a direction, the source of this relation is the domain, and the
class it points to is its range. In the pizza domain, the relation hasBase is a relation
between the class Pizza in the domain (d), to PizzaBase in the range. This can
be represented explicitly as:
(d) Pizza hasBase PizzaBase
(r) PizzaBase isBaseOf Pizza, isBaseOf ≡ inverseOf(‘hasBase’)
Domain restriction: ∃hasBase. > v Pizza
Range restriction: > v ∀hasBase.PizzaBase
• Individuals (o) are the instances or objects of a given world at the base level.
Ontologies do not require individuals to be specified, however they allow a division
between classes and instances of classes for a designed ontology. In the pizza
domain America, Italy, England, France and Germany are examples of instances,
specifically America is an instance of Country.
Country(America), Country(Italy), Country(England)
• Functions (F) are a particular case of relations which are defined on a set of
concepts and are sub-relations from a given parent quality. These can relate an
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individual concept to a single value. Using the pizza domain, an example of a func-
tion is Spiciness, which is a functional relation of some Topping and a partitioned
value from hot, medium, or mild.
hasSpiciness ∈ Spiciness : (hot, medium, mild)
• Axioms (A) are logical formula that can infer and define specific class restrictions
not formally defined, that are always assumed to be true. They are commonly used
to verify the correctness of the knowledge represented, through checking, and infer-
ence. An example of an axiom in the pizza domain, can be seen in VegetarianPizza,
where it is specifically defined that no FishToppings or MeatToppings can be on a
VegetarianPizza.
VegetarianPizza v ¬∃FishTopping unionsq ¬ ∃MeatTopping
2.4 Ontology Languages
Ontologies can be designed differently in respects to their knowledge content, however
they must adhere to a specific language in which they are modelled in order to fulfil
the formality element of the ontology definition. There are different languages used
to formally specify and represent ontologies, which vary in expressivity. This section
outlines the most common ontology representations, and summarise them in Table 2.1,
from RDF/RDFS, and description logics, to the variants of OWL, a language designed
specifically for the semantic web, in order to represent elaborate knowledge regarding
‘things, groups of things, and relations between things’ [82]. However in this work lan-
guage assumptions are made, in which the agents use the same syntactic representation,
therefore the type of language used is not important to this work, but it is assumed that
the ontologies are represented in terms of concepts and relations.
• RDF/RDFS: Resource Description Framework designed by W3C for the seman-
tic web, and is a standard modelling language for describing metadata. RDF
models are based on triples, where an edge links the relationship between two
given resources as 〈s-p-o〉 triple, where the subject and object are classes and the
property is the relation linking them. These triples form a directed and labelled
graph of the data represented. RDFS is the schema to RDF it allows entailment
and inherits RDF syntax, and is fundamentally about describing classes of objects.
For example using the pizza domain, the following RDF fragment defines the class
American, and represents the relation that American is a subclass of NamedPizza,
and is the domain of a relation hasCountryOfOrigin, where the range is America:
〈#American, rdf:type, #rdfs:Class〉
〈#American, rdfs:subClassOf, #NamedPizza〉
〈#hasCountryOfOrigin, rdfs:domain, #American〉
〈#hasCountryOfOrigin, rdfs:range, #America〉
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• DLs Description Logics: are a formalism for representing knowledge that can also
be used to model ontologies explicitly. Description logics can unambiguously model
a network of atomic concepts, including classes and individuals (classes) and the
atomic relationships between them (roles) [11] and then developed to model more
complex relations and restrictions creating statements in a knowledge base.
Within DLs, basic atomic concepts can be used to model more complex relations
and restrictions, by using concept or role constructors and by adding restrictions
on the latter. DLs syntax can model boolean constructors such as: conjunction,
disjunction and negation.
Using DLs, an ontology can be described by defining a TBox and an ABox, using
terminological and assertional components. Firstly a TBox (T ) describe a knowl-
edge base in terms of declaring its concepts and the properties between them.
Terminological axioms can represent equivalence and subsumption relations.
CheesePizza v Pizza
An ABox (A) contains assertional knowledge about TBox concepts, and models
specific properties of individuals, known as membership properties. Using the
pizza domain for example, the following axiom represents the role assertions for a
Pizzathat is a CheesyPizza defined to be equivalent to a Pizza which must have a
topping that is a CheeseTopping.
CheesyPizza ≡ Pizza u hasCheeseTopping.Pizza
• OWL: RDF/RDFS is an efficient language for modelling in terms of triples, how-
ever does not have the ability to represent more advanced notions for example, a
member of Food can not be both Pizza and IceCream at the same time. RDFS
cannot represent these classes as disjoint from each other, meaning they do not
share any of the same instances. The Web Ontology Language OWL is a mod-
elling language for web ontologies [16] which uses URIs to denote an ontology and
models it in terms of classes, individuals and the links between them, and can
include given characteristics. The OWL ontology benefits from having DL as its
main underpinning. OWL has three sublanguages: OWL Lite, OWL DL, OWL
Full. OWL 2 extended OWL with a number of new features requested by users.
The relation of these languages and sublanguages to each other, are represented
in Figure 2.3.
i OWL Lite is a sublanguage, and a more restrictive form of OWL DL, limiting
the use of intersections and cardinalities and excludes the use of enumerated
classes, unions and disjoint statements.
ii OWL DL is centred in SHOIN an expressive form of description logics [11].
OWL DL requires classes, and individuals to be represented separately, but
has good expressiveness in cardinality constraints and class descriptions.
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RDF/S
OWL Lite
OWL DL
OWL Full
Figure 2.3: Language relations between RDF/S and OWL variants, based on W3C
documentation. [82]
iii OWL Full is the most expressive form of OWL, and most closely linked with
RDF/S by which OWL Full semantically extends the language. Although
OWL Full is highly expressive, this characteristic means it is undecidable [12],
thus there is no ability for complete or efficient reasoning. OWL Full due to
its expressivity, distinctly has the ability to model a class as both a set of
individuals or as an individual itself.
iv OWL 2 [82] is an expressive extension to OWL, which adds increased expres-
sivity. OWL 2 similar to OWL is centred on representing ontologies as RDF
graphs. In comparison to OWL 1, OWL 2 adds expressive abilities on prop-
erties in terms of property characteristics and incompatibility, simple meta-
modelling capabilities, extended annotation capabilities, and extends support
for datatypes. OWL 2 also allows for negative property assertions, thus allow-
ing for ‘negative facts’ asserting values that a given individual specifically does
not have. OWL 2 also gives rise for self restriction allowing for the definition
of an object class to relate to themselves though a property.
ObjectPropertyAssertion(a:likes a:Peter a:Peter)
ObjectHasSelf(a:likes) [82]
Table 2.1: Ontology Language Comparisons
Language: RDF/S DLs OWL Lite OWL DL OWL Full OWL 2
Universal Quantification 3 3 3 3 3 3
Cardinality Restrictions 7 3 Binary 3 3 3
Self Assertion 7 7 7 7 7 3
Subsumption 3 3 3 3 3 3
Negation 3 3 7 7 3 3
Expressiveness Medium Variable Poor Medium High High
Compatibility with RDF - 3 7 7 3 3
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2.5 Summary
An overview of the development of the area of ontologies has been presented beginning
with their philosophical origins, to their use in artificial intelligence. Here the various
definitions of an ontology in the artificial intelligence community have been examined in
terms of bringing together the key elements within an ontology, which are highlighted
in well used definitions. The components of an ontology are introduced in terms of
the domain they represent. An overview into ontology languages, has been introduced
in terms of how these languages differ from each other. This chapter, particularly fo-
cuses on the components and previous definitions of ontologies, which are key to the
work presented, and has also introduced a definition of an ontology, which will be used
throughout this thesis. Ontologies are commonly used within the agents community,
and a well established area of research, is aligning ontologies, and the problems which
arise due to the nature of heterogeneity in their design, will be addressed in Chapter 3.
In Summary of this Chapter:
• Defined and detailed the origin and development of the use of ontologies from their
beginnings in philosophy to their use in computer science.
• Summarised the key elements taken from currently used definitions of an ontology.
• Detailed ontology commitment and conceptualisation, and the components making
up an ontology in terms of entities and relations.
• Formal definition of an ontology as:
A formal, explicit specification of a partially shared conceptualisation. In this con-
text a conceptualisation refers to a given domain that is defined by a vocabulary
assigned. Explicit means that the concepts and restrictions detailing the vocabu-
lary are formally defined, where formal is based in logics and machine readable.
Partially-shared denotes that the ontology assigned to an agent, might not be
shared in full, as this work examines the concept of privacy in ontology sharing.
• Outlined and compared the varying ontology languages, used to model ontologies,
and highlighted their differences.

Chapter 3
Literature Review: Ontology
Alignment
Chapter Outline
‘Do you wish me a good morning, or mean that it is a good morning
whether I want it or not?’ - J.R.R.Tolkien
Ontologies and the knowledge they represent of a world can differ in both language
and structure due to both the nature of ontologies and the subjectivity of their design.
The resulting heterogeneity means ontologies rarely match like for like across different
autonomous systems, which poses a major challenge to ontology mapping. This challenge
is known as ‘the ontology alignment problem’ and is centred around the heterogeneity of
ontologies. Ontologies are heterogeneous if they contain different characteristics and as a
result there exists many different forms of heterogeneity, each affecting ontology matching
in different ways; these include semantic and syntactic heterogeneity. This chapter
presents a review on the literature of ontology alignment: the ambiguity heterogeneity
causes within the ontology alignment problem and summarises several current systems
that tackle this subject using different approaches.
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3.1 Ontology Alignments
An ontology is defined as a formal, explicit specification of a partially shared full concep-
tualisation (see Chapter 2). In this context a conceptualisation refers to a given domain
that is defined by assigned vocabulary. Explicit means that the concepts and restrictions
detailing the vocabulary are formally defined, where formal is based in logics and ma-
chine readable. Partially-shared denotes that the ontology assigned to an agent, might
not be shared in full, as such this work examines the concept of privacy in ontology
sharing.
A key element in this definition of an ontology is that of the conceptualisation,
referring to the formal structure of a world or domain modelled by an ontology. This
conceptualisation includes the concepts modelling a domain and how those concepts
relate to each other, which is perceived by an agent though commitment to an ontology
model.
World/Domain
Conceptualisation (D,R)
Concept Label:
‘Drum’
Ontological 
Commitment
Ontology 
1
Ontology 
2
World/Domain
Conceptualisation (D,R)
Ontological 
Commitment
Domain: Musical InstrumentsDomain: Oil Industry
Figure 3.1: Introducing heterogeneity in interoperability.
This conceptualisation of a world is subjective in its nature and dependant on the
requirements of the ontology, whether it is task or domain dependant, and therefore
designed for a specific purpose in mind, or on the other hand independent of a particular
task. This subjectivity of the vocabulary used in an ontology, therefore gives rise to the
problem of interoperability between the agents over the meaning of their knowledge
bases, due to heterogeneity seen in Figure 3.1. Here extending the model represented
in Chapter 2 the varying conceptualisations adopted by the differing ontologies ontology
1 (presents an oil industry domain) and ontology 2 (presenting an instrument domain)
introduce the notion of heterogeneity. Here it can be seen that both ontologies model the
concept ‘Drum’, however the ontologies model different domain knowledge. Ontology 1
models an oil industry domain, and represents the concept Drum as an oil receptacle,
and ontology 2, is a musical instrument domain that would model the concept Drum as
a percussion instrument. If these two agents were to interoperate over their knowledge
bases, they would be referring to two very different concepts.
For the two agents to accurately understand each other when interoperating over
concepts, they must have common background knowledge to ensure that when they
refer to a given concept, for example Drum, they are both describing a similar concept.
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It is important that the common ground of interoperated meaning is highlighted by
the agents and addressed, or they could produced an incorrect alignment across their
ontologies defined as a mismatch (discussed in Section 3.2).
Ontology alignment is defined as the creation of a set of mappings between corre-
sponding entities within a pair of ontologies [38]. An alignment, A, is a set of correspon-
dences between ontologies and produces a set of correspondences in terms of a triple
〈Oe, O′e′, r〉 and can be formally defined as:
Definition 2: An Alignment A takes in two ontologies, O{e} and O′{e′} and produces
a set of correspondence in terms of a triple 〈e, e ′, r , c〉, where e ∈ O and e′ ∈ O′ are the
entities from the source ontology O and target ontologies O′ respectively, and r is the
relation between them, this can include equivalence, subsumption, disjointness etc, (in
this work, only equivalence relations are considered.) Finally c is the confidence value
attributed to the candidate mapping as a value in [0..1].
This definition can be further specified in terms of the relations permissible between
the ontology entities, restrictions on the relations themselves, and in terms of the level
of completeness of an alignment, between a full or partial alignment over the ontologies
included.
These alignments allow agents to identify mutual concepts between their ontolo-
gies and where relevant, enables the most efficient changes in terms of computational
costs, re-structuring and re-designing their ontology in order for them to communicate
effectively. Thus one approach of interoperation is to semantically map terms from
one ontology to another, and generate an alignment across the knowledge bases. This
alignment takes the two ontologies, seen in Figure 3.2 as O and O′, and produces a
semantic alignment A′. Alignments are a cost effective solution to interoperability as
knowledge-based systems such as ontologies and services are expensive to build, test and
maintain [58]. Heterogeneity is a critical problem found in mapping ontologies and in
풪
풪′
푨 푨′Matching
parameters
resources
Figure 3.2: Matching process generating an alignment between two ontologies, taken
from Ontology Matching [38]
the agreement of a meaning between the representation of different conceptualisations.
Establishment of meaning is defined as ‘semantic interoperability’ [80] and can affect
how agents communicate accurately about similar concepts.
If different ontologies assigned to the agents are not accurately aligned, then one
concept in an ontology my be matched to an unrelated concept in another. Previous
research in ontological study has shown that alignments can vary in significance to a
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reference alignment. This mapping problem often arises when communication is based on
different ontologies and is influenced by the heterogeneity between the given ontologies,
both semantically and structurally.
In its highest level, an ontology alignment can be defined as ‘any formal description
of the (semantic) relationship between ontologies’ [138]. This alignment is an output
of a given mapping process which takes in two or more ontologies, and is comprised of
a set of correspondences, between an entity represented in one ontology and an entity
represented in another. From this point onwards, this thesis refers to an alignment in
its singular sense, i.e only including two inputted committed ontologies belonging to two
independent agents, respectively, rather than addressing multi agent ontology mapping.
3.1.1 Types of relation
Within ontology alignments, the relations between the mappings from the source concept
to the target concept can vary and commonly include equivalence (≡), subsumption
(v), and disjoint (⊥) relations. An equivalence (≡) mapping can be illustrated with the
example: 〈Song, song, ≡〉. This relation defines an equivalence mapping between the
entity Song in a source ontology to the entity song in a target ontology. This relation
forms one mapping in an alignment, and is usually supported by a confidence value
represented as: 〈Song, song, ≡, [0.8]〉. Subsumption relations v, form mappings from
one ontology to another, where a hyponym-hypernym relationship exists between the
entity in the source ontology to the target ontology. This subsumption relation would be
represented as: 〈SportsCar, Car, v, [0.8]〉. A disjoint relation ⊥, indicates the exclusion
of one class from another, for example 〈Song, Car, ⊥, [0.8]〉.
a
b
c
a’
b’
c’
a
b
c
a’
b’
c’
1:1*:*
Figure 3.3: Multiplicity restrictions based on representation in [38]
Alongside the types of relation between entities from a source to a target ontology,
there are important restrictions put on the number of allowed relations that are accepted
into an alignment. This restriction, multiplicity, defines how many entities from a source
ontology can correspond a single entity from the target ontology. These include, one
to one mappings i.e. an injective mapping (1:1) and a many to many mapping (*:*)
which are illustrated in Figure 3.3. Figure 3.3 illustrates the restriction between the
number of relations between the concepts in one ontology 〈a, b, c〉 to the concepts
in anther ontology 〈a′, b′, c′〉. Here on the left, it is permitted that multiple entities
can correspond to a single entity within a mapping. In contrast to this, on the right
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a 1:1 restriction is illusrated, defining that only a single entity from one ontology can
correspond to a single entity from another ontology.
Therefore these alignments can be either full alignments or partial alignments. Firstly
a full alignment requires all the entities from one ontology to be mapped to all the en-
tities of another. The aim of completeness would enforce a full alignment for all the
entities in the ontologies, however this may compromise the accuracy of the mapping
and result in mismatches which will be detailed in Section 3.2. In contrast to this cor-
rectness, only results in a partial alignment however the accuracy and confidence in the
mappings can be much higher leading to fewer mismatches.
3.2 Example of Heterogeneity
Extending the introduction of heterogeneity seen in Figure 3.1, this section details ex-
amples of heterogeneity using two ontologies both representing music knowledge, but
with differing domains and levels of granularity.
Figure 3.4 illustrates two ontology fragments represented and designed within a broad
music domain. Ontology O is designed as a music shop focusing on retail including unit
cost in the scope. Ontology O′ models a music encycopedia including details of recording,
writing, and the production elements of a musical release. A partial alignment is shown,
made up of 5 represented mappings (mn), from ontology O and O′, where m1= 〈Song,
song, ≡〉, m2= 〈Performer, Performer, ≡〉, m3= 〈Band, band, ≡ 〉, m4= 〈Artist, artist,
≡〉, m5= 〈Record, record, ≡〉. This example shows a series of 1:1 mappings found in a
partial alignment of the two ontologies inputted, as there remain entities that have not
been mapped in this alignment such as PriceofSong from ontology O and members from
ontology O′. If the process does not include mapping all the concepts in a given source
ontology with any accepted relation from a target ontology then a partial alignment
rather, than a full alignment is achieved.
Ontology 1 was modelled using the following assumptions: A Song has exactly one
SongPrice, as with Record. A Record also has at least two Songs and a given Song can
appear on one or more Records.
Ontology 2 was modelled using the following assumptions: the members can be in one
or more Bands, and Bands must have two or more members. A song manifestation has
one or more Composers and a Composer can compose one or more song manifestation. A
song manifestation also has one or more performers and a performer can perform on one
or more song manifestation. Song has one or more artist (allowing for collaborations),
and an artist can sing one or more songs. The designing of a separate song manifestation
to the concept song, allows for the modelling of both original songs and covers. In this
case the song would be the version performed by either an original artist or a covering
artist, and the song manifestation is the original song with the composer as the musician
writing the song. The artist definition is a single individual performing on a song e.g.
Adele. A song is on one or more records and a record has one or more songs.
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Figure 3.4: Alignment examples
With these defined assumptions, heterogeneity within the mappings can be seen.
Using the concept song from ontology O′ potential heterogeneity between the ontologies
can be examined, when mapping it to the similar concept in ontology O.
Take the modelling in ontology O, where a ‘Song has a Performer ’ i.e. the group or
individual performing a song, for the record to be purchased. In ontology O′ the relation
‘song has an artist ’ models the same relation ‘Song has a Performer ’ in ontology O.
The concept performer in O′ is modelled concerning a song manifestation.
The heterogeneity between the two ontologies is a result of the differing tasks they
have been designed for, and are at a syntactic and semantic level. Ontology O as a shop
models cost and price, and ontology O′ does not include these, and instead represents
details of a release. As a result of this heterogeneity a better mapping that takes into
account this syntactic heterogeneity in the ontologies, can be represented in the mapping
m2= 〈Performer, artist, ≡〉 or m1= 〈Song, song manifestation, ≡〉.
When generating a full or partial alignment with this example given a restriction
of 1:1 mapping enforced, the mapping accuracy would decrease. This could force mis-
matches in leu of completeness in order to generate a full alignment. Often in this case,
the supporting confidence values for mappings in the alignment are lower.
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3.3 The Alignment Problem
Ontologies are designed for specific tasks or for a particular domain and therefore can
vary greatly in terms of structure, granularity and nature of design. This subjectivity
causes problems regarding the meaning of terms when the two agents try to commu-
nicate. Take for example two individuals, each with a different mother tongue. They
are gathered together to discuss a concept label they both identify as ‘sport’, however
they both have very different languages describing the given domain, and the structure
in which they categorise the subject. This is an example of heterogeneity, and can give
rise to mismatched concepts if not properly resolved.
In order for agents to successfully communicate over their committed ontologies, the
knowledge bases are input into a mapping process. This mapping process allows the
concepts in the ontologies to be mapped to a seemingly corresponding concept in the
other ontology in order to generate an alignment over the two.
Mapping ontologies is not always an elementary process and is often complicated by
heterogeneity giving rise to the ontology matching problem, where agents need to com-
municate with each other, yet commit to different ontologies of varying definitions. This
task is exasperated by semantic or syntactic heterogeneity in the design of ontologies,
which makes the mapping process difficult, thus this complication needs to be taken into
account and resolved. The categorisation of these mismatches is not a black and white
process, there can be a lot of crossover between the resulting mismatches as a result of
varying types of heterogeneity. A categorisation of these mismatches is presented taken
from Visser [130] and further developed by Klein [76], where a similarity of structural
or syntactic and semantic divide can be seen across the two.
3.3.1 Syntactic Mismatches
Visser [130] outlines two types of syntactic as paradigm and language heterogeneity:
• Paradigm heterogeneity is categorised by Visser as syntactic and occurs when
different paradigms are used to model the knowledge;
• Language heterogeneity is syntactic and occurs when the two ontologies are rep-
resented in different ontological languages.
Klein develops Visser categories specifically in terms of language level and ontology
level mismatches, aligning to syntactic and semantic heterogeneity respectively. Firstly
language level mismatches occur when two participating ontologies are represented dif-
ferently in terms of design language and logical restrictions, as described in Chapter 2.
This work is focussing on matching ontological concepts and resolving semantics,
rather than ontology languages, therefore semantic mismatches are detailed below.
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3.3.2 Semantic Mismatches
Visser [130] outlines two types of semantic heterogeneity firstly as ontology, and con-
tent heterogeneity and details ontology heterogeneity in terms of conceptualisation and
explication mismatches:
• Ontology heterogeneity occurs when the two participating ontologies make differ-
ent assumptions about their given domains; Conceptualisation mismatches occur
when different conceptualisations (concerning the definitions of a conceptualisa-
tion detailed in Chapter 2) are used to represent a given domain, in terms of the
concepts used, and how they are related within the knowledge base.
Explication mismatches occur when there are differences in how the two concep-
tualisations are specified in terms of the concepts. This is detailed by Visser in
terms of a combination of mismatches over the term T being defined, the factors
which define it D and a concept description of C. Using the example detailed on
the music encyclopedia ontology O′, a concept description would be ‘a singer is an
artist who performs solo’ where singer is the T being defined, and are explicated as
singer(X)← artist(X) ∧ solo, artist and solo are the D definiens used to describe
the term T .
• Content heterogeneity is a semantic heterogeneity where the ontologies represent
different knowledge.
Klein further develops Visser’s categorisation of semantic heterogeneity, which are
subdivided by Klein into the following types of mismatches:
• Conceptualisation mismatches are semantic mismatches that can be found, as
a result of conceptualisation differences between the ontologies; Scope mismatches
are seen when instances belonging to classes representing the same concept are
different. In the given example here, solo artists in O are named in the Artist
class, however in O′ solo artists are named in the singer class. Model coverage and
granularity mismatches are seen over the differences in the range of the domain
that is covered by the ontology. The model coverage and granularity mismatch can
be seen when one given ontology has a differing level of detail of a given domain
than that of a second ontology. This can be seen in the given example in Figure 3.4
with the concepts SongPrice and RecordPrice both of which are represented in
the given ontology O but not in O′ due to the level of detail on the specific areas
of the music domain they model.
• Terminological mismatches relate to the specific term used to label a given class
within an domain. Firstly synonym mismatches are when the two given ontologies
use different terms in order to define the same concept, for example in the terms
football and soccer. In this case they are both referring to the same idea but
with different terminology. Within this given example it can be inferred that from
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the modelling Performer ≡ artist, thus illistrating a synonym mismatch at m4
between the terms Artist and artist. Secondly homonym mismatches are when
the same label is used to represent different concepts from different domains, for
example within in a music domain the term Drum referring to a musical instrument
would have a different meaning than the use of Drum in an oil company domain
referring to a barrel.
• Explication mismatches are taken from Visser categorisation of ontology level
mismatches where the style of modelling differs between the two ontologies. These
mismatches occur when firstly, different paradigms may be used within the two on-
tologies. Secondly concept description mismatches are where the same concept can
be modelled in different ways such as using a qualifying attribute or by generating
a separate class.
3.3.3 Current Alignment Systems
Many of the current approaches to ontology matching take in two (or more) ontologies,
share these ontologies in full, and proceed to generate an alignment semantically, syn-
tactically, or in some cases both. Most systems conduct a level of preprocessing on the
input ontologies. These systems for matching are primarily automatic however there are
some semi automatic systems which require user input.
In addition to semantic or syntactic matching methods, current state of the art
for addressing heterogeneity involves a number of different approaches such as using
background knowledge of a given concept in an ontology such as using external knowledge
like WordNet [47] to provide semantic meaning [32, 45, 68] or using the structural locality
of a class to provide a meaning through context [33].
A second addition to ontology matching is a focused task based approach, this ap-
proach introduces the notion of having an understanding of the task for which an align-
ment over two ontologies is required [79, 129].
Knowledge-based systems such as ontologies and services are expensive to build, test,
and maintain [58], therefore it is important that if ontologies are to be mapped, the
correct information is required to generate a meaningful alignment. The vast majority
of current ontology alignment systems address the problem from a different focus. The
focus of the majority of systems is where the ontology is shared in full prior to an
alignment being generated. A successful alignment system is key in generating this
meaningful alignment, and it is important that the alignment system is focused on the
appropriate specification of the alignment task at hand. For example the size of ontology,
computational costs, run time, or particular focus in generating a mapping.
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This section outlines seven current commonly used ontology matching systems, which
have been taken from [116] representing systems with different matching processes, in-
cluding FalconAO [63], Quick Ontology Matching (QOM) [36], S-Match [52]. Also de-
tailed are three systems, which have been evaluated on the Ontology Alignment Evalua-
tion Initiative (OAEI) [67] and consistently generated good ontology mapping including:
XMAP [32], LogMap [68], Agreement Maker Lite (AML) [45], CROSI [72].
AML: AgreementMakerLite [45] illustrated in Figure 3.5 is an ontology matching
mechanism that is based on the AgreementMaker System, and focuses on dealing with
large ontologies whilst maintaining computational efficiency, and continuously performs
well within OAEI evaluations. AML is evaluated using large biomedical ontologies on the
OAEI, and is comprised of two main modules: an ontology loader for inputting ontologies
including those used for background knowledge and generating ontology objects and an
ontology matcher which uses matching algorithms to align the ontologies, which can be
illustrated in Figure 3.5 outlining the basic workflow for the system.
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Figure 3.5: Generalised AgreementMakerLite Architecture
- The AML mapping process: AML is designed primarily with the idea of flexibility
and extendability and can be used with most matching algorithms, and generates
mappings on a multi step process, divided into primary matchers using ‘HashMaps’
and secondary matchers using term by term comparisons between concepts in
the two inputed ontologies. Key elements of the mapping process within AML
introduces a novel background knowledge mapping and if this is accepted above a
given threshold this mapping can extend the lexicon. Due to AML primarily being
used to map biomedical ontologies these background sources are mostly specifically
designed to address specific medical terms, however WordNet is used for more basic
English language vocabularies. Within the OAEI 2015 submission [43] the system
used a number of steps: baseline matching, background matching, string and word
matching, structural matching and finally property matching. These matchers
then generate a set of mappings which are then stored in the framework’s alignment
store.
- The AML selection process: These mappings are selected from the multi step
mapping process based on the lexicon data structure of the system. This lexicon
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holds the labels and synonyms of ontological terms where the matches are scored
by a ranking system which assigned weights to a table of class names and synonyms
taken from the ontology [44]. AML uses a ‘greedy’ mapping selection, divided into
three selection criteria [43] depending on the size of the ontologies that are being
used. Firstly strict selection forces a 1:1 alignment, so no mappings can include
the same classes or properties, both permissive and hybrid selection allows for the
same classes or properties to be mapped again, depending on the similarity score.
- The AML repair process: AML uses the alignment repair method generated in [111],
which aims to repair mappings generated by an alignment which include classes
seen as unsatisfiable, that are incoherent with the restrictions on semantics of the
imput ontologies.
LogMap: illustrated in Figure 3.6 is an ontology matching system that has been
designed to work with semantically rich ontologies [68], consisting of a large num-
ber of classes in the input ontology hierarchy. LogMap generates a set of initial
mappings, and focuses on an iterative process of repair. Similar to AML, LogMap
is evaluated using medical ontologies, due to their extensive size, and has performed
well in OAEI evaluations.
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Figure 3.6: LogMap Architecture
- The LogMap ontology input: LogMap has a two step parsing process, on the lexical
and structural elements of the input ontologies. Firstly it generates a lexical index
of the class labels and their variations using external systems such as WordNet a
step similar to AML and its use of background sources. Secondly the structural
indexing, extends the ontologies hierarchy to add further information particularly
regarding the disjoint classes of an ontology.
- The LogMap matching process: LogMap generates an initial set of exact string
mappings from the input ontologies, which are then used as an ‘anchor point’ for
the repair and discovery.
- The LogMap matching repair and discovery: LogMap utilises an iterative process,
which takes in initial mappings that have been found and uses a combination of
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matching repair and matching discovery, in order to generate a more accurate
candidate alignment. This processes and corrects those mappings which may be
unsatisfactory in the semantic hierarchy, and the class restrictions of the input
ontologies. Firstly in the matching repair, LogMap identifies the logically un-
satisfactory mappings, using the Dowling-Gallier algorithm [34]. If a mapping is
identified as unsatisfactory it is repaired using a ‘greedy’ process, by using the
propositional representations of the individual ontology’s classes in the unsatisfac-
tory mappings, and repairs using a top down strategy in the hierarchy. Secondly
the mapping discovery is done on the basis of neighbourhood similarity, where
the semantically related class labels in one ontology are matched to those in the
other, from a correct matching. LogMap iterates through the repair and discovery
process until no further expansions of the context can be made in the matching
discovery step.
- LogMap overlap and output: The last step of the LogMap matching process assesses
fragments of the ontologies, that may contain additional mappings the system
may have overlooked, in order to finalise an output alignment between the two
ontologies.
Xmap: illustrated in Figure 3.7 is an ontology matching system that focuses on an
aggregate alignment from lexical and structural class matchings [32], and are also
evaluated using large biomedical ontologies, similar to that of the other systems.
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Figure 3.7: Xmap Architecture
- The XMap matching process: Xmap matches ontology concepts on two levels lex-
ical and structural, and is furthered in Xmap++ to use external knowledge to
include semantic matchings using external knowledge such as WordNet, specifi-
cally their sysnets, to provide ‘local context’ [33] giving meaning to the concept
to map. The lexical matching is conducted by string matching algorithms on the
class labels of the input ontologies. The structural similarity is done by comparing
the cardinality restrictions, and hierarchy given to the classes. These two matches
are then aggregated and if considered similar over a predefined threshold thy are
are accepted to an alignment.
CROSI: is a semantic based mapping system, which uses name matches and se-
mantic matchers to align two ontologies. CROSI illustrated in Figure 3.8 consists of
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four main modules including: feature generation, feature selection and processing,
aggregation and evaluation [72] and uses aggregated similarities to iterate through
the different stages, using multiple matchers independently. CROSI takes in OWL
ontologies and feeds them into a feature selection module where the matching
process begins.
- The CROSI matching process: CROSI uses a variety of different independent
mapping techniques, including name matchers and semantic matchers, and takes
into consideration structural and intension awareness. Within the various name
matchers used by the system it incorporates the use of string distance as well as
edit distance; both of which are seen in many of the other systems using lexical
similarity. Within CROSI the structural awareness of the semantic matchers allows
the loop to traverse class hierarchies and generate similarities throughout the sub-
class relationships. Alongside this, intension awareness takes into account the
different definitions of the classes matching property names, domains and ranges,
thus giving a perfect match. CROSI also takes into consideration external matches
in the mapping process, all of which provide further mapping options within the
system. These given mappings are then passed into a similarity aggregator as seen
in Figure 3.8, taken from Kalfoglou et al [72].
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Figure 3.8: CROSI Architecture
- The CROSI selection process: CROSI selects the proposed mappings using mul-
tiple loops, in which the similarity is evaluated by users or supervised learners to
begin intreating though the various stages of the mapping method process in the
feature selection.The CROSI system is highly adaptable with its ‘plug and play’
design of using external mapping process, thus performs significantly differently
using the various different combinations of these external modules.
Falcon-AO: is an automatic system for mapping ontologies designed to use lin-
guistic (LMO) and graph based (GMO) matching in an integrated process in order
to produce an alignment of mappings between the ontologies. Falcon-AO in Fig-
ure 3.9 takes in two given ontologies, and through a parser based on Jena, removes
redundant and inferred axioms as a result of heterogeneity.
- The Falcon-AO matching process: The linguistic matching (LMO) is conducted
through lexical comparison which calculates the edit distance between two enti-
ties and generates a string similarity. Alongside the LMO, the system uses graph
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Figure 3.9: Falcon-AO Architecture
matching done through developing bipartite graphs. In the GMO [62] Falcon-AO
uses the bipartite graphs to represent the ontologies, which are then co-ordinated
using given rules in order to eliminate heterogeneity within the given ontologies.
These rules are discarding, merging, inferring and list. GMO then determines ex-
ternal entities for the given ontologies and develops an external similarity matrix
using WordNet. When the matrix is developed the system is run iteratively up-
dating the equations until a pre-defined precision is reached giving 1:1 mappings.
Finally the system outputs additional matched pairs between the ontologies based
on structural similarity. GMO always attempts to find all the possible matched
entity pairs
- The Falcon-AO selection process Falcon-AO uses both the GMO and LMO align-
ments and integrates them in order to produce final mappings between the on-
tologies, which are selected using the following rules: All alignments generated by
LMO are accepted as accurate in terms of linguistic similarity. Within GMO, only
the alignments with the high similarity are accepted into the alignment integration.
When linguistic comparability is high and the structural comparability is low, only
GMO alignments with high similarity are accepted by the system. And finally, if
the linguistic comparability is low, all the GMO alignments are accepted as it is
determined that there is insufficient information to measure the alignments. As
discussed by Hu et al [63] overall Falcon-AO has been found to perform best when
the ontologies have little lexical similarity, but high structural comparability.
S-match: primarily a semantic matching system platform [52], that takes tree like
structures and transforms them into lightweight ontologies in order to establish
semantic correspondences using semantic matching, minimal semantic matching
and structural preserving semantic matching (SPSM). In comparison to Falcon-
AO and OMEN, S-match does not perform graph based matching, but instead
uses graph structures in the form of trees as an input format in order to process
the given ontologies.
Illustrated in Figure 3.10 taken from Giunchiglia et al [51] S-match works over four
main steps. Initially S-match loads in given ontologies and feeds them through
a prepossessing, which contains the translation of natural language metadata in
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order to extract meaning and secondly a classifier step which constructs concepts
and outputs these as description logic formula, in order to reduce heterogeneity.
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Figure 3.10: S-Match Architecture
- The S-match matching method: Step three of the system is the initial step of
the matching process, which focuses on computing relations between the labels of
nodes, in comparison to step four which computes the semantic relations between
the concept of nodes. In step three semantic and syntactic matchers are used to
compute the relations between the labels of the two given input trees. This is
done semantically through linguistic matching and if there are no given semantics,
then syntactically using N-gram and edit distance: a step which can be closely
compared to the LMO process in Falcon-AO. This third step outputs a matrix
of the relations of all the concepts in the nodes of the given ontologies. In step
four, the process computes semantic relations between the concepts at the nodes
of the given trees. Using the input from the previous step, the problem focuses
on a propositional satisfiability between the pairs of nodes from the initial input
ontologies.
- The S-match mapping selection and output: S-match uses filters and renderers in
order to select the mappings for output. This is done using Semantic mapping
techniques; minimal semantic mapping and SPSM. Minimal semantic matching
provides the minimal set of unique matches between two ontologies, and SPSM
computes the set of mappings whilst preserving the structural properties. S-match
then outputs a set of mapping elements between the nodes from the two inputs.
S-match is seen as a good matching system as it is customisable and can be used
for many different applications.
QOM: a semi automatic mapping system, which operates using a trade off be-
tween effectiveness and efficiency. QOM is not a graph matching system, and uses
no graph matching in the process of developing alignments between the ontologies.
QOM uses string based similarity measures, comparable to those seen in CROSI
and LMO of Falcon-AO, and also in the selection step of S-match [36]. QOM is
comprised of six key stages seen in Figure 3.11, as part of the input and prepro-
cessing, QOM initially inputs the ontologies and processes them in RDFS format,
which allows them to be used in the four similarity calculations.
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- The QOM matching process: In a search step selection, the QOM compares both
the ontologies in full, finding any pairings and treating them as candidate map-
pings. This is followed by similarity computation, determining the similarity values
of the candidate mappings found previously, which is done using four similarity
measures: object equality, explicit equality, string similarity and SimSet. These
similarities are then outputted and aggregated into a single similarity value.
- The QOM selection process: QOM uses interpretation, which takes the aggregated
values to derive mappings. It does this by discarding mappings that don’t meet
the similarity threshold definition. QOM iterates this process until there are no
new 1:1 mappings proposed.
Overall these seven ontology matching systems all work well with large ontologies,
and have consistently performed well under the OAEI. They highlight the importance of
scaleability for matching systems and focus on addressing heterogeneity within ontology
design in order to generate meaningful alignments. These systems all differ from each
other while covering similar factors in the process, illustrating that successful alignments
can be generated in a variety of ways (e.g. string matching, and graph matching) and still
produce a meaningful alignment across two ontologies. An overview of these systems can
be seen in Table 3.1, which shows the comparisons of the systems in terms of their input
and output, and mapping processes in terms of structural and string based methods.
System: XMAP LogMap AML CROSI FalconAO QOM S-Match
Input size Large Large Large Large Large Lightweight Lightweight
External inputs 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
String matching 3 3 3 7 3 3 3
Structural matching 3 7 3 3 3 7 3
Table 3.1: Mapping Systems process overview
3.4 Summary
This chapter presented a detailed overview of ontology alignments including a formal
definition, and emphasises the importance of agent interoperability, primarily in that
successful communication relies on the agents having a understanding of the conceptu-
alisation of a domain they are both referring to, within their respective ontologies. The
focus of addressing this heterogeneity is detailed within ontology alignments, which is
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not always a straight forward process. The different forms of semantic and syntactic
heterogeneity that occurs in mismatched mappings have been described. An example
of this heterogeneity has been presented in a music domain. Finally current alignment
systems have been compared, which have all produced successful alignments evaluated
by the OAEI.
In Summary of this Chapter:
• Defined and detailed ontology alignments and the need for agents to establish
meaning of their opposing agent’s knowledge including the following formal defini-
tion of an alignment A as taking in two ontologies, O and O′ and produces a set of
correspondence in terms of a triple 〈eo, e′o, r , c〉, where eo and e′o are the entities
from the source and target ontologies respectively, and r is the relation between
them, this can include equivalence, subsumption, disjointness etc, (In this work,
only equivalence relations are used.) Finally c is the confidence value attributed
to the candidate mapping.
• Detailed the issues which arise in the heterogeneity of ontologies when generating
ontology alignments.
• Outlined and compared current ontology matching systems used in current state
of the art.

Chapter 4
Literature Review: Dialogue
Chapter Outline
‘Talk is free but the wise man chooses when to spend his words.’ - Neil
Gaiman
Communication is an integral part of human cognitive interaction. In order for it to
be successful, participants must co-ordinate over a joint task through which communi-
cation achieves a solution. This chapter presents communication from a cognitive per-
spective between humans interacting in order to complete a particular task. The main
principles identified as integral in human communication have been addressed within
communicative interaction between multi-agent systems thus introducing the notion of
a dialogue. A dialogue is defined and detailed in terms of the components and rules,
including Grice’s co-operative maxims and Pask’s rules of a strict conversation. It is
through the use of a dialogue where the agents have a choice of defined moves built on
the notion of Speech Acts where the agents co-operate to complete a given task. Lastly,
this chapter introduces the notion of ontology alignment generation addressed as a form
of dialogical interaction and details general dialogues and the properties that are required
for them to be developed successfully.
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4.1 Communication and Interaction
‘Almost all animate organisms communicate’ [19] however, the form and nature of this
communication can vary in complexity. These communications can be through chemical
releases seen in ants, sonar signals omitted by dolphins or indeed the use of spoken
language, one of the varying elements of communication methods used by humans. These
varying methods of human communication include visual stimuli in terms of physical
messages such as sign language, body language or auditory stimuli including spoken
language, all of which are designed to pass on messages from one person to another.
These messages are usually over a given task, for example Figure 4.1 illustrates a child
learning a new word from a parent. A parent in this case may use a physical stimuli
in pointing to a ‘thing’ in a world and identify it with a unique name using spoken
language, e.g. pointing to a ball, and saying to the child: ‘ball’. The child can then
learn that the identified object is called a ‘ball’. This example, although using multiple
sensory inputs, is related to word matching and can be seen as language acquisition and
second language learning.
“Ball”
“Ball”
≡
teacher
learner
Figure 4.1: Human communication example showing object identification.
Human communication has been studied across numerous fields including philoso-
phy and psychology, which has developed and inspired areas of research within artificial
intelligence and multi-agent systems. Due to its multi disciplinary nature, human com-
munication covers a large subject area too broad to detail for the purposes of this thesis.
Although extensive, some of the principles of communication can be utilised in terms of
how participants interact within a conversation in order to pass appropriate messages
successfully, thus achieving a goal. The study of human conversation has philosophi-
cal origins beginning with Plato and the Socratic dialogues [71]. These dialogues first
defined what constituted a conversation concerning the participants and their assigned
roles introducing the need for co-operation, a key principle representing the successes of
human conversation.
Language in the psychological field covers the varying ways humans communicate
and can be studied as language acquisition in the formulating and understanding of
spoken words. Varying approaches to researching human communication in psychology
highlight the division between understanding an input and matching that to a given
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object or word. Jackendoff’s language system [133] presents language learning as a
combinatorial cognitive process highlighting the difference between sound and meaning.
The importance of the distinction between understanding the input and understanding
the meaning of the word is clear and mirrored in language acquisition in children. Noted
by Clark, when children are learning a first language they can understand more than
they can produce [27]. In first language acquisition, the importance of communication
based learning of the language provides the learner with the understanding of specific
items and the concept of turn taking is learned, which aids interaction [132].
Similarly with second language learning, humans have to match the word spoken
using all inputs available in order to pair the word with something semantically similar
to what they already know. A knowledge base or (first language) is known to a ‘listener’
and a different knowledge base (the new language) is known to an ‘expert’. When the
expert says a word the listener needs to find a similar word in their knowledge base.
This process is similar to that of ontology matching and finding a meaningful semantic
match between two terms as detailed in Chapter 3.
Language typically evolves in terms of what is needed and also from the point of
view of the participant’s abilities for example, in order to put out a fire you firstly
need a fire. This two part nature of language evolution has provided humans with
an extensively expressive communication system [26] in which they are able to assign
meaning to complex stories such as the plot in a vast soap opera to the meaning of
basic language through conversation. The development of a conversation using spoken
communication is not uniquely human but with vast human communication capabilities,
humans have developed conversations in which step by step utterances are made in order
to carry out certain joint actions. This joint action is ‘an action in which several agents
co-operate to achieve a common goal’ [28]. For example a joint action between two
participants could be performing a musical duet or indeed communicating a process for
a team to pass a ball between them, and move forward on a pitch in order to complete
a given goal of scoring. The success of a joint action vitally requires the co-operation of
the participating agents in order for a goal to be achieved. Human conversations can be
composed of verbal and non-verbal communications between participants, however the
notion of context, meaning and co-operation remain clear factors to be understood. This
allows a more formal view of a conversation where the roles of the participants involved
are defined, along with the language used, the goal which is under ‘conversation’ and
finally the rules to which the participants adhere to in order for these factors to be
upheld.
As with humans in natural conversation, multi-agent systems still have to overcome
one of the fundamental problems of language, that of understanding and meaning. The
recent rise of cognitive computing reiterates the notion posed by Licklider in the rise of
human-computer symbiosis [74] where computers and man are coupled tightly together,
has given the opportunity to develop computer systems centred in human cognitive
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processes. Human communication made translating the capabilities gained from negoti-
ation and co-operation, to the use in multi-agent systems greatly improve the flexibility
and capabilities of these systems, for example in database integration, co-ordination of
robots and dialogue systems [109].
These principles of human conversation have inspired research within artificial in-
telligence (AI) and multi-agent systems in the study of communication and interaction
between agents [40, 118]. A key difference between human and agent communication is
the restrictive nature of finite agent languages.
In multi-agent systems conversations can be defined in terms of a dialogue. Given
multiple agents a dialogue is a series of arguments or statements made by the participat-
ing players or agents taking turns, where the first argument would be posed by agent1
then a second by agent2 , until the goal of the game is complete. In the case of multi
move dialogues, an agent would make all the moves they require, then followed by a
second agent with all their moves until the game is complete. Wooldridge defines a
dialogue formally in terms of moves and players [135], representing the two as a pair
including the agent posing an argument and the argument itself.
Similar to language learning in humans, autonomous multi-agent systems can learn
new terms through interaction with a ‘teacher’ agent. This can be seen in the Naming
Game [118] where robots learn to identify objects with a given term from an independent
‘teacher’ robot, without prior knowledge regarding the objects or terms. Luc Steels
contextualises the problem of ambiguity in language learning in the grounded naming
game.
The Naming Game, represented in Figure 4.2 takes place between a set of agents,
called the population (where population is denoted as P such that P= { a1..an}) where
the roles of speaker and learner are randomly assigned. The agents have the same
context of objects oi ∈ O (a set of objects), out of which the speaker internally selects
one object referred to as the intended topic, and the game begins. In the first move of the
game the speaker utters the name for the intended object. The learner then interprets
the utterance and points to the object they perceive as the one in the utterance, this
is the perceived topic. The speaker then agrees or disagrees with the learner if they
have selected the correct perceived object. If incorrect, the speaker points again to the
intended object and finally the speaker indicates the outcome of the game to the learner.
An alignment is generated over the perceived topic and intended topic and the agents
can update the names of the objects in their inventory. The naming game is regarded
as a communicative success [84] when the listener points to the correct object.
In this section the principles denoting a successful communication in human conver-
sation have been presented. These principles including a task focused communication
and co-operation between the participants, which are also important elements in multi-
agent systems and dialogue games.
In dialogue games communication can be modelled in terms of what is being ex-
changed within a message (i.e. the message’s content) and how these messages are
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World/Domain
Joint attentional scene
Objects Objects
intended topic interpreted topicname
percieved topic
Percieved topic ≡ intended topic? 
intended topic
yes
no
signal success
signal failure and point
percieve percieve
pick topic
utter
point
alignment alignment
Speaker Listener
Figure 4.2: Agent communication example showing Naming Game [84].
exchanged between participants using locutions. These locutions can be modelled using
illocutionary speech acts [10]. Finally the modalities present the rules of this dialogue
which defines what is assumed of the participants involved.
As artificial intelligence developed, many of the ideas relating to human communi-
cation were borrowed and adapted from the fields of philosophy and psychology. Par-
ticularly the work characterising the notion of agents (as entities with decision making
abilities) influencing the definition of software agents such as communicative acts de-
scribed below.
In terms of a spoken conversation the same structure still holds as an ordered ex-
change between two autonomous agents, (i.e. agents capable of autonomous decision
making) requiring at least two participants who strive to exchange information in order
to achieve a common goal.
Speech acts present ways in which words can be used to present information and also
actions and functions relating to the words themselves. Austin introduces the notion of
three categories of speech acts, which are outlined as follows:
1. Locutionary Act is the act of actually ‘saying something’ [10], i.e. making a mean-
ingful utterance, for example: ‘Go Away!’
2. Illocutionary Act is a complete speech act conveying a function, which denotes the
act performed in the utterance such as: ‘He told me to ‘Go Away’.’
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3. Perlocutionary Act is the consequence of an utterance, such as: ‘He got me to go
away’.
Austin uses performative verbs within his defined speech acts providing a specifica-
tion in the action performed as a result of the utterance, these include request, inform,
and promise. As discussed in Woolridge et al, Austin identifies a set of rules in order
for a performative to be successfully completed [135]. These rules are referred to as
felicity conditions [10](presented in [A.i..iii]) and can be related to Grice’s co-operation
principle and Pask’s definition of strict conversation, in that these conditions must be
met, in order for it to be successful. These felicity conditions include:
A.i There must exist an accepted conventional procedure specifically including the
persons and circumstances involved;
A.ii The act must be executed by all participants both correctly and completely;
A.iii Acts must be performed truthfully, and completed by participants.
Searle extended Austin’s work on speech acts and identified principles which must be
upheld in order for a conversation between participants to be successful [115], presented
in [S.i..v]. Searle discussed these principles in terms of a speaker, listener, and an action,
and developed the following classification based on Austin’s illocutionary speech acts:
S.i Assertives: commit the speaker to something being a fact, for example: ‘No one
runs faster than me’.
S.ii Directives: try to make the listener perform an action, for example: ‘Please can
you open the door?’
S.iii Commisives: commit the speaker to an action in the future, for example: ‘I fly to
Bologna tomorrow’.
S.iv Expressives: express how the speaker feels about a state in context, for example:
‘I am excited to see you’.
S.v Declarations: change the state or condition of the world linking the speech act
to the reality of the world, for example: ‘I nominate you as candidate’, with the
consequence that the person is nominated as a candidate.
For messages to be understood by participants and for the dialogue between them
to result in success, there are assumptions to be made regarding the agents which can
be detailed as modalities. These modalities assign rules to the dialogue and truths that
the participating agents can assume about each other.
For communication to be successful it must result in a contribution, where the par-
ticipants involved co-operate with each other to achieve a mutual belief that the listener
has understood the speaker well enough to continue or finalise the conversation. This
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notion allows the participants to be formalised in terms of roles within the given con-
versation to that of a speaker and a listener. These roles provide an ordering for the
participants to make moves and co-operate with the other participants resulting in the
achievement (or failure) of a goal. This co-operation between the two participants can
be defined using Grice’s co-operation principle [57].
Grice presented a co-operation principle allowing for a more formal representation
of a conversation in terms of the moves available to a participant adhering to a set of
given maxims in order for a conversational exchange to be successful.
Grice developed a set of four maxims ([G.i..iv]) which need to be adhered to in order
to support his co-operation principle which is based upon human communication and the
options available to a participant within a dialogue. These maxims are quality, quantity,
relation and manner, all of which relate to the information to be exchanged between
participants:
G.i The maxim of quality requires participants to be truthful regarding their responses
within exchanges and that information is not put forward if there is no support. For
example: in human communication a participant would only state the following
if they believed this was true, and had corroborative evidence to support the
statement:
‘It’s snowing.’
G.ii The quantity maxim refers to the participants exchanging the information as re-
quired that consists of enough to support a claim. For example if a waitress was
to ask:
‘How do you take your coffee?’
A response corroborating the quantity maxim could be:
‘With milk and sugar.’
A response highlighting a break in this maxim would be:
‘I like Arabica beans, grown in southwestern Ethiopia. I like a dark roast, served
black with sugar and skimmed milk. I buy ground coffee beans and make espresso
coffee when I am at home.’
This reply clearly shares more information than is required for the question asked.
In contrast to this, too little information is a break in the maxim for example,
replying to the above question with ‘in a cup’.
G.iii The relation maxim relates to the relevance of information that requires partici-
pants to only exchange information related to the current exchange. For example
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in human conversation: if one participant asked ‘What is the weather forecast to-
day?’ An inappropriate response would to this question would be discussing coffee
beans.
G.iv The manner maxim refers to the ambiguity of information exchanged by partic-
ipants. In keeping with the manner maxim if asked a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ question, a
response would be exactly that rather than stating an ambiguous reply.
Pask in the field of psychology and education proposed the notion of conversation
theory [104], a model of the underlying processes involved in complex human learning.
The principle idea of the conversational theory states that learning occurs through con-
versations about a subject matter which allows knowledge to become explicit. In the
model of conversational theory, Pask defines a strict conversation setting out a similar
set of rules to Grice:
P.i The participants agree to obey the rules of the conversational language;
P.ii The conversation is focussed upon a conversational domain;
P.iii The conversational domain involves a particular type of representation of what
may be known and what may be discussed;
P.iv Each topic is said to be learned within strict conversation;
P.v In this context, understanding is given a specific and technical connotation though
the inputed meaning and corroborates with, and furthers the usual meaning;
P.vi Strict conversation is punctuated by understandings and the intervals occupied in
reaching an understanding are called occasions.
These definitions ([P.1..vi]) and the similar maxims defined by Grice can be upheld as
‘conversational rules’ within information exchange in dialogues for autonomous agents.
Take for example the interaction in Figure 4.1 between a teacher and a learner. A
teacher draws the learner’s attention to an object in an environment using the name
‘ball’ and the learner can deduce from the gestures and speech of the teacher, that the
object in context is identified as a ‘ball’. This however relies on the learners intrinsic
ability to interpret the meaning correctly and link the meaning to the object. If this
fails the learner is unaware of the context of the object and may incorrectly deduce that
‘ball’ is an attribute rather than the object itself. Similarity if the teacher was to just
say ‘ball’ the learner would not have enough information to intrinsically perceive the
meaning of the term resulting in this interaction failing. This is an example of a break
in the quantity maxim defined above. It is important that within dialogical games these
rules are formalised and followed by participants.
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4.2 Dialogue games
A dialogue game is defined as conventions of interactive goal pursuit [86] where partic-
ipants exchange utterances in accordance to the defined rules proposed in a protocol.
These moves are exchanged by the agents until the dialogue terminates i.e. the goal
such as generating an alignment has either been achieved or failed.
Addressing ontology alignment generation as a dialogue game is an approach which
is gaining traction in the ontology matching and agents communities. Recent work such
as [7, 18, 25, 40] have begun to utilise an iterative approach for example language games
in order to address matching entities from one ontology to another.
The problem of communication based ontology matching was first introduced in [13,
14] where ontology negotiation was facilitated through a communication protocol that
allowed agents to exchange ontological fragments by successively specifying the meaning
of given entities. Other work has addressed different aspects of ontology negotiation
[70, 81, 126]. The Anemone system by van Digglen et al advocates a minimal protocol
whereby agents exchange logical definitions in an attempt to define a minimal shared
ontology with no information loss [126]. However, it assumes that agents have perfect
knowledge over the instances of their ontological models (i.e. the underlying approach
was grounded through an extensional model), which was used to induce a class descrip-
tion covering certain instances.
Other approaches align heterogeneous ontologies through decentralised negotiation
mechanisms [70, 105] or argumentation [78, 81]. In [70] agents selectively exchange
details of a priori privately known correspondences, and propose repairs to address any
emergent violations [69], resulting in alignments that are mutually acceptable to both
agents without disclosing the full ontological model.
Using a dialogue game for generating ontology alignments provides agents with a
decentralised approach allowing the agents to negotiate an alignment without disclosing
their full knowledge bases to either a third party, or to each other. This incremental ‘per
needs’ method of sharing, provides the agents with a degree of privacy where they do
not have to share unrelated fragments of their ontologies, or fragments containing com-
mercially sensitive knowledge to others. This allows the agents to negotiate alignments
pertinent to a specific task, reducing the need to share unrelated knowledge to generate
an alignment.
Dialogues can be modelled differently depending on the problems they are designed
to address. Table 4.1 illustrates the six main dialogue categories detailed by Walton
and Krabbe [131] showing the goals of the dialogue and the aims of the participants in
co-operating towards this goal.
Using the dialogue categories from Walton and Krabbe [131], ontology alignment
generation can be modelled borrowing from the definitions of both an inquiry and an
information seeking dialogue. An inquiry dialogue as defined, is one which is initiated
due to a general ignorance of a given problem situation [131] where the goal is to share
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Dialogue
Type
Initial Situation Main Goal Participant aims
Inquiry General Ignorance
Growth of Knowledge and
Agreement
Finding or disconfirming a
‘Proof’
Information
Seeking
Personal Ignorance
Spreading of Knowledge and
Revealing Positions
Hide, Gain, pass or show
personal knowledge
Negotiation
Conflict of inter-
ests
Making a deal
Getting the best outcome for
‘oneself’
Persuasion
Conflicting points
of view
Conflict resolution
Persuading the other partic-
ipant
Deliberation Need for action Reach a decision Influence outcome
Eristics Conflict
reaching accommodation in
a relationship
Win in the eyes of onlookers
Table 4.1: Dialogue categories related to ontology matching problem, taken from
Walton and Krabbe dialogue types [131].
information in order to grow a knowledge base. In contrast an inquiry dialogue is sim-
ilar to an information seeking dialogue however, is initiated due to personal ignorance,
with the agents sharing and gaining personal knowledge in order to achieve the goal of
spreading the knowledge they have.
In categorising ontology alignment generation into the form of an inquiry dialogue,
the requirements of the problem as a dialogue game can be stated. As discussed in this
chapter, for a dialogue to be successful it is a requirement that co-operation between two
participants who are given specific roles must be adhered to. Co-operation specific for
this task entails that the agents must assume their assigned roles, and share the appro-
priate information requested, in order to attempt to generate a meaningful alignment
between their ontologies. Using ontology alignment generation as the inquiry dialogue
the specific goal is defined as:
To generate a meaningful full or partial alignment between two ontologies, through the
sharing of these ontologies by the participating agents.
The initial situation of the ontology alignment generation referred to as the ‘OA’
dialogue game, is that both agents are characterised by a state of ‘initial ignorance’ i.e.
no knowledge of a prior alignment between the two ontologies exists to the agents.
4.2.1 General Dialogues
Conversation as an autonomous AI problem can be modelled in terms of a dialogue game,
holding the key elements of conversation and speech acts theory described previously.
These include the moves participants can make and the information exchanged between
them. Hamblin [61] introduced the notion of a formal dialectical system which define
the rules governing the moves and structures in an organised conversation, between at
least two alternate turn taking participants.
A dialogue game defined as conventions of interactive goal pursuit [86] in which
participating agents exchange utterances, known as moves or locutions, according to a
set of rules known as a dialogue protocol. Each move has an unique name and can be
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used by the agents at a given state to contribute to furthering the dialogue towards a
pre-defined goal. These moves are exchanged by the agents until the dialogue terminates
and where the goal has either been achieved or failed. A dialogue is a series of arguments
posed by participating players taking turns, where the first argument would be posed by
the proponent then a second by the opponent until the goal of the game is completed.
Using this definition, dialogues can be used to address numerous agent problems and
regardless of their application they can all be designed to include a number of main
components which are illustrated in Figure 4.3:
1. A phase structure containing states which are traversed by the agents using the
defined moves. Across all dialogues these phases will consist of at lease an open,
an information exchange and a close.
2. A commitment store to log the moves made by the agents and commit the agents
to the messages that are passed between them.
3. A task to which the agents are aiming to achieve as a goal.
4. A strategy available to the agents, allowing them to choose between moves avail-
able.
5. A protocol defining the rules dictating the moves available to the agents, and the
roles they assume within the interaction.
6. If the dialogue requires argumentation or negotiation, there must be the notion of
an argument, which can be agreed or refuted by the agents.
Joint activity/
Goal
Inquirer
ProtocolCommitment Commitment 
Knowledge Knowledge
Expert
Open Information exchange Close
S1 S2
locutions
Figure 4.3: General Dialogue example
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Dialogue Protocol and Agent Strategy
A dialogue game is defined as an exchange between two participants who utilise both
a dialogue protocol and an agent strategy to outline the agents’ decision making to
successfully interact and communicate with each other.
A protocol presents a set of rules which regulate the interaction between the par-
ticipating agents over the predefined goal. This protocol explicitly defines the moves
designed as illocutionary speech acts that the agents are permitted to use throughout
the dialogue. The dialogue protocol, as a fixed structure governs the ‘turn’ taking be-
tween the agents and assigns the agent roles, allowing them to successfully make moves
and respond appropriately regardless of the agents strategic preferences.
The protocol is a public notion and is presented independent of any aims or goals the
agents have which will define their choice of moves and must uphold the rule restrictions
set within the protocol. The private notion of the protocol is assumed by an agent as a
strategy presenting the reasoning used by the agents to asses the moves defined in the
protocol.
The strategy is individual to the agents representing their personal aims and preferred
outcomes from the dialogical interaction with the other agent. This strategy provides
the agents with independent decision making (DM) methods which they utilise in order
to chose one legal move over another throughout the dialogue.
Depending on the type of dialogue, the participating agents will adopt different DM
strategies in order to get the optimum result concerning the individual agent’s aims.
Illustrated in Table 4.1 both of the participants aims are co-operative for example in an
inquire or an information seeking dialogue. In contrast to this agent’s aims can also be
selfish as illustrated in the agent’s aims for negotiation dialogue. If the agents adopt
a co-operative aim the strategy will adhere to the co-operative principle such that the
agents do not contradict the maxims defined by Grice.
The DM strategy the agents use will be influential in the outcome of the dialogue,
as will determine what choices the agents make throughout this interaction and how
the agents move between the various phases of the dialogue illustrated in Figure 4.3
and are presented as a series of pre-conditions defined in Chapter 5. DM strategies
with conflicting agent objectives have previously been utilised within ontologies in the
process of reuse, such as the MAUT approach [66] which identifies the best and most
appropriate domains for reuse for a particular task in order to reduce costs which are
associated with full and original ontology development [65]. DM approaches take a series
of attributes as criteria in order to establish the importance or priorities within a each
of the DM processes, in order to achieve the best result for the overall dialogue task.
Phase structure
Dialogues inherently present agents with moves to which they can utter in order to
change the current state of a communication through locutions/moves defined in the
protocol. These moves allow the dialogue to be represented as a state transition dialogue,
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which can be modelled over a set of phases traversed using these moves. As illustrated
in Figure 4.3, regardless of the type of dialogue, a three phase structure consisting of
an open, information and a close can be modelled. Using the generation of an ontology
alignment as a dialogue goal, within this phase structure, two participants are given roles
mirroring those defined by Searle: an inquirer and a listener. The agents enter into the
dialogue at the open phase, whereby neither party has the full solution and have a set of
locutions or moves, similar to illocutionary acts, defined in a protocol available to them.
Throughout the information exchange, the agents adhere to a dialogue protocol defining
the rules restricting the use of these locutions and travers the states sharing knowledge
about their ontologies in the defined moves. The dialogue game is complete when the
participants have actively engaged with each other and have arrived to a consensual
solution, resulting in achievement or failure of a task. At this point the dialogue game
enters a close phase.
Hulstijn further developed the three phases in order to structure a negotiation di-
alogue, modelled over the following five phases: Open, Inform, Propose, Confirm and
Close.
Open Inform Propose Confirm Close
Figure 4.4: Hulstijn’s dialogue phase model, used to develop the dialogical locutions
for this work [64]
The five phases of dialogue shown in Figure 4.4, segment the transitions depicted by
arrows which are the result of the joint action between the agents. The transition of the
phases in Figure 4.4 corresponds to the exchange of several dialogue moves between the
participating agents moving the dialogue process from one phase to another. No phase
in the dialogue model can be skipped however they can be repeated. Within Hulstijn’s
dialogue the agents are assigned to three roles: an inquirer, an expert and a neutral
observer.
The dialogue begins with an open phase which is the beginning of the exchange with
the two participating agents agreeing to the rules of the dialogue and assign roles to the
agents. It is in this phase that the negotiation space is established. It is in the inform
phase of Hulstijn’s dialogue model where there is ‘mutual contact’ with the participants
and here they agree to the terms of the negotiation. In this phase the boundaries of the
negotiation space defined in the previous phase are established. The propose phase of
this five phase model provides the agents with the opportunity to reduce the negotiation
space where the agents can accept of reject proposals. If a proposal is accepted, it
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generates a commitment between the agent and that proposal. The confirm phase sees
the agents confirm or reject these proposals. This results in a positive outcome if the
proposal is confirm or an unsuccessful outcome of the negotiation if the proposal is
rejected. The close phase of the dialogue occurs regardless of the outcome established
in the confirm phase. In this phase the participants close the current negotiation and
re-establish themselves as interactive agents.
Commitment Store
Within a dialogue game the purpose of a commitment store is to document the utterances
a participant makes and commits these utterances made by the the agents as true. Austin
in detailing speech acts outlines the notion of inference in speech acts, and the concept
of commitment similar to that defined by Walton [131].
Agents participating in dialogues, base their moves on what they know about them-
selves and what they assume about the other agents knowledge, based on the statements
made by the other agent. This develops a separation between what is known to the agent
and what an agent assumes about the other agent.
Hamblin introduces the importance of a store of utterances [61] between two partic-
ipants, to separate an assumption and a fact. In order for a participant to negotiate
over an uttered statement, a store of statements is required to be kept throughout a
dialogue which provides a trace of what has been shared, and commits the agents to
their utterances.
Walton and Krabbe further discuss the concept of a commitment store, in terms
of propositional commitment defined as ‘a kind of action commitment whose partial
strategies assign dialogical actions that centre on one proposition’ [131]. Once posed, an
agent becomes committed to an action in the context of the dialogue and as a result of
a response, is therefore obligated to stand by the action and defend that commitment.
For example if a speaker states to a listener ‘a football is round’ and in response the
listener states ‘no, a football is oval’, the speaker is then required to defend their initial
statement with supporting statements.
Walton and Krabbe define rules of these commitments which mirror the previously
detailed rules outlined in Section 4.1 of this chapter. These including the failure to
comply with the rules of the dialogue, similar to the rule defined by Pask, P.i which
could result in a loss of the exchange and failure to perform well within the dialogue,
similar to the maxims in G.i to G.iv.
Formation of arguments
Unless a statement is made irresponsibly by an agent it requires an element of fact in
which to support its validity. Depending on the type of argument, this support can
be based on factual evidence providing a justification of the statement or a rebuttal
providing an alternative statement to counteract the one initially posed. If there is
a rebuttal this counter argument also requires support, to back the validity of this
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rebuttal over the initial statement made. In order to develop a structure to generate
a meaningful argument Toulmin proposes a six part model, illustrated in Figure 4.5.
This model includes the following parts: a claim, data, warrant, backing, rebuttal and
qualification. The claim (C) represents the statement that is being made which will
be supported by some element of fact. A rebuttal (R) is a counter arguments to these
statements. If a claim is being made by an agent, it requires an element of factual
evidence to denote the origin of the claim. The data (D) of a statement are the facts
used in order to prove the argument where warrants (W) are used as logical statements
linking the data to a claim. Using Toulmin’s model, a warrant provides an explicit link
in an argument between the claim and the data to which it relies on as its foundation.
The backing (B) part of Toulmin’s model, are statements used to support the truth of a
warrants which can be expressed as a categorical statement of fact. In comparison to the
data, the backing does not need to be explicitly produced within the argument. Finally
qualifiers (Q) limit the strength of an argument by proposing explicitly the conditions
under which the argument is true.
ClaimData
Rebuttal
Qualifiers
Backing
Warrant
So,
UnlessSince
On account of
Figure 4.5: Toulmin’s argumentation model [122]
Using the Toulmin model of argumentation, the following example illustrates the
relations of the six part model [122]:
(D) Harry was born in Bermuda;
(Q) So, presumably;
(C) Harry is a British subject;
(W) Since a man born in Bermuda will generally be a British subject;
(B) On account of the following statues and other legal provisions;
(R) Both his parents were aliens/he has become a naturalised American.
Generating an ontology alignment through argumentation can be modelled using
elements of Toulmin’s argumentation model. If a candidate mapping (a claim) is pro-
posed, the agents require knowledge (data) to establish semantic meaning (warrant) of
the concepts in order to accept, reject or propose an alternative candidate mapping as
a rebuttal.
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4.3 Summary
This chapter has introduced the study of human communication with its origin in phi-
losophy and psychology and presented an overview of communication from a cognitive
perspective in human interaction.
The key principles of communication have been identified which are found in both
the study of human communication and communication between autonomous agents.
This chapter introduced the notion of a dialogue and what constitutes a dialogue from
its origin in philosophy to its use in naming games [84] using multi-agent systems.
Communication as a dialogue game is formalised into a structured phase protocol
providing the rules defining and the moves available where the participants interact
over a given joint task (or goal). These moves are selected by the participants using
a strategy, which allows independent decision making and dictate the traversal of the
dialogue state by state. The notion of commitment has been introduced presenting the
principle of a store of moves between the agents acting both as a log and committing
the agents to the messages they have previously uttered.
The principles of communication between autonomous agents have been presented
including Grice’s co-operative maxims and Pask’s rules of a strict conversation which
provide assumptions about the participants. The way in which messages are shared be-
tween agents has been presented in terms of speech acts developed by Austin and Searle.
In Summary, this Chapter:
• Introduced the study of human communication and its origins.
• Identified the main principles that continue from human communication to that
of multi-agent systems.
• Presented the roles of the participating agents within an interactive dialogue in
attempting to address a pre-defined goal.
• Detailed the varying dialogue types as categorised by Walton and Krabbe and the
phase structure to their design.
• Introduced the components of a dialogue including the dialogue protocol, agent’s
strategy and the notion of a commitment store, the formulation of an argument.
Part III
Contribution
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Dialogue Protocol
Chapter Outline
‘We can only see a short distance ahead, but we can see plenty there that
needs to be done’. - Alan Turing
Within a dialogue game participants must clearly understand the moves available to
them in order to achieve a goal. The game is presented in a dialogical setting, where the
joint goal is generating an alignment between the participating agent’s assigned ontology,
as illustrated in the previous chapter.
In this chapter the dialogue defining the interactions between the participating agents,
for the purposes of ontology alignment is formally defined. This definition of the dialogue
is represented over the properties of the dialogue, including a protocol defining the moves
available to the agents in order to achieve the common goal of an alignment followed by
a strategy defining the choice of moves the agents make at a given state in the dialogue.
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5.1 DbMN Dialogue Components
Dialogue games introduced in Chapter 4 are used as a metaphor for a collaborative align-
ment mechanism where agents co-operatively form agreement. In this work dialogues
provide a communication framework where agents can use a dialogical protocol rooted in
human conversational processes, to investigate human based communication principles
and rules and to utilise these principles for AI within a dialogue in addressing a task.
This dialogue based approach was developed from an interest within the cognitive and
psychological approaches to learning and human communication, and this approach was
taken and adapted within an AI context to address the ontology alignment problem.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the conceptual architecture of the DbMN dialogue, and con-
textualises the components included in the approach. This figure presents how the two
participating agents interact using the protocol, to address heterogeneity in ontology
alignment generation.
Agent (Proponent)
Agent (Opponent)
Ontology 
(Private and Disclosable)
Ontology 
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Opponent 
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Figure 5.1: Conceptual Architecture illustrating how the use of ontologies, and the
dialogue as a protocol and agent strategy fit into the approach, to address ontology
alignment generation.
In this work a dialogue is defined in terms of moves and players [135] where the
dialogue moves M is of type T movetype. These moves M are defined as a pair
〈Player ,Arg〉. Here a player ∈ {0,1} is specifically one of two agents making an ar-
gument within the dialogue and arg is the argument which is being made. The two
agents and their fixed assigned roles are illustrated in Figure 5.1 as a proponent and
opponent agent each with their respective ontology fragments and independent strategy
which will dictate how they choose which move they will use at any given state within the
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dialogue. The agents also assume a role in each move determining which of the agents,
in that given move is passing a message i.e. the sender and which agent is receiving the
message i.e. the receiver. These roles of sender and receiver are interchangeable giving
both the agents the opportunity to make a move, and thus co-operatively interact.
This chapter formalises the DbMN over the six dialogue components that are as-
sumed within this approach and the decision making strategies used by the agents.
These components have been introduced in Chapter 4 and include:
1. A commitment store used by the agents (Section 5.1.3);
2. An argument which is generated by the agents (Section 5.1.4);
3. A joint task over which the agents interact (Section 5.1.1);
4. A dialogue structure including phases and states over which the dialogue is mod-
elled (Section 5.1.2);
5. A dialogue protocol (Section 5.2);
6. An agent strategy (Section 5.3.3).
5.1.1 Dialogue Task
In order to enter into the dialogue, the agent roles must be assigned to establish which
agent is to move first. These agent roles of Proponent and Opponent are assigned
at random at the beginning of the dialogue, prior to the utterance of the first locution.
These roles are fixed, however the sender and receiver roles alternate between the agents
throughout the dialogue, allowing both agents equal opportunity to share and receive
knowledge pertinent to a candidate mapping.
This dialogue approach addresses the challenges arising in ontology alignment gen-
eration as a result of ontological heterogeneity and is illustrated in Figure 5.2. This
illustrates the dialogue addressing the occurrences of entities modelled with conflict-
ing meanings, which needs to be resolved in order to generate semantically meaningful
mappings as seen within the propose phase detailed in the formation of agent argu-
ments 5.1.4. Specifically the dialogue approach addresses semantic mismatches discussed
in Section 3.3 including Terminological mismatches which are addressed by investigat-
ing the concept labels, and secondly Content mismatches which are established when
exploring the concept relations. Similarly the protocol can be utilised if entity terms
are represented different natural languages. Knowledge will still be shared between the
agents, however a meaningful match might not be found unless there is a semantic sim-
ilarity between the strings of the terms. In order to address this issue, an addition of
an external resource such as BabelNet [96] could be included, however this is out of the
scope of this thesis. The hypothesis and further assumptions made within this work are
presented within this Chapter in Section 5.6 and Chapter 8
In review of the definitions presented in Chapter 2, ontologies are modelled as ma-
chine readable knowledge bases in the form of RDF [82] graphs, which are assumed by
an agent. These ontologies are defined as a formal, explicit specification of a (partially)
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shared conceptualisation. In this context a conceptualisation refers to an abstract model
of a world defined by relevant concepts and relations. Explicit means that the concepts
and restrictions detailing the vocabulary are formally defined whilst formal is machine
readable. Partially-shared denotes that the ontology assigned to an agent might not be
shared in full. Privacy in ontology alignment generation has been previously investi-
gated in [18] and the DbMN approach examines the concept of privacy by attempting
to generate an ontology alignment where the ontologies are not fully disclosed.
Joint Goal  
Alignment generation
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Open Propose Confirm Close
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moves
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Figure 5.2: DbMN approach presented as an inquiry dialogical game
It is often the case however that agents differ in the vocabularies (ontologies) they
assume, thus compromising seamless semantic interoperability between these dynamic
and evolving systems.
This dialogue is described as a protocol which defines and formalises the moves
available to the agents to address heterogeneity of concept names. This dialogue allows
the participants to incrementally share the disclosable parts of their vocabularies Σxd
(sender) and Σxˆd (reciever) which they are willing to reveal to the other agent, in order
to mutually agree on a candidate mapping to form an alignment. These ontologies are
modelled as a set of axioms describing classes and their relations, where Σ = NC unionsqNR is
the ontology signature; i.e. the set of class and property names used in O ′ (the ontology
definition is restricted to classes and roles, denoted respectively by NC and NR).
The alignment method proposed assumes that the ontologies are represented as an
edge-labeled directed graph G where G is an ordered pair G = (V,E) such that:
• V ⊆ NC ∪ L is a finite set of vertices (where L is the set of literals);
• E ⊆ V × NR × V is a ternary relation describing the edges (including label). As
the direction of the edge e ∈ E represents the ‘subsumes’ relation (v), two edges
are required to represent ‘disjoint’ (⊥) and ‘equivalent’ (≡).
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The agents participate in this dialogue to establish a set correspondences (mappings)
between entities in their disclosable ontologies Σxd and Σ
xˆ
d. This correspondence is defined
as:
Definition 3: A correspondence is a triple denoted $ = 〈e, e′, r〉 such that e ∈ Σxd,
e′ ∈ Σxˆd, r ∈ {≡,v,w,⊥}.
An ontology alignment defined in Chapter 3 determines the relationships between
entities in two ontologies. However, in similar domains the ontologies can be modelled
differently using a variety of modelling languages and contrasting assumptions making
translating one ontology into another increasingly difficult i.e. resulting in semantic
and syntactic heterogeneity as described in Chapter 3. It is stated in Chapter 4 that
a dialogue requires the participating agents to communicate over an explicit task. The
assumed task in the development of this dialogue is ontology alignment generation, and
is defined in terms of the following main research question:
Research Question: Can a “plausible” alignment between two ontologies be estab-
lished, without sharing the ontology in full, prior to the matching process?
In this work a “plausible” alignment is an alignment which contains mappings that
a human domain expert would consider correct. Current ontology alignment systems
participating in the OAEI, including those discussed in Chapter 3 evaluate the generated
alignment, found by the system, to a reference alignment designed by domain experts.
The mappings in a reference alignment however, may not be precise with respect to the
constraints defined by a given task. A successful conversation in terms of the explicit
task in this research question, would result in the agents generating a plausible alignment
between their two assumed ontologies, which can be compared to a reference alignment
to evaluate the accuracy and correctness of the included mappings, such that they are
found to be semantically meaningful. Due to the heterogeneous nature of ontologies this
task is not always straightforward. Finding a “correct” mapping is complex [24], thus
evaluating alignments against a reference generated by domain experts is not always
meaningful. In order for the dialogue to successfully complete this task, it must assume
the following principles borrowing from the rules of a successful human conversation
defined in Chapter 4. Thus the dialogue obeys Grice’s co-operative principle [57] by
assuming that:
i The participating agents are truthful;
ii They make informative contributions as required;
iii They keep their interactions terse and do not provide more information than neces-
sary.
Furthering Grice’s co-operative principle the dialogue also adheres to Pask’s rules of
a strict conversation such that:
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i Participants agree to the rules of the dialogue in order to participate;
ii The dialogue is focused resulting in the success of a given task.
Making these assumptions and assigning these rules within a dialogue protocol, it is as-
sumed the agents will be truthful in their statements and their decision making strategies
will be co-operative, in order to successfully achieve the task of generating an alignment
between their respective ontologies.
5.1.2 Dialogue Structure
The dialogical structure is a key component from the conceptual architecture of the
approach, presented in Figure 5.1 and is based upon the phases designed in Hulstijn’s
model [64] for agent negotiation. Hulstijn defines negotiation as a ‘constant process of
raising and resolving issues’, which can be used to structure the problem of establishing
semantic meaning in the task of generating an alignment.
In contrast to Hulstijn’s model the ‘inform’ phase is where the agreement of terms is
established by the agents. In the dialogue presented here, this agreement is found in the
initial ‘open’ phase allowing a four phase dialogue structure to be designed, excluding the
inform. This dialogue structure is summarised in Table 5.1 illustrating the speculative
and confirmative phases and the states in which the available moves can be utilised by
the sending agents. This section will detail these phases and outline their design in
terms of the agents and the dialogue task.
Move Phase State Sender agent
Speculative Initiate Open S1 Proponent
Propose Propose S2 Opponent
Confirmative Reject Confirm S3, S7 Proponent or Opponent
Justify Confirm S3, S5, S7, S8 Proponent or Opponent
Testify Confirm S4, S6 Proponent or Opponent
Assert Confirm S3, S7 Proponent or Opponent
Accept Confirm S5, S8 Proponent or Opponent
Fail Confirm S2 Opponent
End Close S1 Proponent
Table 5.1: Summary of the structural design of the DbMN dialogue
Open: This is the beginning of the dialogue, and the start of the speculative part of the
dialogue. Within the open phase the initial concept label is presented as the task to
be mapped, by one agent to another. This initial move sets the first roles of ‘sender’
and ‘receiver’ and initiates a negotiation space. In comparison to Hulstijn’s inquiry
dialogue there are only two roles available for the agents, and there is no neutral
observer. In contrast to the assignment of the roles of proponent and opponent
which are fixed, the roles of a sender and a receiver switches throughout the phases
in the dialogue, allowing both agents the opportunity to both send and request
information.
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Propose: In order for the agent to assert an argument about a candidate mapping,
the grounds for that assert need to be developed by the agents and agreed upon
in terms of an argument which comprises of a claim and support as defined in
Chapter 4. This required support is defined and returned in the form of triples
where the proposal is a potential string match of a concept label in O1 to a
concept label in O2 and the subject of the triple is that concept label. This is the
beginning of the development of a premise designed using the Toulmin model for
argumentation, which is found in both the propose and confirm phases.
Confirm: The confirm phase of this dialogue, is the first of the confirmative phases
and allows the agents to develop the claim of an argument by sharing elements of
their knowledge bases as factual support backing up this claim. This occurs for
the proponent and opponent agents allowing both agents to garner information
for each other in order to develop support for the claim of the argument to be
mutually accepted. Once the agents have the required support, the argument can
be accepted in this phase of the dialogue.
Close: The close phase of this dialogue occurs when the agents either succeed or fail in
finding an alignment between their ontologies. At this close phase, the commitment
stores are cleared for both agents, allowing for a new dialogue to begin with new
agents, or with the agents taking up the alternate roles of proponent and opponent.
5.1.3 Commitment Store
An important component of a dialogue game is the notion of a commitment store log-
ging the utterances a participant makes. Within this dialogue there are two types of
stores where the agent utterances are kept. These include a public stored shared by the
agents (CS) and a private store (Gamma store) kept by each agent individually and is
differentiated between the sender’s store (Γx ) and the recipient’s store (Γxˆ). The agents
manage these commitment stores which commit both agents to statements of knowledge
sharing that has been sent from agent to agent throughout the dialogue process.
Within each of the gamma stores, the knowledge garnered is represented as a (par-
tially) connected graph. This is the neighbourhood of the concept vi, i.e. the subgraph
originating from the vertex vi constructed through the exchange of triples ($) that form
a directed path from vi to support its candidacy, [〈vi, predicate, object〉].
The content of the private gamma stores Γ are updated as a result of a message
being sent to a receiver within the following moves, illustrated in Table 5.2:
Testify in the form of: 〈x, testify , e, e′, $〉 or 〈xˆ, testify , e, e′, $〉
Assert in the form of: 〈x, assert, e, e′, A〉 or 〈xˆ, assert, e, e′, A〉
Walton and Krabbe state that a commitment is not always permanent and can be
retracted with evidence [131]. Within this work however, the possibility of retracting
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Phase Message Γx Γxˆ CS
Speculative Open 〈x, initiate, e,nil,nil〉 - - -
Propose 〈xˆ, propose, e, e′,nil〉 - - -
Confirmative Confirm 〈x, justify , e, e′,nil〉 - - -
Confirm 〈xˆ, testify , e, e′, $〉 〈e, e′, $〉 - -
Confirm 〈x, assert, e, e′, A〉 〈e, e′, $〉 〈e, e′, A〉 -
Confirm 〈xˆ, accept, e, e′, A〉 〈e, e′, A〉 〈e, e′, A〉 〈e, e′, A〉
Close 〈x, end ,nil,nil,nil〉 〈e, e′, A〉 〈e, e′, A〉 〈e, e′, A〉
- - - -
Table 5.2: Showing the update of agent’s private and public knowledge stores through-
out a dialogue run.
a fact from a commitment is not available to an agent and therefore commitment in
the dialogue is permanent whilst the dialogue is open. Once a message is passed to a
receiver, that message is stored within the receiver’s gamma store (Γxˆ), until the dialogue
is terminated. It is only when the end move is uttered at state S1 that the gamma stores
for both agents are cleared.
Both agents manage a public knowledge base or commitment store (CS ) alongside
the private gamma store. Although the agents maintain individual copies of the CS
these will always be identical and therefore there is no distinction between them. The
CS contains a trace of all the moves uttered by each agent and is based upon the notion
of an agent’s commitment in the dialogue [131]. The content of the private CS stores
can be seen in Table 5.2 and are updated as a result of a message being sent to a receiver,
in the following move:
Accept in the form of: 〈x, accept, e, e′, A〉 or 〈xˆ, accept, e, e′, A〉
The CS, like the gamma stores is only cleared when the end is uttered at state S1
indicating a termination of the dialogue. Walton and Krabbe also discuss the concept
of a commitment store in terms of propositional commitment [131], where it is stated
that once a statement is passed, an agent becomes committed to an action in context
and as a result of a response, is therefore obliged to defend that commitment. This
notion of propositional commitment is found in Γ in this dialogue, however in the CS,
the information has already been supported and agreed upon by both agents, therefore
neither are obliged to defend the content.
5.1.4 Dialogue arguments
The final component in the dialogue is based on the notion of an argument permitting
the sender agent to propose a candidate mapping to the recipient, together with any
supporting evidence. The recipient agent can in turn accept this argument, or request
more support for this argument using the justify move. The dialogue mechanism utilises
arguments which allow the agents to propose candidate correspondences (between the
entities in their respective ontologies) and to justify them or refute them on the grounds
of some evidential fact, provided as a means of support.
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This protocol assumes the agents co-operate with each other in order to reach an
agreement on the best correspondence mapping, thus satisfying the co-operation maxims
stated by Grice and the rules defining conversational exchange. As a result of this
assumed co-operation, agents can only make arguments that assert the validity of a new
correspondence that was not previously disclosed, or question its correctness by stating
an alternative correspondence for one of the same entities. As each new argument either
introduces a new correspondence or states a new premise for an existing one, there is no
possibility of cycles in arguments and thus the agents will either reach an agreement or
they will reject the proposal.
The arguments are defined over the language L, where each agent can form argu-
ments about a candidate correspondence c and entities e in the disclosable signature
Σxd of their ontology and the triples describing e. L is the set of formulae ` defined by:
` ::= 〈entity〉 | 〈correspondence〉 | {〈triple〉}
〈entity〉 ::= e
〈correspondence〉 ::= c
〈triple〉 ::= $
Hence L will contain statements about Σxd, Σxˆd and the correspondences mapping
entities from one signature into the other.
The dialogue presented in this work borrows from the notion of support in Toulmin’s
argumentation model [122] where if a premise or statement is made regarding a proposed
mapping, it requires supporting evidence in order to defend it. Therefore an argument
expresses the relationship between the claim proposed by the acting agent and the
support backing this claim. This also satisfies Grice’s maxim of relation whereby the
information shared is pertinent to the proposed argument. Using Toulmin’s argument
model, an argument (A) can not be asserted without a premise (Pr) supporting a claim
(Cl). The premise in the arguments take the form of sets of triples when the agent
establishes the validity of a correspondence c, it states an argument in favour of c,
by proposing evidence or support based on the triples exchanged until that moment,
that are stored in its Gamma store, resulting in matched $ pairs ($,$′). Each $
disclosed by one agent will have some similarity to zero or more triples $′ disclosed by
its opponent, as illustrated by the example in Figure 5.3 (top) between two example sets
of triples supporting a correspondence between the entities Paper and article.
The structural similarity of the neighbourhood of two entities can be computed over
the set NS, i.e. the set of all the matching ($,$′) pairs that form a bipartite graph in
Figure 5.3. The support is based upon some injective matching between the bipartite
graph representing the triples in an agent’s own ontology, and those disclosed by the
other agent as part of the dialogue such that no triple from one ontology is paired to
more than one triple in the other ontology resulting in a one-to-one mapping between
the sets of triples, thus resulting in matched pairs ($,$′) (illustrated in the bottom of
Figure 5.3). This dialogue is restricted to a one-way direction of argumentation, meaning
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Bipartite Graph
representing the possible 
triple pairs
⟨Paper, hasTitle, Title⟩
⟨Paper, hasAuthor, Author⟩
⟨Paper, hasSubtitle, Subtitle⟩
⟨Paper, wasReviewedBy, member⟩
⟨article, entitled, title⟩
⟨article, authoredby, author⟩
⟨article, reviewer, pcmember⟩
Matching
representing the paired triples
⟨Paper, hasTitle, Title⟩
⟨Paper, hasAuthor, Author⟩
⟨Paper, hasSubtitle, Subtitle⟩
⟨Paper, wasReviewedBy, member⟩
⟨article, entitled, title⟩
⟨article, authoredby, author⟩
⟨article, reviewer, pcmember⟩
Figure 5.3: Possible pairs of triples (top) and a matching (bottom)
that potential mappings of a concept, once mapped are not revisited. Therefore a counter
argument is not an option, the only locution available to an agent is to request support
for a given argument thus no retraction occurs. Currently the assumption of the dialogue
is that a mapping will only be found on the concept queried and support that comes
from it in the form of triples. A further negotiation element to incorporate a rebuttal
could be added into this dialogue as potential future work. The following triples found
are illustrated in Figure 5.3 (bottom), once established they are not revisited. These
include:
(〈Paper, hasT itleT itle〉, 〈article, entitled, title〉)
(〈Paper, hasAuthor,Author〉, 〈article, authoredby, author〉)
(〈Paper, wasReviewedBy,Reviewer〉, 〈article, reviewer, pcreviewer〉)
The arguments within this dialogue can be formalised as:
Definition 4: An Argument is a pair A = (Pr ,Cl), where Pr ⊆ L∪{>} and Cl ∈ L.
It is defined that Args(L) the set of all arguments derivable from the language L.
In this definition, Pr is the support (representing a set of premises of an argument)
whilst Cl is the claim. Facts (i.e. statements with no premises) are represented as
(>, Cl). An argument expresses a relationship between the claim and the support such
that if the support holds then the claim must also hold. In the dialogue approach
the support for an argument expresses a justification for some neighbourhood similarity
(based on a set of related triples) for two entities e and e ′. The claim asserts the viability
of a correspondence between these two entities i.e. that the correspondence has some
evidence of correctness.
5.2 Dialogue Protocol
The DbMN (Dialogue based Meaning Negotiation) protocol defines the rules of partic-
ipation, which must be adhered to by the agents and has been previously published
in [112–114].
The protocol depicted in Figure 5.4 was developed over the four phase structure
detailed in Section 5.1.2 beginning with speculative phases followed by confirmation
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phases. The rules and locutions of the protocol within these phases were developed and
refined and based on a number of principles from conversational theory including strict
conversation rules defined by Pask and Grice’s co-operation principle. The finalised
DbMN protocol formalises the available moves and are designed based on the notion of
speech acts, developed by Austin and Searle
Chapter 4 introduced dialogues as an approach to support one to one agent nego-
tiation, where agents agree on the use of certain resources. Dialogue based negotiation
assumes that the agents agree on a public ‘language’ for negotiation, whilst keeping
their decision making strategies private. In this chapter the novel dialogue is proposed
(DbMN), which allows agents to negotiate an alignment by proposing correspondences
and their supporting evidence. Generating this ontology alignment using a dialogical
approach requires a protocol to define the moves and a strategy to define the decision
making process the agents will use to choose the moves. A dialogue game is defined as
conventions of interactive goal pursuit [86] in which participating agents exchange ut-
terances, known as ‘moves’ or ‘locutions’, according to a set of defined rules known as a
‘dialogue protocol’. Each move has an unique name, and its contents is some statement
which contribute to advancing the transitions in the dialogue towards a pre-defined goal.
These moves are exchanged by the agents until the dialogue terminates and the goal has
either been achieved or failed.
This section formalises the protocol in terms of the rules defining the moves available
and followed by the decision making components which the agents use to traverse the
dialogue. The DbMN approach makes a number of assumptions regarding the properties
of the dialogue introduced in the previous chapter:
• There are two participating agents within the DbMN approach which both assume
an ontology, and are assigned to the roles of proponent and opponent at the open
phase of the dialogue;
• These ontologies are assumed to be machine readable;
• The agents are assumed to be truthful in their sharing of their knowledge bases
throughout the dialogue, and their strategies must not contradict the rules set by
the protocol.
The dialogue protocol comprises a sequence of communicative acts, or moves (de-
noted byM of type T movetype), whereby two participating agents take turns to share
statements supporting or refuting a candidate correspondence. Figure 5.4 illustrates a
state transition diagram of the dialogue showing the types of moves that the players can
make and the choice of move which is then available in the new state.
The dialogue is designed over nine possible states where state S1 is the beginning
of the dialogue and the end state is where the dialogue terminates. At state S1 the
initiating agent known as the proponent, whose moves are represented with a dashed line,
begins the dialogue with an initiate move. The set of legal moves, T , are summarised in
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Table 6.1 seen in Chapter 6 and are illustrated in the walkthrough example in Chapter 6.
Figure 5.4 does not show the semantics of the moves, however the section below details
these rules with respect to the pre and post conditions of each move available to an
agent at a given state.
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Figure 5.4: Dialogue Protocol detailing the flow of moves available to the Agents at
each state.
For every dialogue move it is assumed that each agent plays a role; i.e. the proponent
agent is either a sender x or recipient xˆ (and conversely the opponent plays the alternate
role such that they never play the same role concurrently). After each move the agents
swap roles and thus take turns in acting as sender or recipient. At each point in the
dialogue an agent selects from one or more moves depending on its strategy, which in turn
is based on some objective function that reflects the agent’s current task or objective.
Thus an agent may want to find a maximal alignment (i.e. map as many entities as
possible) if it is interested in knowledge integration or find some alignment that maps
only those entities that are necessary and sufficient to perform some service [5]. When
the proponent has no further entities to map, then the dialogue can terminate. If the
opponent then wishes to explore further correspondences it can initiate a new dialogue
and assume the role of proponent (i.e. the agents can reverse roles).
5.2.1 Dialogical Moves
This section discusses each of the moves available to the agents at each state of the
dialogue as well as the pre-conditions and post-conditions of the move i.e. what is
required for the move to be available to the agent and what moves can be used after the
utterance is made.
The syntax of each move is of the form m = 〈x, τ, e, e′, l〉, where τ is the move type
such that τ ∈ T , and T = {initiate, propose, assert, accept, reject, testify , justify , fail , end};
e represents the source entity being discussed (identified within the initiate move); e ′ is
the current candidate target entity (i.e. the entity that could be mapped to e); and l
represents a list of zero or more additional elements (depending on the type of move).
For some moves it may not be necessary to specify the source entity the target entity or
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any additional elements, in which case they will be empty or unspecified (represented
with nil).
Definition 5: A dialogue denoted as M, which comprises of a sequence of moves
〈mr, . . . ,mt〉, where r, t ∈ N, r < t are time points, involving two participants x, xˆ ∈ P
where the roles of the participants are sender x and recipient xˆ, such that:
• sender(m) = x ∈ P, where m ∈M
• movetype(mr) = initiate
• movetype(mt) ∈ {end}
• sender(ms) 6= sender(ms−1)
As the dialogue progresses over time each move is denoted as ms, r < s ≤ t, where r
is the time point of the first move of the dialogue, t is the time point of the last move,
and s is the time point of the current move. Only participants in the dialogue can make
moves, and the first move of a dialogue must always be an initiate move, and the last
move should be an end move. Finally, each agent should take turns in uttering a move.
Every move uttered is stored in both agents commitment stores such that M ⊂ CS
where CS is the commitment store and therefore constitutes a fact that is know to both
agents.
M.1 The move mr = initiate: 〈x, initiate, e,nil, nil〉
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Figure 5.5: Initiate move, and legal post-conditions
An initiate move is uttered when a correspondence is desired for e, which must
be in x’s ontology; and should not have appeared previously in an initiate move.
The only permissible subsequent moves are propose if the opponent has a potential
match for the entity e, or fail if no potential match for e can be found. For the
initiate, the following conditions hold:
– Pre-conditions
∗ e ∈ Ox
∗ @A ∈ CS s.t. e ∈ ent(claim(A))
∗ @m ∈M s.t. (movetype(m) = fail) ∧ (e ∈ ent(m))
– Post-conditions
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∗ movetype(mr+1) ∈ {propose, fail}
A denotes an argument as a pair A = (Pr,Cl) where Pr is the support (represent-
ing a set of premises of an argument) and Cl is the claim. Facts (i.e. statements
with no premises) are represented as (>, Cl). This argument is defined formally
in Section 5.1.4.
M.2 The move ms = propose: 〈x, propose, e, e′, nil〉
The propose move is uttered when the sender x has some previously undisclosed
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Figure 5.6: Propose move, and legal post-conditions.
target entity e ′ in its ontology which the sender has found is a lexically viable match
for e such that the lexical similarity exceeds the lexical threshold value. (i.e. if
σl(e, e
′) ≥ l). The only permissible subsequent moves relate to the candidacy
of some correspondence between e and e ′: justify is used if the opponent seeks
further evidence to support the candidacy; assert if the opponent believes they
have sufficient evidence in favour of the candidacy; or reject if no evidence can
be found to support the candidacy. For the propose, the following pre and post
conditions hold:
– Pre-conditions
∗ e′ ∈ Ox
∗ @m ∈M s.t. {e, e′} ⊆ ent(m)
∗ σl(e, e′) ≥ l
– Post-conditions
∗ movetype(ms+1) ∈ {justify , assert, reject}
M.3 The move ms = assert: 〈x, assert, e, e′, A〉
The assert move is made when the sender believes it has a candidate correspon-
dence between e and e ′; if i) the two entities are believed to be a lexically viable
match; and ii) if the premise of the previously undisclosed argument A is consid-
ered acceptable; i.e. its aggregate neighbourhood similarity score σn (discussed in
Section 5.3.1) is greater than or equal to the threshold n. The only permissible
subsequent moves are: accept if the opponent accepts the correspondence in the
claim given its own assessment of the support or justify when the opponent rejects
the support, and thus seeks additional or alternative evidence to support the claim.
For the assert, the following conditions hold:
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Figure 5.7: Assert move, and legal post-conditions.
– Pre-conditions
∗ σl(e, e′) ≥ l
∗ ∃Pr ⊆ NS : σn(Pr) ≥ n
∗ @m ∈M s.t.
· movetype(m) = assert
· {e, e′} ⊆ ent(m)
· support(m) 6= Pr
∗ support(A) = Pr
∗ claim(A) = 〈e, e′,≡〉
– Post-conditions
∗ movetype(ms+1) ∈ {justify , accept}
M.4 The move ms = accept: 〈x, accept, e, e′, A〉
The accept move is made when a candidate correspondence between the source
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Figure 5.8: Accept move, and legal post-conditions.
entity e and the target entity e ′ is believed to be a lexically viable match and
when the sender x believes there is sufficient evidence to support its candidacy.
The argument A should be the same as that appearing in the previous move
which should have been an assert move. Once this accept move has been made the
argument A is then added to the commitment store CS . This is to prevent the
entity e being subsequently proposed again in any subsequent initiate moves. The
only move that is permissible in the dialogue following an accept move is an initiate
move whereby a new source entity is considered. For the accept, the following
conditions hold:
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– Pre-conditions
∗ σl(e, e′) ≥ l
∗ ∃Pr ⊆ NS : σn(Pr) ≥ n
∗ movetype(ms−1) = assert
∗ A = contents(ms−1)
– Post-conditions
∗ CS = CS ∪A
∗ movetype(ms+1) = initiate
M.5 The move ms = reject: 〈x, reject, e, e′,nil〉
The reject move is uttered when, x believes that there could be a lexically viable
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Figure 5.9: Reject move, and legal post-conditions.
match between the two entities e and e ′; however, x does not have sufficient
evidence to assert the candidacy of the correspondence; and it no longer believes
the other agent has undisclosed knowledge that could support the candidacy for
this correspondence. Thus there is no possibility of finding a correspondence for
these two entities. The only permissible subsequent moves depend on the agent. If
x is the opponent (S7) then the proponent can either assert an alternate argument
for the correspondence or seek further evidence using the justify move. However,
if x is the proponent at state (S3) then the opponent can utter propose if another
entity could match e or fail if it is no longer possible to find a correspondence for
e. For the reject the following conditions hold:
– Pre-conditions
∗ σl(e, e′) ≥ l
∗ @Pr ⊆ NS : σn(Pr) ≥ n
∗ Either one of the following must hold:
· movetype(ms−1) = testify ∧ contents(m) = ∅
· movetype(ms−1) = reject
– Post-conditions
∗ movetype(ms+1) ∈ {accept, justify , propose, fail}
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M.6 The move ms = testify : 〈x, testify , e, e′, $〉
The testify move is uttered in response to a justify move requesting evidence to
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Figure 5.10: Testify move, and legal post-conditions.
support the candidacy of some correspondence between e and e ′ which is believed
to be a lexically viable match. The value of $ will be a new triple that supports
the candidacy of the correspondence (if such an undisclosed triple exists) other-
wise no triple (i.e. ∅) will be returned. The triple will be added to the recipient’s
commitment store Γxˆ. The only permissible subsequent moves relate to the candi-
dacy of some correspondence between e and e ′: reject (i.e. no evidence to support
the candidacy can be found); justify if the opponent seeks further evidence to sup-
port the candidacy; assert if the opponent believes they have sufficient evidence in
favour of the candidacy; or reject if no evidence that can be found to support the
candidacy.
For the testify , the following conditions hold:
– Pre-conditions
∗ σl(e, e′) ≥ l
– Post-conditions
∗ if ∃$′ ∈ rankx(e), @m ∈M where:
· contents(m) = $
· movetype(m) = testify
then $ = $′ else $ = ∅
∗ Γxˆ = Γxˆ ∪$
∗ movetype(ms+1) ∈ {justify , assert, reject}
M.7 The move ms = justify : 〈x, justify , e, e′, nil〉
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Figure 5.11: Justify move, and legal post-conditions.
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The justify move is uttered when the sender x believes the opponent S3 and S8
in Figure (a), or proponent S5 and S7 in Figure (b) may have disclosed knowledge
that could support the candidacy of some correspondence between e and e ′. Fur-
thermore x also believes that there could be a lexically viable match between the
two entities e and e ′ but does not have sufficient evidence to assert the candidacy
of the correspondence. The only permissible move following a justify move is testify .
For the justify the following conditions hold:
– Pre-conditions
∗ @m ∈M s.t.
· movetype(m) = testify
· {e, e′} ⊆ ent(m)
· contents(m) 6= ∅
∗ σl(e, e′) ≥ l
∗ @Pr ⊆ NS : σn(Pr) ≥ n
– Post-conditions
∗ movetype(ms+1) = testify
It is important to note that the dialogue presented will always terminate when the
agents enter into a justify-testify loop within the dialogue, due to their finite ontology
signatures. If the dialogue does not end before every possible correspondence is
considered from the proponent?s signature from the initiate move, then it will end,
in its worst case, once all the knowledge to support a correspondence within the
justify-testify moves has been disclosed. If no appropriate evidence is provided, then
the dialogue will terminate following a fail move. If the agents had the possibility
to retract an argument and pose a contradictory one using the alternative premise
garnered between states S6 and S8, there would be a requirement for using a justify
as the above pre-conditions would then hold. The current version of the dialogue
has been designed with the possibility of adding this retraction. This retraction
is not included in this version of the dialogue presented however, it is proposed as
possible further work in Chapter 9.
M.8 The move ms = fail : 〈x, fail , e,nil,nil〉
The fail move is uttered when the sender x is not able to find a target entity e ′ in
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Figure 5.12: Fail move, and legal post-conditions.
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its ontology that has not been disclosed in a previous move and is a lexically viable
match for the source entity e. This move signifies that no possible match for the
source entity e could be found. The only move that is permissible following a fail
move is an initiate move, whereby a new source entity is considered. For the fail ,
the following conditions hold:
– Pre-conditions
∗ @e′ ∈ Ox s.t.
· @m ∈M s.t. {e, e′} ⊆ ent(m)
· σl(e, e′) ≥ l
– Post-conditions
∗ movetype(ms+1) = initiate
M.9 The move mt = end : 〈x, end , nil,nil, nil〉
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Figure 5.13: End move and legal post-conditions.
The end move is uttered in response to a fail or an accept move and ends the
dialogue between the participating agents either with a successful alignment gen-
erated, if the ms−1 is an accept, or a failed mapping attempt meaning there is not
enough support to corroborate a candidate mapping if the ms−1 is a fail . For the
end , the following conditions hold:
– Pre-conditions
∗ Σt = ∅
– Post-conditions
∗ CS = ∅
∗ Dialogue with current agents is terminated.
5.3 Co-ordinating dialogue moves through strategic deci-
sion making
Throughout the dialogue the agents require different decision making measures in order
to accurately establish the similarity of entities of their own ontology, to those shared
by the other agent in order to generate an alignment. These decision making measures
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include a lexical and structural similarity, a neighbourhood similarity and a ranking
function defining which triple an agent will share. Finally the agent strategy which
defines which move an agent will make at a decision point within the dialogue.
5.3.1 Dialogue Similarities
It is assumed that the ontologies in this approach, are represented in the form of a graph.
The dialogue uses two similarity metrics: a lexical similarity metric and a structural
similarity metric. These metrics are used in the different moves within the dialogue and
handle two different types of knowledge. The lexical similarity measure σl : NC ×NC →
[0, 1], uses a single concept label to establish both an anchor point and a path route
through the graph. The structural similarity metric σs : Π × Π → [0, 1], calculates the
similarity of a triple in a ‘receiver’ ontology to those shared by the ‘sender’, in order to
develop a premise Pr in an argument detailed earlier in this chapter.
Other measures used by the agents within the dialogue, include a neighbourhood
similarity metric which compares the triples in an agents ontology O as a full bipartite
graph to those shared by the other agent as a premise stored in the Γ to evaluate the
strength of the support for an argument. The final measure used by the agents is an
internal ranking mechanism defined as a ranking function, which is used in the dialogue
in order for the agents to distinguish which part of their knowledge fragment they choose
to share in a given move. This section will introduce these parameters abstractly and
will be used in Chapter 7 more concretely through the use of an example illustrating
the dialogue.
i Lexical similarity metric:
In this dialogical approach the agents can utilise different similarity methods such
as the Jaccard similarity coefficient [98], or the Jaro-Winker [134] lexical similar-
ity, or metrics that exploit linguistic resources such as WordNet [92] to identify
synonyms, to determine lexical matchings. For the purposes of the evaluation of
this approach a review of the comprehensive survey of different string similarity
metrics [24] is presented in Chapter 7 to establish the choice of lexical matching
method used to evaluate this approach.
For the purposes of defining this mechanism no assumption is made on the choice
of similarity metrics used by the agents, nor is it specified that the agents have
to agree on a common metric. Thus, it is assumed that agents differ in their
assessment of the similarity of two labels.
Definition 6: The lexical similarity metric is the function σl : NC×NC → [0, 1]
which returns the lexical similarity between the labels of two entity names e, e′ ∈ NC,
such that σl(e, e
′) = 1 iff e = e′ and 0 if the two labels are different.
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This function is used in the initial phase of the dialogue to discover those en-
tities in opponent agent’s signature that could lexically match an entity in propo-
nent agent’s ontology (anchors). A lexical match is considered viable if σl(e, e
′) is
greater or equal to its threshold l. Thus, filtering out the cases where the similar-
ity of e, e′ is too low. The use of this lexical similarity between states S1 and S2
determines the root concept of the neighbourhood to be investigated within the
ontologies.
ii Structural similarity metric:
This structural similarity metric uses subject-predicate-object triples $ that are
shared by one agent, to allow the second to identify similar localised structures
within their own ontology. This may be based on the triples in isolation or may also
take into account other information that has so far been ascertained or inferred.
As with the σl function, no assumptions about how the similarity function are
defined at this point. Here this similarity function is assumed and for each agent
and is defined formally as:
Definition 7: The structural similarity metric is the function σs : Π× Π→
[0, 1] that returns the structural similarity between two triples $,$′ ∈ Π, such that
σs($,$
′) = 1 if the two triples are considered as equivalent, and 0 otherwise.
iii Neighbourhood similarity:
The DbMN approach requires a level of semantic coherence in order for a candidate
mapping to be accepted into the alignment by the agents. This semantic coher-
ence is established by developing a premise (Pr) by the agents sharing triples $
(〈subject, object, predicate〉), which provide contextual evidence of the neighbour-
hood of a concept under negotiation. The agents can then compare the triples with
their own knowledge base to establish this similarity of the neighbouring concepts.
The neighbourhood similarity σn is computed over the set of all matching ($,$
′)
pairs (that form a bipartite graph seen in Figure 5.3), such that no triple from
one ontology is ‘paired’ to more than one triple in the other ontology (i.e. finding
an injective, or one-to-one mapping between the sets of triples). Depending on
the choice of objective function used [49, 77], this can be achieved by finding a
matching in the graph.
Definition 8: The neighbourhood similarity is the function σn : {($,$′) ∈
Π × Π | $ ∈ Γ, $′ ∈ O} → [0, 1] that returns an aggregate similarity calculated
from a matching generated from the weighted bipartite graph obtained by calculating
all possible structural similarities between the triples in an agent’s gamma store Γ
and the triples in the disclosable fragment of the opponent’s ontology Oxˆ, such that
σn($,$
′) = 1 if the neighbourhood is structurally equivalent, and 0 otherwise.
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As no assumption is made regarding the objective function used to generate the
matching (other than assuming that a structural similarity metric σs is used to
generate the similarity of each pair), the function is defined as: pairing : Π×O → Π
that generates a set of triple pairs given the triples in Γ and those in the agents
ontology O .
For example taking the triples in Table 5.3 the proponent agent may have disclosed
four triples to the opponent using an iteration of the testify move, within an ex-
change between the two agents. Therefore the opponent has the following triples
learned from the proponent, along with their own knowledge base as illustrated in
Table 5.3:
Gamma Store Γx Ontology Ox
{〈Paper , hasTitle,Title〉, {〈article, reviewer , pcmember〉,
〈Paper , hasAuthor ,Author〉, 〈article, entitled , title〉,
〈Paper , hasSubtitle, Subtitle〉 〈article, authoredby , author〉}
〈Paper ,wasReviewedBy ,Member〉}
Table 5.3: Triples sent throughout a dialogue run, stored in Γx and triples relating
to a given concept in Ox
By using the structural similarity metric σs the complete set of all the possible
triple pairs illustrated in can be determined. Assuming some objective function
the matching can be generated. Thus, it is stated that:
NS = pairing(Γx, Ox) ={(〈Paper , hasTitle,Title〉, 〈article, entitled , title〉),
(〈Paper , hasAuthor ,Author〉, 〈article, authoredby , author〉),
(〈Paper ,wasReviewedBy ,Member〉, 〈article, reviewer , pcmember〉)}
The premise Pr for the claim by the proponent agent for some correspondence
c will comprise a subset of pairs from the set NS pairing(Γx, Ox), with a corre-
sponding aggregate neighbourhood similarity σn. Although no assumption is made
about how σn is defined it could be based on the structural similarity scores σs for
each triple pair in Pr. A premise Pr is acceptable to an agent if σn(Pr) is greater
or equal to a threshold n.
5.3.2 Rank function:
A key concept to this sharing within the DbMN approach is the notion that the agents
may wish to maintain a level of privacy by not disclosing their ontology in full. Agents
may also want to utilise a selective sharing approach if their ontology is very large, as
it could contain entities relating to a broad domain, out of the scope of the joint task
between the participants. Forcing an alignment with two unrelated concepts may result
in a mismatch as discussed in Chapter 3. In contrast to traditional ontology matching
methods using full a priori sharing of the participating ontologies, this work takes an
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incremental approach to ontology sharing, providing the agents with the option to not
disclose their full ontology. The agents have both a disclosable fragment (Σd ∈ O), all
of which they are willing to share on a per needs basis throughout the dialogue, and
also a private fragment (Σp ∈ O) of their ontology, which they will not disclose in the
interaction.
v₁
v₃
v₂
vş
v₅
e₁
e₂
e₃
e₄Ontology 풪
Figure 5.14: Ontology fragment presented as a graph, where nodes v4 and v5 are
‘private’ concepts.
Incremental Selective Sharing
Figure 5.14 illustrates the notion of the rank function for an ontology fragment O ,
which as a graph comprises a set of vertices V and edges e, such that e ∈ E and
v ∈ V . This figure depicts the disclosable Σd and private Σp fragments of the ontology
O as {v1..v3}, {e1, e2} ∈ Σd and {v4, v5}, {e3, e4} ∈ Σp. In the context of the ontology
matching problem it is important that in the traversal of a neighbourhood of a concept v1,
the subject of a triple ($) is going to provide the most semantically meaningful support
in resolving the heterogeneity. The agents are attempting to maintain a level of privacy
within this dialogue interaction, therefore this sharing method has been developed for
the agents to share the fewest triples related to a concept, as support for a claim. This
notion sees the agents ranking the similarity of the triples in the neighbourhood of the
concept which will provide the most semantically meaningful support to back the claim
posed in a premise Pr.
This graph traversal is how the incremental sharing between the agents is performed
in the justify and testify moves in the dialogue using this rank function to share support
for a candidate mapping. It is important to establish how the agents share structural
elements of the ontology using the neighbourhood of an entity under consideration and
it is here the rank function can be introduced.
For any given entity e ∈ Σ, there will be a directed path within the graph that
relates e to other entities in its neighbourhood, where the maximum length of the
path is bounded by the depth of the ontology. Given the example in Figure 5.15,
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Figure 5.15: Ontology fragment presented as a directed graph.
the neighbourhood of Author would include the triple 〈Author , hasInitials, Initials〉, and
〈Author , hasSurname, Surname〉 but would not include the triple 〈Paper , hasAuthor ,Author〉
as the concept Author is the object of the triple and not the subject. Thus, any triple
($) within this path could be disclosed (i.e. shared with the other agent) to provide
more details of the entities’ local neighbourhood, provided that it forms a path from
the entity itself. Depending on the strategy that an agent may adopt it may assume a
depth-first traversal as opposed to breadth-first when disclosing its triples. Therefore, it
is assumed that each agent utilises a function rank(e) that generates a strict pre-ordering
of triples for a given subject e. This is formally defined as:
Definition 9: The rank function NC → R ⊆ Π returns an ordered list of triples in a
path starting at some entity e ∈ NC, where ∀$i, $j ∈ R : $i < $j.
An agent can request triples belonging to the local neighbourhood of some entity e ′
in the other agent’s ontology to support the candidacy of a correspondence.
For the purposes of this definition no assumptions are made about how the ranking
function is defined by any specific agent and thus the order in which the triples are
ranked. Within the implementation of this dialogical approach, this rank function is
specifically developed using four aggregated criteria.
These criteria include: Subsumption, Rarity, Connectivity and Popularity. These
criteria allow the agents to rank the paths starting at a given entity, in terms of there
lexical rarity and their ‘centrality’ in terms of a given concept. The criteria for developing
the rank function is defined in the parameters in Chapter 7. This dialogue approach,
follows the Similarity Flooding approach [91] the paths lengths are restricted to 1 and
thus only disclose those triples for which e ′ is a subject.
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Figure 5.16: Dialogue Protocol depicting breakdown of disclosable agent Ontologies
and signature.
5.3.3 Agent Strategy
As previously outlined in Section 5.2 the dialogue protocol allows the participating
agents, a choice of legal moves over the states in order to traverse the dialogue. For
example at state S1 the proponent agent can choose between the initiate or end locutions.
An agent therefore requires a decision making strategy, allowing them to select one
move over another from those available at any given state. These decisions are made
at the states where there exists more than one possible action available to the agent,
therefore the agent has to choose which best fits the overall argumentation strategy. This
argumentation strategy is task oriented where the task is represented as a signature of
concepts which need to be mapped.
This section borrows the formatting to describe semantic decision mechanisms used
by McBurney et al, to detail the decision making mechanisms used by the agents at
each decision point in the dialogue [73, 87]. The moves available to the agents at the
corresponding states of the dialogue, are summarised in Table 5.4 showing at each state
the agent performing the action and the available moves.
The task Σt illustrated in Figure 5.16 contains a set of concepts to be mapped. This
signature is pre-defined by the proponent agent and requires the use of the dialogue to
map all the concepts of this signature, in order for the task to be considered complete.
This task is considered complete when a correspondence for each entity has been found
which satisfy a level of confidence that is deemed acceptable by the agent, and therefore
the proponent no longer needs the input from an opponent agent and can thus terminate
the dialogue. The ordering of this task signature defines which entity is used in each
iteration of an initiate move opening the dialogue. The agents both share the same task
of aligning all concepts in a signature, with a given level of confidence, and with minimal
disclosure. The proponent is defined by the agent initiating the dialogue over a Σt which
is a subset of their ontology. The proponent agent in the dialogue has a disclosable set
of entities in a signature Σt = {ei : i = 1..n|∀i, j, j > i, ei > ej} ∈ NdC which, within the
dialogue will be shared in the initiate move beginning with the first in the array of the
signature. This initiate move will iterate through the ordered signature set to the next
previously undisclosed entity, until all the entities in this ordered set have been mapped
to any acceptable level of confidence. It is the opponent agent’s job to comply with the
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State Agent Available Moves
S1 P initiate end -
S2 O propose fail -
S3 P justify reject assert
S4 O testify - -
S5 O justify accept -
S6 P testify - -
S7 O justify reject assert
S8 P justify accept -
Table 5.4: Available moves to aide decision mechanisms for proponent and opponent
agents
dialogue rules and assist truthfully in finding a lexically similar concept to share in the
propose move. The two agents, each possess a disclosable ontological fragment;
Σd = {ei : i = 1..n}C ∪ {ri : i = 1..n}R
This signature is used by the agents in the dialogue fragment to find a correspondence
c between two entities for each of the concepts in Σt.
Both agents implement the structural similarity metrics σs, defined in Section 5.3.1
which is used to compare similarity of the triples shared from the other agent within the
dialogue at the testify , justify , assert, accept and reject moves or states 3-8. Note that these
similarity pairs are not generated a priori, but are calculated during the dialogue. In
order for a triple to be accepted, using the neighbourhood similarity metric, the σs value
must meet a given threshold. The neighbourhood similarity metric σn(Pr), defined in
Section 5.3.1, calculates the average structural similarity σs of the triple pairs in the
premise Pr.
5.3.4 Decision mechanisms for the proponent agent
The proponent agent’s decision model is made up of four decision mechanisms over states
S1-S8, seen in Table 5.4, with the proponent as the ‘sender’ agent at states S1, S3, S6
and S8. These decision mechanisms allow the proponent to use the dialogue in order
to negotiate over correspondences for the entities in their task, until all are mapped
to a level that satisfies their argumentation strategy and complete a partial ontology
alignment.
S1 Begin negotiation, continue negotiation or terminate: This mechanism
allows the agent to begin, continue or end the dialogue over an initiated entity.
Prior to this move the agent has a defined task signature Σt, all of which needs to
be mapped. The concepts in Σt are randomly ordered prior to the opening of the
dialogue and then used in this first move. If this task signature is not an empty
set the dialogue can start with the proponent agent uttering an initiate move at
state S1, stating a correspondence c needs to be found over a first given entity
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in the agent’s task. If an accept has already been found over an entity in the Σt,
the agent has two choices, to initiate if Σt 6= ∅ or end if Σt = ∅ (which is logged
in the CS1). If this is at least the second initiate uttered by the proponent agent,
meaning the dialogue has already been used to find a correspondence for an entity
in Σt, the next ranked entity, which has not been previously shared by the agent
will then be put forward in this move until Σt is an empty set, indicating that all
the concepts have been mapped to a level the proponent agent is willing to accept.
However, if no mapping can be found on an entity within the task signature, the
task has failed as it specifically states all concepts in the task signature needs to
be mapped. This will give the agent the opportunity to trigger a terminate in the
dialogue, uttering the end move.
If the signature Σt of the proponent agent is an empty set, meaning a partial align-
ment of the signature concepts is complete and the task is achieved successfully,
this will allow the agent to terminate the dialogue, (for implications of failure see
state S2).
S3 Evaluating or rejecting a correspondence and establishing a premise:
This mechanism allows the agent to evaluate the correspondence proposed by the
opponent. At state S3, the proponent agent has the choice between three possi-
ble legal moves regarding the confirmation of a proposed correspondence. These
legal moves include: rejecting, accepting or requesting justification on this corre-
spondence, all which use the following restrictions. The first time the proponent
reaches state S3, the agent has a choice of reject or justify . At this point an assert is
not a viable move as it requires a premise Pr which provides support of structural
knowledge in the form of triples, which at this point has not been shared however,
is garnered through the justify , testify loop between states S3 and S4. At this first
traversal of state S3, if the lexical similarity for the proposed correspondence meets
the proponent agent’s l, the justify move can be uttered in order for this agent to
request neighbourhood support for the candidate mapping shared by the opponent
in state S2 using the propose move. Alternatively the reject move can be uttered if
the lexical similarity for the proposed correspondence is not met.
When the dialogue has previously reached state S3 (logged in the CS ) the propo-
nent agent has the choice between the justify , reject and assert moves, for a candi-
date mapping to be asserted in the dialogue, the argument requires support of a
premise Pr. A reject move is uttered when the proponent can find no acceptable
level of lexical similarity between the entity shared in state S2 by the opponent,
as a candidate mapping to the entity posed in the initiate move.
If the lexical similarity for the proposed correspondence is above the proponent’s
lexical threshold (l) it is then accepted as a potential candidate mapping however,
1If this is the first time the initiate move has been uttered the commitment store CS at this point
will be empty. If there exists previous initiate moves, they will be logged in the CS and as a result of
the formalisation each initiate will be on a new concept in the pre-defined order
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it requires neighbourhood support which is when a justify move is uttered. If a
justify move is being uttered it means that Pr = ∅ or Pr < σs.
In order for an assert to be made, the candidate correspondence needs to be sup-
ported with acceptable levels of neighbourhood similarity support. This is done
using a premise Pr (in this dialogue, Pr is in terms of supporting triples). The
structural similarity metric function σs measures the similarity of the triples an-
chored to the entity in question, at the subject of the triple which needs to meet a
given threshold (n) set by the individual agents.
If the previous move was a testify from state S4, the agent will take in the shared
triple and use the structural similarity metric σs and asses the triple’s similarity
with those in its own ontology. The triple found with the highest similarity will
be shared as part of the premise, in the assert from this state.
If the n is not met the agent will require a further justify move to be uttered in
order to garner this support. This justify will follow a testify move uttered by the
opponent if Pr < n. When Pr > n the proponent can utter an assert.
S6 Supporting a developing premise: This mechanism allows the agent to provide
support for the opponent to develop an acceptable premise for the correspondence
under negotiation. Here the agent searches through their own knowledge base to
extract relevant triples to develop this premise.
At state S6, the proponent only has the option of a testify move. This testify move,
operates on triples and will be used until there are no more triples left with the
correct subject s. This subject s of the triple is the concept lexically similar to
the concept being negotiated over from the justify move. The order in which the
triples are shared, will be defined using the rank function over the set triples where
the subject s of the triple is lexically equivalent to the concept under negotiation.
When there are two or more triples each with the same ranking they will be selected
and shared at random. If there are no results of a lexically similar match, the agent
will return nil leaving the opponent with the decision to evaluate this response,
seen in state S7.
S8 Confirming, or continuing negotiations over a correspondence: This
mechanism allows the agent to confirm a correspondence and generate a partial
alignment for the given entity under negotiation from the task signature or con-
tinue further negotiations.
Similar to the move choices at state S5 if an assert has been made by the opponent
agent then the proponent agent has the choice between a justify and an accept move.
If there is enough supporting evidence of the candidate correspondence σs to meet
n, then an accept move uttered on the claim asserted at state S7 then a partial
alignment can be generated including the correspondence and the premise updated
in the CS. If there is not enough support to accept this correspondence, a justify
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is used so the proponent can garner further evidence in which to support this
candidate correspondence under negotiation.
5.3.5 Decision mechanisms for the opponent agent
Alongside the proponent, the opponent agent’s decision model is also made up of four
decision mechanisms over states S2-7. These allow the proponent to use the dialogue in
order to negotiate over correspondences for the entities in the proponent’s task and assist
truthfully until the proponent’s task is considered by them to be complete. Only when
this initial task is complete can the opponent agent initiate a new dialogue, assuming a
task signature with entities to be aligned is available.
S2 Considering a candidate entity: This mechanism allows the agent to search
through their knowledge base for a candidate entity they deem lexically viable as
a match for the entity shared in the initiate move. This level of acceptability and
the matching mechanism will be dependent on the agent’s argumentation strategy.
At state S2 the opponent agent has the choice between two legal moves, the propose
or fail moves. A propose is uttered when the opponent agent identifies that there
exists at least one entity in their knowledge base that meets a lexical threshold level
(l) allowing it to be put forward as a candidate mapping. This lexical matching
method is dependent on the agent’s argumentation strategy and can be any lexical
based method used in current ontology matching literature and does not have to
be the same as that used by the proponent agent in the dialogue. If more than
one entity is found the agent shares the highest candidate entity within it’s own
ontology which meets (l) as a possible match for the entity shared in the initiate
move. If a reject has been uttered traversing the dialogue from state S3 to S2,
the opponent agent then shares the next highest candidate entity in its ontology
deemed lexically similar, until there are no more that meet the (l). If there are
two or more which share the same lexical similarity then the entity shared will be
selected at random.
If this threshold is not met i.e. the agents can not find an entity deemed lexically
similar, this is when the opponent agent would utilise the fail move, indicating that
there exists no entity in Σd the opponent considers acceptable that can be shared
as a candidate entity mapping to the concept in the initiate move.
If the fail move is uttered by the opponent agent, the dialogue for mapping the
Σt has failed as the strategy defines that all concepts in the signature must be
successfully mapped. This move will lead to a termination of the dialogue.
S4 Supporting a developing premise: This mechanism allows the agent to provide
support for the proponent to develop an acceptable premise for the correspondence
under negotiation. Here the agent searches through their own knowledge base to
extract relevant triples to be shared to develop this premise.
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At state S4, the opponent agent only has the option of a testify move. This testify
move operates on subject-predicate-object triples which are directed sub graphs of
the agent’s ontology.
This move will be uttered until there are no more triples left in the opponents
ontology considered relevant. A triple is considered relevant when the subject s
of the found triple, is lexically equivalent (this matching method is dependent on
the agents argumentation strategy) to the entity under negotiation. The order in
which the found triples are shared will be defined using the ranking method the
opponent has used for the relevant triples. When there are two or more triples
each with the same ranking they will be selected to be shared at random, but
never shared more than once.
The implementation of this approach also utilises a version of the dialogue which
shares all of these neighbourhood triples in a single testify move (a batch sharing
approach), contrary to the decision mechanism here, presented as an incremental
approach. The response options for the proponent agent remains the same, how-
ever the similarity is calculated over the set of all the given triples in the and the
best is found in a single iteration of the justify-testify loop.
S5 Confirming or continuing negotiations over a correspondence: This mech-
anism allows the agent to accept a correspondence and generate a partial alignment
for the given entity under negotiation from the task signature or continue further
negotiations using the following restrictions. The first time state S5 is reached the
agent only has the legal use of a justify move, as the opponent agent currently has
no evidence of their own i.e. no shared triples from the proponent agent. The re-
strictions on the claim of an argument in this dialogue mean that any claim needs
to be corroborated with both lexical and structural support therefore any assert at
this time can not be accepted by the agent, leaving the agent with only one legal
move. This justify move allows the agent to garner evidence which will allow them
to accept or reject a candidate correspondence.
If the dialogue has previously traversed state S5, and an assert has been made by
the proponent agent. The opponent agent has the choice between two legal moves,
a justify or an accept move.
If there is enough supporting evidence for the candidate correspondence as an
equivalent match in the premise of the argument asserted by the proponent i.e.
the threshold n is met (for n to be met l holds also), then an accept move can
be made. If n is not met, then a justify is used so the opponent can garner further
evidence in which to support the candidate correspondence.
S7 Evaluating or rejecting a correspondence and establishing a premise:
This mechanism allows the opposite agent as in state S3 to evaluate the corre-
spondence proposed by the proponent, where the decision criteria is dependent
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on the agent’s argumentation strategy. Here the agent can accept and establish
or reject a correspondence or alternatively evaluate a premise using the following
restrictions.
At state S7 this time it is the opponent agent who has the choice between the
justify , reject and assert moves. A reject move is uttered when the opponent can
find no acceptable level of structural similarity (i.e. Pr < n) between the triples
shared in state S6 by the proponent as support for the candidate mapping.
Similar to state S3, for a candidate mapping to be asserted in the dialogue the
argument requires support from both lexical and structural levels. Until these
levels are met, no assert can be made leaving the agent with only the justify and
reject as legal moves. If the agent has the required support for both the lexical and
structural levels they can make an assert on the candidate correspondence.
If the n is not met the agent will utter a further justify move in order to garner
this support. When the structural similarity σs is indeed above the opponent’s
threshold (n) it is then accepted as a potential candidate mapping and an assert
can be made. If not a justify is repeated.
The use of lexical support alone could only be used when a testify triple is shared as
nil meaning there exists no further triples relating to the entity, however some have
already been shared e.g. at state S7, or at least a second iteration of justify , testify
in state S3. This would be dependent on the agent’s argumentation strategy.
These individual decision making mechanisms both for the proponent agent and
the opponent agent alongside the dialogue protocol and specific locution rules detailing
the legalities of moves at a given state, generate a framework allowing the agents to
negotiate over a task specific. This task is to selectively generated incremental partial
alignment. The subsequent Chapter 6, details an example walkthrough of the use of this
dialogue, using two trivial ontology fragments between the proponent agent Alice and
the opponent agent Bob.
5.4 Dialogical Variants
The dialogue presented in this chapter, can be adjusted depending on the restrictions of
the protocol regarding accepted mappings, agent decision making, and the proponent’s
signature. These variants of the dialogue can be distinguished in either single or repeated
iterations of the dialogue as a game.
1. Single Dialogue Game The protocol as a single dialogue game is when the
proponent’s signature comprises of a single entity, therefore the mappings always
found independently, as there will be no other accepted mappings in the CS. A
success or failed attempt of this single dialogue game is illustrated in Figure 5.17.
This independence can also be seen in a second variant of the dialogue as a single
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iterated game with restrictions placed on the mappings accepted in the alignment.
This variable defines the restriction on 1:1 mappings in the alignment, meaning
that once a concept in O ′ has been mapped and accepted it can not be put forward
as a candidate correspondence in a propose move.
Another variant of the single dialogue game is that a candidate mapping can be
accepted without the support of a premise found in a justify-testify loop. Making
the assumption that an argument can be posed with a claim excluding a premise,
as the agents reach state S3 for the first time, an assert move will be available for
the proponent agent. The traversal of the dialogue under these conditions can be
seen in the Figure 5.17 (a). If this restriction is placed on the agent’s strategy, a
candidate mapping asserted in the dialogue can be accepted or rejected without
this structural support. For the purposes of this thesis, this variant is not available
to the agents, as it is defined in the protocol that the agents must have a premise
to support a claim in a posed argument for a candidate mapping before it can be
accepted.
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Figure 5.17: Traversal of a single game dialogue, where no neighbourhood support is
required in the Agent’s strategy in order to accept a candidate mapping.
2. Repeated Dialogue Game
In contrast to the single dialogue game the repeated dialogue game, can either
iterate through a signature finding unsupported mappings as described above, or
iterating through the justify-testify loop generating structure support of the premise
of a unsupported candidate mapping. This variable seen in Figure 5.18 is defined
in the agent’s strategy and for the purpose of the dialogue approach, it is assumed
that the agents can not accept a mapping without this support. How this support
is shared however, is defined in the strategy and can be either shared a single
element at a time, or sharing the full neighbourhood, where the path length is 1,
related to a concept being negotiated.
A key definition of what determines a repeated dialogue game over a single dialogue
game is centred on the proponent’s signature of which is to be mapped. If this
signature consists of a single entity the dialogue will only run once. However, if
the signature consists of two or more concepts to be mapped the dialogue will be
iterated until this is an empty set. A defining variable on how these mappings are
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accepted, either independently or with respects to those already stored in the CS,
is defined in the mapping restrictions specified in the protocol.
Another variant of the repeated dialogue game is found within the mapping re-
strictions set out in the dialogue protocol. This variable defines the restriction
on 1:1 mappings in the alignment meaning that once a concept in O ′ has been
mapped and accepted, it can not be put forward as a candidate correspondence
in a future propose move. This variant of the repeated dialogue game requires the
only previously unmapped entities to be put forward in a propose move, which
utilised the trace of the previously accepted correspondences in the CS.
In contrast to this, relaxing the protocol in order to permit 1:* mappings allows for
the same entities to be proposed within different candidate mappings. In this case
both dialogues will terminate as the stopping condition relies not on the mapping
of the concepts in O ′, but on the iteration of the dialogue until the signature of
the proponent is an empty set.
The versions of the approach implemented in the experiments evaluating this di-
alogue protocol are designed on variants of the repeated dialogue game, these
variants are detailed in Chapter 8 of this thesis, however for clarity are introduced
here.
The first variant of the repeated dialogue game DbMN 5, dialogue based meaning
negotiation, relaxed the mapping restrictions, where 1:* mappings are accepted
and the sharing in both the propose move (a single concept) and the testify move
(a single triple) are done, using only one element shared in the move.
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Figure 5.18: Traversal of a repeated game dialogue, where the neighbourhood support
is shared in a single or multiple move.
DbMN 6 also relaxed the restriction, allowing for 1:* mappings and presents the
agents the ability to share a full neighbourhood of a concept in a single Testify
move and the neighbourhood similarity value is computed over all possibilities.
This restriction means that the Justify-Testify loop within the dialogue is only
ever performed once by the agents.
Similar to DbMN 5, DbMN 7 allows for single triple sharing however limits the
mapping restrictions to 1:1 mappings, meaning that once a concept is mapped it
is removed and can not be put forward as a proposed entity. This restriction is
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put in place to evaluate the ability of the approach to reduce the sharing of the
opponent agent’s ontology.
5.5 DbMN Protocol Properties
5.5.1 Pathways
the DbMN dialogue has two possible outcomes given a concept to be matched: accept or
fail. Both of these dialogue outcomes lead to the dialogue termination at state S0. Either
outcomes represent acceptable solutions to the alignment problem, with fail explicitly
capturing the fact that the agents cannot find a suitable correspondence within the
constraints dictated by their strategies. The conditions underlying these outcomes are
described below by referring to the states in the diagram in Figure 5.4. The pathway to
a failure in the dialogue is discussed first, and is illustrated in Figure 5.19:
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Figure 5.19: States and paths in the dialogue resulting in a failed outcome.
State S2: The proponent initiates the dialogue requesting a match for an entity e (state
S1), however no entity e ′ in the opponent signature is a viable match for e, i.e.
∀e′ ∈ NCxˆσl(e, e′) < l.
State S3: if a candidate match for e is found in S1, the opponent responds with an
entity e ′. The proponent then evaluates the potential correspondence (e, e′): if
this is not viable (i.e. σl(e, e
′) < l) then it rejects it and the dialogue fails. If the
correspondence is viable then the proponent might still request the opponent to
provide further evidence supporting this proposal and hence enter a justify-testify
loop (states S3-S4). If the evidence provided is not deemed sufficient the proponent
can reject the correspondence.
State S7: Following state S3, the proponent assesses the correspondence proposed: If
this is found suitable it is asserted at state (S5). This assertion, however, requires
some verification from the opponent who requests that the proponent provides
some supporting evidence for the assertion through a further justify-testify loop
(states S6-S7, but this time with the agents switching roles, therefore the proponent
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plays the role of the opponent, and vice versa). If the opponent deems that the
evidence is not sufficient it will reject the assertion made by the proposer and the
dialogue will fail.
The pathways for the successful termination of the dialogue are those in which the
agents are able to agree upon a meaningful correspondence. These are identifiable are
in Figure 5.20:
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Figure 5.20: States and paths in the dialogue resulting in a successful outcome.
State S3: Following state S1, the opponent responds with an entity e ′. The propo-
nent then evaluates the potential correspondence (e, e′) and finds that it satisfies
its strategy and hence asserts the viability of the correspondence. However, the
proponent may also require additional evidence from the opponent (justify-testify
loop, states S3-S4). If the evidence is deemed sufficient then the proponent as-
serts the acceptability of the correspondence from their side. The correspondence
is then evaluated by the opponent, who can confirm its acceptability of the cor-
respondence with respect to its strategy (state S6) and the dialogue terminates
successfully.
State S5: The opponent might also require further evidence (states S6, S7) and if
satisfied, can assert the correspondence as viable from their perspective, and then
this is assessed by the proposer (S8) with or without the need for further supporting
evidence. If the evidence is requested, then it will be assessed and if it satisfies the
agent’s internal strategy then it will be accepted.
State S8: The proponent, at state S8 in the dialogue, can accept a correspondence
asserted by the opponent. If the dialogue has reached this state, both agents have
acceptable level of support for an argument and here the correspondence can be
accepted resulting in a successful termination of the dialogue.
5.5.2 Assumptions and agent attitudes
The agents participating in this dialogue hold beliefs regarding the individual ontologies;
these beliefs conflict if there are differences in the way a domain is represented. These
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conflicts do not need to be logical inconsistencies, but could simply be differences in
the conceptualisation of the domain due to heterogeneity (as discussed in Chapter 3).
For example: agents might have this statement in their ontology, Human v Livingbeing
whereas, agent two might believe the statement Human v Mammal . This example
illustrates conflicting beliefs in the terms used and the modelling of the concept Human,
which would need to be resolved in order to generate an accurate matching over these
inconsistent terms.
The goal of the dialogue, as explained in Section 5.1.1 is to find a correspondence
between concept c in the disclosable signature of a proponent agent c ∈ Σxd and c′ in the
disclosable signature of an opponent agent c′ ∈ Σxˆd. This decision making process in-
volves exchanging information about possibly conflicting knowledge. Each of the agents
has internally consistent knowledge modelling an ontology O . The correspondence gen-
eration process is potentially conflicted if there are axioms in the ontology O that conflict
with axioms in ontology O ′.
As outlined in Chapter 4, it is assumed that the participating agents are co-operative
and that they are truthful with respect to the facts they introduce throughout the DbMN
dialogue, corresponding to the maxims defined by Grice and the rules of conversation
defined by Pask. It is also assumed that the agents both have the common goal of
reaching some form of agreement on a correspondence and have a confident assertion
attitude, i.e. both agents will present valid arguments which they can construct with
respect to satisfying their internal strategy. Agents also have a sceptical acceptance
attitude, i.e. they will only accept correspondences for which some evidence is provided,
which is developed through the notion of an argument A, having both a claim Cl , and
corroborating support Pr .
Agents attitudes are used to predict the moves that an agent will perform given a
protocol that defines the preconditions to moves available to an agent without specifying
the actual move performed.
5.5.3 Properties
It is customary to analyse a dialogue in terms of its soundness, completeness and termi-
nation properties. Usually soundness and completeness are not considered in isolation
but they are analysed with respect to the compliance illustrated by the dialogue, of the
specific agents’ strategies.
Suitable quality criteria for evaluating dialogue protocols include the capacity to
reach an outcome regarding the termination of a dialogue and the quality of the out-
come [4].
Completeness
Completeness is strategy dependant and relates to the assumptions and attitudes of
the participating agents. Completeness is related to the notion of pre-determinism [4],
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i.e. the notion that under some circumstances, the result of the interaction can be
established without having the dialogue itself.
If the agents have complete knowledge over the ontology and the strategy, then the
outcome of any dialogue can be identified for any given entity proposed. Parsons et
al [103] characterise dialogue completeness in terms of protocol completeness and topic
completeness. A dialogue P is considered to be topic-complete (AG(D)T ) when neither
agent (assuming two participants) can add anything, or construct further arguments
to undercut or add to the dialogue that would change of status of the subject. D
Topic completeness could be shown by the DbMN dialogue, modelling a graph using
the Toulmin model of an argument discussed in Chapter 4, and then showing that at
S0, upon the acceptance of an argument by the agents, neither participant can add
any argument that challenges the support to a claim. However the formal proof is not
pursued within this thesis.
The second notion of completeness defined by Parsons is that of protocol completeness
(AG(D)P ), which is explicitly reliant upon the dialogue protocol P itself.
The property of protocol completeness prevents an agent A from making moves
even in cases where the protocol adopted is not topic complete. Parsons states that
if a dialogue is topic-complete it is also protocol-complete as if neither agent can add
anything to the dialogue that would change of status of the subject, there are no legal
moves that can be made to further the dialogue. Using these definitions of completeness
the DbMN dialogue can be shown formally as both topic and protocol complete. Whilst
this thesis does not provide a formal proof of completeness, the experimental section in
Chapter 8, addresses the issues of soundness and completeness through the evaluation
of precision and recall with respect to benchmark.
Soundness
A protocol is defined as sound following the definition in [17] once an argument has
been accepted by both agents there is no argument available to the opponent that will
‘attack’ the proponent’s proposal [17].
A sound dialogue protocol can be roughly restated as obtaining a ‘successful’ dialogue
result i.e. verifying that the claim of the dialogue is ‘acceptable’ directly relating to the
adopted strategies [42]. The dialogue detailed in Section 5.1.4 allows agents to only
put forward new arguments either by proposing a new correspondence or by providing
evidence supporting some candidate correspondence. Thus at the end state of the DbMN
dialogue, if a correspondence is accepted, the agents have no opportunity or reason
to make an ‘attack’. Once arguments are uttered within the DbMN they cannot be
retracted, therefore once claims and supports are uttered they will not be changed.
Soundness in terms of this dialogue is addressed using an evaluation in terms of precision
and recall values of the generated alignment, in comparison with a reference alignment,
which is seen as a ‘correct’ and comparable reference alignment.
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Termination
Given that the dialogue admits only two possible outcomes (either a success of failure)
and it cannot propose correspondences or supporting evidence already proposed, it is
possible to show that the dialogue terminates.
Proposition 5.1. The negotiation dialogue with the set of moves M detailed in Sec-
tion 5.2.1 will always terminate.
Proof. Both the agents participating in the dialogue have finite disclosable ontology
signatures and can only propose one entity to align at a time. Once the entity is
proposed, the agents can request that the correspondence is justified in terms of its
support through the entity relations within the justify and testify moves; however, this
support is also finite, being bounded by the size of the disclosable signature of the
ontology. Therefore in the worst case, the agents will share all the relations associated
with an entity within their ontology, as the ontology is finite, the dialogue in this case
will still terminate.
At any point in the dialogue, agents can only add new evidence or assert new corre-
spondences (after having rejected a previous proposal), but are prohibited from revisiting
either a correspondence or some evidence previously discussed (i.e. agents can only add
to the commitment store and not retract from it). This restriction on revising corre-
spondences also illustrates termination as once a correspondence is accepted or rejected
the negotiation on that correspondence is complete and as the ontologies are finite there
is a finite number of entities within the task thus, once the agents have iterated through
the entities in the task the dialogue will terminate.
If the dialogue does not end before every possible viable correspondence is considered
from the proponent’s signature (states S1-S3), then it will end, in its worst case, once
the (finite) set of testify - justify moves providing evidence for the correspondence in the
claim have all been made. If no appropriate evidence is provided, then the dialogue will
terminate following a fail outcome.
5.6 Summary
This chapter has presented the dialogue in terms of the protocol and the agents strategies
and the variants of the dialogue as a game. Here the components of the dialogue are
detailed to include the assumptions that have been made within this approach, which
are presented in a summary table in Table 5.5.
The dialogue protocol has been introduced in the state diagram which illustrates
the model, with the available moves and the nine states of the protocol. This protocol
has been detailed and formalised in terms of the moves available to the agents at the
various states within the dialogue. These moves have been defined regarding their pre
and postconditions, the agent who utters the move, and what information is passed in
the message if any. The dialogue parameters used by the agents in order to accept or
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Subject Assumption
Commitment A public store committing agents to statements sent from agent to agent
Store within the dialogue.
Gamma A private store storing the knowledge garnered presented as a partially
Store connected graph.
Argument Arguments are made by the agent to assert the validity of a correspondence.
Task Is the set of proponent’s concepts all of which need to be accepted or rejected
as mapped for the dialogue to be complete and terminate.
Agents This work assumes a maximum of two co-operative agents participating in the
dialogue over a given task.
Protocol This work assumes that the two participating agents each have an assigned
ontology and that proponent and opponent roles are also assigned to the
agents.
Ontologies It is assumed that the ontologies are machine readable.
Mappings Only equivalence mappings (≡) are considered in generating an alignment.
Labels It is assumed that each entity shared and explored by the agents has exactly
one label.
Table 5.5: Summary of assumptions made within this work
reject a candidate mapping have been defined along with the formalisms of the protocol
in terms of what constitutes an argument, and the premise supporting it.
This chapter has also detailed the agents strategy it terms of the decision mechanisms
that will defined which move an agent picks are a given state, and illustrated the various
paths through the dialogue resulting in either a successful generation of an alignment
or a failure. The key properties of the dialogue protocol which have been introduced in
Chapter 4 are formally defined and detailed in this chapter, including the commitment
store and the respective gamma stores used by the agents to develop a trace of moves
and messages passed throughout the dialogue. This chapter has also defined the pro-
tocol properties in terms of completeness and soundness and detailing the termination
conditions of the dialogue.
In Summary of this Chapter:
• Defined and detailed the pre and post conditions of the moves illustrated in the
dialogue state diagram of the protocol.
• The properties required by the agents within this protocol have been formally de-
fined including the arguments, correspondences and the requirement of a premise.
• Detailed the agent’s decision mechanisms defining which move will be selected at
a given state when more than one legal move is available to a sending agent.
• Illustrated the paths through the dialogue resulting in either a failed or successful
outcome in generating an mutually accepted alignment.
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• Outlined the proof regarding the termination of the dialogue.
• Defined the variants of the dialogue in terms of a single or repeated dialogue game,
which are used in the implementation of this approach in Chapter 8.
• Detailed the dialogue properties in terms of the completeness, soundness and ter-
mination.
Chapter 6
Dialogue Walkthrough
Chapter Outline
‘Alice ventured to ask...’. - Lewis Caroll
The communication and interaction between two agents in generating an alignment
over their ontologies, is the central focus of this work. It is in this chapter that the
protocol and strategy defined and formalised in the previous chapter is put into use by
an example using the participants Alice and Bob. This interaction is detailed move by
move, illustrating the dialogical approach to ontology matching. It is essential to establish
semantic meaning in order to generate an accurate alignment as no prior knowledge is
shared. This approach iteratively investigates paths of an ontological knowledge base and
is illustrated using academic ontology fragments for the purpose of this example.
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6.1 Protocol Review
This chapter begins with a recap of definitions for the dialogue protocol and the decision
making components used by the agents, prior to detailing a walkthrough example of the
dialogue used between two agents: a proponent (Alice) and opponent (Bob). This
walkthrough is divided into two parts, using the proponent signature which is made up
of two concepts to be mapped throughout the use of the dialogue protocol.
Moves
Firstly a review of the syntax of each move available to the agents, is summarised in
Table 6.1 and is represented in the form m = 〈x, τ, e, e′, l〉, where τ is the move type
such that τ ∈ T , and T = {initiate, propose, assert, accept, reject, testify , justify , fail , end};
e is the source entity being from the proponent; e ′ is the current candidate target entity;
and l represents a list of zero or more additional elements (depending on the type of
move). It may not be necessary to specify the source or target entity or any additional
elements in which case they are represented with nil.
Syntax Description
〈x, initiate, e,nil,nil〉 A new source entity e is proposed with the aim of finding a possible
correspondence.
〈x, propose, e, e′,nil〉 A new (i.e. not previously disclosed) candidate entity e ′ is proposed
which lexically matches e.
〈x, justify , e, e′,nil〉 A new $ is requested to support the candidate correspondence between
e and e ′.
〈x, testify , e, e′, $〉 If an undisclosed $ is known that supports the candidate correspondence
(with the highest ranking predicate), then it is shared; otherwise $ = nil.
〈x, assert, e, e′, A〉 The candidacy of a correspondence between e and e ′ is asserted, with the
supporting argument A containing a subset of disclosed $ pairs whose
aggregate neighbourhood similarity σn supports the candidacy. Note
that A and σn are presented in Chapter 5.
〈x, accept, e, e′, A〉 The candidacy is accepted if the neighbourhood similarity σn of the
premise in A is above threshold given the sending agent’s similarity met-
rics.
〈x, reject, e, e′,nil〉 The candidacy is rejected if the neighbourhood similarity σn of the
premise in A is below threshold given the sending agent’s own similarity
metrics, and no other supporting evidence is available.
〈x, fail , e,nil,nil〉 No further undisclosed candidate entities could be found that lexically
match e.
〈x, end ,nil,nil,nil〉 The proponent terminates the dialogue.
Table 6.1: A summary table outlining the set T of legal moves permitted by the
dialogue.
Dialogue Components
The dialogue components formalised in Chapter 5 are summarised here for the purposes
of this example.
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Commitment Stores. The agents participating in this dialogue, manage two commit-
ment stores. The possibility of retraction of a commitment in this work is not
permitted, therefore commitment in the dialogue is permanent whilst the dialogue
is open.
1. A private knowledge base managed by each agent, differentiates between the
proponent’s store Γ, and the opponent’s store, Γ′. These gamma stores Γ
are a form of private ‘commitment store’, logging the ontological structure
of the opponent agent’s knowledge base that has been garnered through the
messages passed throughout the dialogue. The content of the private Γ stores
are updated as a result of a message being sent to a receiver within the moves
including:
– Testify in the form of: 〈x, testify , e, e′, $〉 or 〈xˆ, testify , e, e′, $〉
– Assert in the form of: 〈x, assert, e, e′, A〉 or 〈xˆ, assert, e, e′, A〉
Once a message is passed to a receiver, that message is stored within the
receiver’s Γ, until the dialogue is terminated. It is only when the end is
uttered at state S1 that the contents of the Γ for both agents are cleared.
2. A public knowledge base or commitment store is managed by both agents.
Although the agents maintain individual copies of the CS, these will always
be identical and contains a trace of all of the moves uttered by each agent.
The contents of the private CS stores are updated as a result of a message
being sent to a receiver in the move:
– Accept in the form of: 〈x, accept, e, e′, A〉 or 〈xˆ, accept, e, e′, A〉
As with the private Γ stores the CS is only cleared when the end is uttered
at state S1 indicating a termination of the dialogue.
Arguments. Arguments are used within this dialogue in order for the agents to pro-
pose a candidate mapping. This argument is expressed as a relationship between
the claim and the support, such that if the support holds then the claim must also
hold. The dialogue mechanism uses arguments allowing the agents to propose can-
didate correspondences, and to justify them or refute them on the basis of a given
fact. These facts are provided with this argument as a means of support. Agents
can only make arguments that assert the validity of a new correspondence that
was not previously disclosed or question its correctness by stating an alternative
correspondence for one of the same entities. An argument is a pair A = (Pr,Cl),
where Pr ⊆ L ∪ {>} and Cl ∈ L. Args(L) are defined as the set of all arguments
derivable from the language L. In this definition Pr is the support (representing
a set of premises of an argument), whilst Cl is the claim. Facts (i.e. statements
with no premises) are represented as (>, Cl). As each new argument either in-
troduces a new correspondence, or states a new premise for an existing one, there
is no possibility of cycles in arguments and thus the agents will either reach an
agreement or they will reject the proposal.
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Lexical similarity metric. This is the function σl : NC × NC → [0, 1] which returns
the lexical similarity between the labels of two entity names e, e′ ∈ NC, such that
σl(e, e
′) = 1 iff e = e′ and 0 if the two labels are different. This function is used in
the initiate move of the dialogue to discover those entities in agent O ’s signature
(Alice) that could lexically match an entity in agent O ′ ontology (Bob). A lexical
match is considered viable if σl(e, e
′) is greater or equal to its threshold l.
Structural similarity metric. This is the function σs : Π×Π→ [0, 1] that returns the
structural similarity between two triples $,$′ ∈ Π, such that σs($,$′) = 1 if the
two triples are considered as equivalent and 0 otherwise. As subject-predicate-object
triples relating to e ′ are disclosed by one agent, the second agent should try to
identify similar localised structures in its own ontology. This may be based purely
on the triples themselves or may also take into account other information that has
so far been ascertained or inferred. As with the σl function, this example make no
assumptions about how the similarity function is defined and has generated these
values arbitrarily for the purposes of illustrating the protocol.
Neighbourhood similarity. This is the function σn : {($,$′) ∈ Π×Π | $ ∈ Γ, $′ ∈
O} → [0, 1] that returns an aggregate similarity calculated from a matching gen-
erated by calculating all possible structural similarities between the triples in an
agent’s gamma store Γ and the triples in the disclosable fragment of the oppo-
nent’s ontology O ′, such that σn($,$′) = 1 if the neighbourhood is structurally
equivalent and 0 otherwise. This σn is computed over the set of all matching
($,$′) pairs, such that no triple from one ontology is ‘paired’ to more than one
triple in the other ontology, restricting a one-to-one mapping between the sets
of triples. The premise Pr for the claim proposed by agent for a correspondence
c will comprise a subset of pairs from the set pairing(Γ, O), with a corresponding
aggregate neighbourhood similarity σn. For the purposes of this example the σn is
based on the structural similarity scores σs for each triple pair and is illustrated
in Table 6.2.
Rank function. This property of the dialogue determines the order of sharing the
agents adopt regarding the structural details about the ontology in the neighbour-
hood of an entity under consideration. Agents request triples belonging to the
local neighbourhood of some entity e ′ in the other agent’s ontology to support the
candidacy of a correspondence. Therefore it is assumed that each agent utilises
a function rank(e) that generates a strict pre-ordering of triples for a given sub-
ject e. This is formally defined as: The rank function, rank : NC → R ⊆ Π
returns an ordered list of triples in a path starting at some entity e ∈ NC, where
∀$i, $j ∈ R : $i < $j . For the purposes of this example a ranking for the agents
has been developed and is presented in Section 6.2
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6.2 Dialogue Walkthrough
By means of an example the dialogue protocol illustrates how two agents find an align-
ment between the public signatures of their ontologies. Two agents Alice and Bob, each
possess a private ontological fragment seen in Figure 6.1.
The dialogue between the agents, Alice and Bob is undertaken over a signature
of concepts, the proponent agent has, which requires mapping. This signature, for
the purpose of this example, is developed by the proponent Alice, and consists of the
concepts:
Σt = {Author ,Paper},
This signature defines the concepts used in the initiate move of the dialogue. Here
Alice requires both the concepts Author and Paper for the dialogue to be seen as complete.
Alice's
Ontology
Bob's
Ontology
Paper
Title
Author
Subtitle
ha
sT
itle
hasA
uthor
hasSubtitle
wasReviewedBy
Member
article
title
author
entitled
authoredby
rev
iew
er
pcmember
Surname
Initials
University
has
For
ena
me
affiliatedTo
hasInitials
familyname
firstname
researchlab
named
family
affi
liat
ed
Name
hasSurnam
e
Figure 6.1: Two trivial ontology fragments for Alice and Bob used in the walkthrough
example.
Both agents implement different structural similarity metrics σs, and a subset
1 of the
values for different $ triple pairs are used within this example and given in Table 6.2.
For example the structural similarity2 σs between the triple 〈Paper , hasTitle,Title〉 and
〈article, entitled , title〉 for Alice, σAlices = 0.70, whereas for Bob the similarity for this pair
is σBobs = 0.68.
Alongside the structural similarity metrics, both agents generate a strict pre-ordering
of the properties for each entity e, using the function rank(). For the purposes of this
first part of the example in relation to the initiating concept Author the pre-orderings
are:
rankAlice(Author) = {hasSurname, hasForename, affiliatedTo, hasInitials}
rankBob(author) = {family , named , affiliated}
It is assumed that a neighbourhood similarity metric σn(Pr) calculates the average
structural similarity σ¯s of the triple pairs in the premise Pr, with a coefficient that
1Although other similarity pairs have been calculated, these do not appear in the dialogue example
(for example, because the distance is lower than those explicitly stated), and thus have not been given
for brevity.
2These similarity pairs are not generated a priori but are calculated during the dialogue.
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increases asymptotically as the cardinality of Pr increases. The metric is defined as
σn(Pr) = σ¯s × (1− 12(|Pr|+1)). Both a neighbourhood threshold n = 0.55 and a lexical
threshold l = 0.75 are also assumed for this example. These values have been selected
through manual calculation, to best represent the behaviour of this dialogue approach
for the purpose of this example.
6.2.1 First iteration of example
The example dialogue is presented in two parts and summarised in Tables 6.3, 6.4 and
6.5 and is divided in terms of the two concepts in the proponent’s signature Σt. Firstly
an example of the beginning of a dialogue at state S1 in Figure 5.4 of the state transition
diagram. The second part of the example begins directly after the first in assuming that
an alignment between concepts has already been generated. The dialogue begins at
state S1 with a second initiate move from the proponent agent. The end of this second
example marks the end of the dialogue and terminates in state S0.
Alice’s $ Bob’s $ σAlices σ
Bob
s
〈Author , hasSurname, Surname〉 〈author , family , familyname〉 0.63 0.60
〈Author , affiliatedTo,University〉 〈author , affiliated , researchlab〉 0.85 0.86
〈Author , hasInitials, Initials〉 〈author , named , firstname〉 0.67 0.83
〈Author , hasForename,Name〉 〈author , named , firstname〉 0.71 0.69
〈Paper , hasTitle,Title〉 〈article, entitled , title〉 0.70 0.68
〈Paper , hasAuthor ,Author〉 〈article, authoredby , author〉 0.65 0.61
〈Paper , hasSubtitle, Subtitle〉 〈article, entitled , title〉 0.68 0.84
〈Paper ,wasReviewedBy ,Member〉 〈article, reviewer , pcmember〉 0.66 0.60
Table 6.2: The structural similarities of possible corresponding triples between Alice
& Bob’s ontologies. Whilst not exhaustive lists a subset of triples between the two
ontologies.
Move 1: State S1, initiate move.
B
S2
propose
A
S3
jus
tify
tes
tify
assert
accept
fail
end
End 
State
reject
initiate
A
S1
Alice utters an initiate move. Here Alice states that she wants
to discuss a possible match for the entity Author in her ontology.
The nature of the selection of this initial concept is extrane-
ous and therefore can be selected at random from the concepts
within the Σt to be mapped.
Move 2: State S2, propose move.
A
S3
jus
tify
tes
tify
assert
accept
initiate
A
S1
fail
end
End 
State
reject
B
S2
propose
Bob identifies author as the most similar entity in his
ontology to the entity Author with a lexical similarity
σBobl (Author , author) = 0.86 (this value is not given in the ta-
ble). As this is above threshold l, he can then respond with the
move 〈Bob, propose,Author , author ,nil〉.
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Move 3: State S3, justify move.
tes
tify
B
S4
assert
accept
B
S5 justify
B
S2
proposeinitiate
fail reject
reject
justify
A
S3
jus
tify
Alice now knows that 〈Author , author ,≡〉 is a potential cor-
respondence c (based on Bob’s lexical similarity claim). She
verifies that her lexical similarity for the entity pair is above
threshold (in this case σAlicel (Author , author) = 0.76), and then
asks Bob to provide some evidence to justify the candidacy of c.
At this point neither agent has support for c; i.e. Pr = ∅.
Move 4: State S4, testify move.
A
S3
assert
B
S5 justify
A
S6
tes
tify
assert
B
S7
accept
A
S8
jus
tify
propose
reject
justify
jus
tify
tes
tify
B
S4
Bob (state S4) determines the next property that has author
as its domain and that has not yet been disclosed and there-
fore has not yet appeared in the commitment store CS. Given
that his ranking for the entity author is rankBob(author) =
{family , named , affiliated} and that so far none of these prop-
erties have been disclosed, he shares the fact that the highest ranked property
family relates the two entities author and familyname in his ontology with the triple
〈author , family , familyname〉.
Move 5: State S3, justify move.
tes
tify
B
S4
assert
accept
B
S5 justify
B
S2
proposeinitiate
fail reject
reject
justify
A
S3
jus
tify
Alice tries to determine if there is sufficient support
for c. She realises that 〈Author , hasSurname, Surname〉 in
her ontology is the most similar triple to the one Bob
disclosed in move 4, with a similarity σAlices = 0.63
(Table 6.2). She calculates that the premise Pr =
{(〈Author , hasSurname, Surname〉, 〈author , family , familyname〉)} has a neighbourhood simi-
larity σAlicen = 0.63 × (1 − 12(|Pr|+1)) = 0.63 ∗ 0.75 = 0.473. She will only assert an
argument for c if this is above the threshold n = 0.55. As this is below threshold, she
requests additional evidence to justify c.
Move 6: State S4, testify move.
A
S3
assert
B
S5 justify
A
S6
tes
tify
assert
B
S7
accept
A
S8
jus
tify
propose
reject
justify
jus
tify
tes
tify
B
S4
Bob’s next highest ranked property that has not been
disclosed (i.e. does not appear in CS) whose domain is
author , is the entity named . Therefore he shares the triple
〈author , named , firstname〉.
Move 7: State S3, assert move.
Alice firstly verifies if one of her triples is similar to that disclosed by Bob in move 6.
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B
S5 justify
A
S6
tes
tify
assert
B
S7
accept
A
S8
tes
tify
B
S4
jus
tify
propose
reject
justify
jus
tify
A
S3
assert
Although she has two triples that share their high-
est similarity with Bob’s disclosed triple, she chooses
〈Author , hasForename,Name〉 as the similarity is higher than
〈Author , hasInitials, Initials〉. She adds this to Pr and calculates
the neighbourhood similarity σAlicen = (0.63 + 0.71)/2 × (1 −
1
2(2+1)) = 0.67 ∗ 0.83˙ = 0.556, which (from Alice’s perspec-
tive) is above threshold, Therefore she proposes the argument A for the correspondence
c = 〈Author , author ,≡〉, given that:
Pr = {(〈Author , hasSurname, Surname〉, 〈author , family , familyname〉),
(〈Author , hasForename,Name〉, 〈author , named , firstname〉)}
Move 8: State S5, justify move.
A
S6
tes
tify
assert
B
S7
accept
A
S8
A
S3
assert
tes
tify
B
S4
jus
tify
propose
reject
justify
jus
tify
accept
B
S5 justify
Given the argument A for the correspondence c =
〈Author , author ,≡〉 which has been asserted by Alice in the pre-
vious move, Bob at (state S5) can make one of two possible
moves: (i) Bob can accept the argument A if σBobn (Pr) is above
threshold and transition to state S1. Or (ii) Bob can justify the
candidacy of c by requesting further support (if other undisclosed properties exist). In
this case, Bob calculates that the neighbourhood similarity (from his perspective) is
σBobn = (0.60 + 0.69)/2 × (1 − 12(2+1)) = 0.65 ∗ 0.83˙ = 0.54, which is below threshold.
Therefore Bob asks Alice if she could provide some further evidence to justify c.
Move 9: State S6, testify move.
assert
B
S7
accept
A
S8
B
S5 justify
A
S3
assert
tes
tify
B
S4
jus
tify
propose
reject
justify
jus
tify
A
S6
tes
tify
Alice then shares the triple 〈Author , affiliatedTo,University〉 as
affiliatedTo is her highest ranked non-disclosed property for the
domain entity Author .
Move 10: State S7, assert move.
accept
A
S8
A
S6
tes
tify
B
S5 justify
A
S3
assert
tes
tify
B
S4
jus
tify
propose
reject
justify
jus
tify
assert
B
S7
Bob recalculates the mean similarity for the new support to
include the mapping of the triple shared by Alice in move 9
to his triple 〈author , affiliated , researchlab〉: σBobn = (0.60 + 0.69 +
0.86)/3 × (1 − 12(3+1)) = 0.72 ∗ 0.875 = 0.627, which is above
threshold. Bob is therefore happy to accept the candidacy of c.
It is now his turn to assert the new argument for c given the new premise Pr.
Move 11: State S8, accept move.
Alice confirms that from her perspective, σAlicen is above threshold;
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assert
B
S7
A
S6
tes
tify
B
S5 justify
A
S3
assert
tes
tify
B
S4
jus
tify
propose
reject
justify
jus
tify
accept
A
S8
σAlicen = (0.63+0.71+0.85)/3× (1− 12(3+1)) = 0.73∗0.875 =
0.639, which is above threshold, and accepts the argument with
the move accept. This accept move marks the end of the first
part of this example. At this point, through co-operation the
agents were able to engage in the joint activity of determining a
correspondence 〈Author , author ,≡〉 between two entities Author and author based on the
similarity of the local neighbourhood of these entities.
This example is summarised in Table 6.3 and demonstrates the following triples from
Bob’s ontology were shared in order to find an mutually accepted alignment for the first
concept in Σt:
〈author , family , familyname〉, 〈author , named , firstname〉, 〈author , affiliated , researchlab〉
The triples shared from Alice’s ontology for this first concept in the Σt include:
〈Author , hasSurname, Surname〉, 〈Author , hasForename,Name〉, 〈Author , affiliatedTo,University〉
Although all of Bob’s $ triples were disclosed where the subject of the triple is the
concept author , Alice was able to reach the consensus without revealing knowledge of one
of her triples: 〈Author , hasInitials, Initials〉, even though from Bob’s perspective it was actu-
ally more similar to Bob’s triple 〈author , named , firstname〉 than 〈Author , hasForename,Name〉.
If in move 7 Alice had found that the triple with the highest similarity to Bob’s triple
〈author , named , firstname〉 was actually 〈Author , hasForename,Name〉, then Bob would have
accepted the support in move 8 (as σBobn = (0.6 + 0.83)/2× (1− 12(2+1)) = 0.72 ∗ 0.83˙ =
0.593, which was above threshold) and fewer properties would have been disclosed.
Walkthrough example Part I Summary
In summary of this part of the example, the dialogue exchange in steps 1-11, between
Alice and Bob is complete for the initial concept in the Σt Author , as a mutually accepted
mapping has been found between the agents. However, the dialogue can not terminate
here as an alignment for Paper is still to be found between the two agents. It can
be summarised at this point that the agents return to state S1 of the dialogue with
the mapping 〈Author , author ,≡〉 stored in the public joint commitment store CS. The
dialogue will then begin again at state S1 to exchange messages in order to find a
mapping for the last concept in the Σt, Paper , this mapping is investigated within Part
II of this example.
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Move Message ΓAlice ΓBob CS
1 〈Alice, initiate,Author , nil, nil〉 - - -
2 〈Bob,propose,Author , author , nil〉 - - -
3 〈Alice, justify ,Author , author , nil〉 - - -
4 〈Bob, testify ,Author , author , 〈author , family , familyname〉〉 〈author , family , familyname〉 - -
5 〈Alice, justify ,Author , author , 〈author , family , familyname〉〉 〈author , family , familyname〉 - -
6 〈Bob, testify ,Author , author , 〈author , named , firstname〉〉 〈author , family , familyname〉 - -
〈author , named , firstname〉 -
7 〈Alice,assert ,Author , author , 〈author , family , familyname〉 〈Author , hasSurname, Surname〉 -
{(〈Author , hasSurname, Surname〉, 〈author , family , familyname〉, 〈author , named , firstname〉 〈Author , hasForename,Name〉
〈Author , hasForename,Name〉, 〈author , named , firstname〉)〉}, 〈Author , author ,≡〉
8 〈Bob, justify ,Author , author ,nil〉 〈author , family , familyname〉 〈Author , hasSurname, Surname〉 -
〈author , named , firstname〉 〈Author , hasForename,Name〉
9 〈Alice, testify ,Author , author , 〈Author , affiliatedTo,University〉 〈author , family , familyname〉 〈Author , hasSurname, Surname〉 -
〈author , named , firstname〉 〈Author , hasForename,Name〉
〈Author , affiliatedTo,University〉
10 〈Bob,assert ,Author , 〈author , family , familyname〉 〈Author , hasSurname, Surname〉 -
{(〈Author , hasSurname, Surname〉, 〈author , family , familyname〉, 〈author , named , firstname〉 〈Author , hasForename,Name〉
〈Author , hasForename,Name〉, 〈author , named , firstname〉 〈author , affiliated , researchlab〉 〈Author , affiliatedTo,University〉
〈Author , affiliatedTo,University〉, 〈author , affiliated , researchlab〉)〉}, 〈Author , author ,≡〉
11 〈Alice,accept ,Author , author , 〈author , family , familyname〉 〈Author , hasSurname, Surname〉 〈Author , author ,≡〉
{(〈Author , hasSurname, Surname〉, 〈author , family , familyname〉, 〈author , named , firstname〉 〈Author , hasForename,Name〉
〈Author , hasForename,Name〉, 〈author , named , firstname〉 〈author , affiliated , researchlab〉 〈Author , affiliatedTo,University〉
〈Author , affiliatedTo,University〉, 〈author , affiliated , researchlab〉)〉}, 〈Author , author ,≡〉
Table 6.3: Showing the update of Alice and Bob private and public knowledge stores throughout the example dialogue run, from move 11-23
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6.2.2 Second iteration of example
In the example dialogue (Table 6.3) it is assumed that the dialogue has already com-
menced resulting in Alice accepting the correspondence 〈Author , author ,≡〉 in a previous
negotiation round (moves 1-11; the acceptance of this correspondence is illustrated in
move 11 of Table 6.3). The order in which the dialogue proponent selects entities for
exploration is strategic3; for this example it is assumed that the first two entities Alice
explores are (in order): Author and Paper .
For the beginning of this iteration of the dialogue the metrics defined in the first
part of this example still hold and can be recapped as follows:
Proponent Signature: The signature, removing all the previously mapped concepts
includes: Σt = {Paper}
Structural similarity metrics: Both agents implement the same structural similar-
ity metrics σs, as seen in the first iteration of this walkthrough example, repre-
sented in Table 6.2. For example the structural similarity σs between the triple
〈Paper , hasTitle,Title〉 and 〈article, entitled , title〉 for Alice, σAlices = 0.70, whereas for
Bob the similarity for this pair is σBobs = 0.68.
Ranking: The strict pre-ordering of the properties for each entity e, using the function
rank(), for the purposes of this second part of the example, in relation to the
initiating concept Paper are:
rankAlice(Paper) = {hasTitle, hasAuthor , hasSubtitle,wasReviewedBy}
rankBob(article) = {reviewer , entitled , authoredby}
Neighbourhood similarity metric: It is assumed that the same neighbourhood sim-
ilarity metric σn(Pr), as introduced in the first iteration, calculates the average
structural similarity σ¯s of the triple pairs in the premise Pr, with a coefficient that
increases asymptotically as the cardinality of Pr increases. The metric is defined
as σn(Pr) = σ¯s×(1− 12(|Pr|+1)). Both the same neighbourhood threshold n = 0.55
and a lexical threshold l = 0.75 are assumed for this example to that of the first
iteration.
Move 12: State S1, initiate move.
B
S2
propose
A
S3
jus
tify
tes
tify
assert
accept
fail
end
End 
State
reject
initiate
A
S1
It is here that the dialogue between Alice and Bob is resumed
at state S1 in move 12 where Alice utters an initiate move. Hav-
ing previously accepted a correspondence for Author (Move 11),
Alice utters an initiate move (state S1 in Fig 5.4), to explore
a possible correspondence for the next entity from her public
signature that she wants to align; which in this case is Paper .
3As mentioned previously it is not specified here how the strategic choices are made by each agent,
but assume some objective function that determines these choices exists.
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Move 13: State S2, propose move.
A
S3
jus
tify
tes
tify
assert
accept
initiate
A
S1
fail
end
End 
State
reject
B
S2
propose
Bob identifies that the entity article is the most similar en-
tity in his ontology to Paper , which has a lexical similarity of
σBobl (Paper , article) = 0.82 (this value is not given in the ta-
ble). As this is above threshold l, he responds with the move
〈Bob, propose,Paper , article, nil〉.
Move 14: State S3, justify move.
tes
tify
B
S4
assert
accept
B
S5 justify
B
S2
proposeinitiate
fail reject
reject
justify
A
S3
jus
tify
Alice now knows that 〈Paper , article,≡〉 is a potential cor-
respondence c (based on Bob’s lexical similarity claim). She
verifies that her lexical similarity for the entity pair is above
threshold (in this case σAlicel (Paper , article) = 0.79). As she is
aware that the entity Paper has a local neighbourhood (i.e. there
is at least one $ that has Paper as its subject), she asks Bob to provide some evidence to
justify the candidacy of c. At this point, neither agents have support for c; i.e. Pr = ∅.
Move 15: State S4, testify move.
A
S3
assert
B
S5 justify
A
S6
tes
tify
assert
B
S7
accept
A
S8
jus
tify
propose
reject
justify
jus
tify
tes
tify
B
S4
Bob at (state S4) generates a strict pre-ordering of the prop-
erties for article using the function rank(); i.e. rankBob(article) =
{reviewer , entitled , authoredby}. He uses this to determine the next
property that has article as its domain and that has not yet been
disclosed (i.e. that has not yet appeared in the commitment
store CS). As none of the properties in rankBob(article) have yet been disclosed, he
shares the fact that the highest ranked property reviewer relates the two entities article
and pcmember .
Move 16: State S3, justify move.
tes
tify
B
S4
assert
accept
B
S5 justify
B
S2
proposeinitiate
fail reject
reject
justify
A
S3
jus
tify
Alice tries to determine if there is sufficient support for
c. She realises that 〈Paper ,wasReviewedBy ,Member〉 in her on-
tology is the most similar triple to the one Bob disclosed
in move 15, with a similarity σAlices = 0.66 (Table 6.2).
She calculates that the premise Pr = {(〈Paper ,wasReviewedBy ,
Member〉, 〈article, reviewer , pcmember〉)} has a neighbourhood similarity σAlicen = 0.66 ×
(1 − 12(|Pr|+1)) = 0.66 ∗ 0.75 = 0.495. She will only assert an argument for c if this
is above the threshold n = 0.55. As this is below threshold, she requests additional
evidence to justify c.
Move 17: State S4, testify move.
Bob’s then finds the next highest ranked property that has not been disclosed (i.e. a
property that does not already appear in CS).
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A
S3
assert
B
S5 justify
A
S6
tes
tify
assert
B
S7
accept
A
S8
jus
tify
propose
reject
justify
jus
tify
tes
tify
B
S4 This property also needs to have the domain article. In
Bob’s ontology this is the entity entitled . Therefore he
shares the following triple 〈article, entitled , title〉 in a testify
move.
Move 18: State S7, assert move.
accept
A
S8
A
S6
tes
tify
B
S5 justify
A
S3
assert
tes
tify
B
S4
jus
tify
propose
reject
justify
jus
tify
assert
B
S7
Alice checks to see if one of her triples is similar to that
disclosed by Bob in move 17. Although she has two triples
that share their highest similarity with Bob’s disclosed triple,
she chooses 〈Paper , hasTitle,Title〉 as the similarity is higher than
〈Paper , hasSubtitle, Subtitle〉. She adds this to Pr and calculates
the neighbourhood similarity σAlicen = (0.66 + 0.7)/2× (1− 12(2+1)) = 0.68 ∗ 0.83˙ = 0.56,
which (from Alice’s perspective) is above threshold, Therefore she proposes the argu-
ment A for the correspondence c = 〈Paper , article,≡〉, given that:
Pr = {(〈Paper ,wasReviewedBy ,Member〉, 〈article, reviewer , pcmember〉),
(〈Paper , hasTitle,Title〉, 〈article, entitled , title〉)}
Move 19: State S5, justify move.
A
S6
tes
tify
assert
B
S7
accept
A
S8
A
S3
assert
tes
tify
B
S4
jus
tify
propose
reject
justify
jus
tify
accept
B
S5 justify
Given the argument A for the correspondence c asserted in
the previous move, Bob (state S5) can make one of two possible
moves: (i) accept the argument A if σBobn (Pr) is above thresh-
old, and transition to state S1. Or (ii) justify the candidacy of
c by requesting further support (if other undisclosed properties
exist). In this case, Bob calculates that the neighbourhood similarity (from his per-
spective) is σBobn = (0.60 + 0.68)/2 × (1 − 12(2+1)) = 0.64 ∗ 0.83˙ = 0.53˙, which is below
threshold. However, Bob is aware of other triples for the entity article that do not appear
in Pr, and thus asks Alice if she could provide some further evidence to justify c.
Move 20: State S6, testify move.
assert
B
S7
accept
A
S8
B
S5 justify
A
S3
assert
tes
tify
B
S4
jus
tify
propose
reject
justify
jus
tify
A
S6
tes
tify
Alice now generates her own strict pre-ordering of the prop-
erties for Paper , using the function rank(); i.e. rankAlice(Paper) =
{hasTitle, hasAuthor , hasSubtitle, wasReviewedBy}. She shares the
triple 〈Paper , hasAuthor ,Author〉 as hasAuthor is her highest
ranked, non-disclosed property for the domain entity Paper . The
property hasTitle was ranked higher however this was disclosed in her previous assert
move.
Move 21: State S7, assert move.
Bob must then recalculate the mean similarity for this support.
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accept
A
S8
A
S6
tes
tify
B
S5 justify
A
S3
assert
tes
tify
B
S4
jus
tify
propose
reject
justify
jus
tify
assert
B
S7
This recalculation must be inclusive of the triple shared by
Alice in move 20: σBobn = (0.60 + 0.68 + 0.61)/3× (1− 12(3+1)) =
0.63 ∗ 0.875 = 0.551, which is above threshold. Bob is happy to
accept the candidacy of c. It is now his turn to assert the new
argument for c given the new premise Pr.
Move 22: State S8, accept move.
assert
B
S7
A
S6
tes
tify
B
S5 justify
A
S3
assert
tes
tify
B
S4
jus
tify
propose
reject
justify
jus
tify
accept
A
S8
Alice confirms that from her perspective, σAlicen = (0.66 +
0.7 + 0.65)/3 × (1 − 12(3+1)) = 0.67 ∗ 0.875 = 0.59,
which is above threshold and she can then accept the argu-
ment.
Move 23: State S1, end move.
initiate
fail
end
S0 P
S1
At this point through co-operation between Alice and Bob,
the agents were able to engage in the joint activity of deter-
mining a correspondence 〈Paper , article,≡〉 between two entities
Paper and article based on the similarity of the local neighbour-
hood of these entities. At this point all the concepts in the
signature Σt have been mapped and this is now an empty set.
Therefore the dialogue at this state S1 can now terminate.
With reference to this example illustrated in Table 6.4 the following triples from
Bob’s ontology were shared in order to find a mutually accepted alignment for the
signature Σt:
〈author , family , familyname〉, 〈author , named , firstname〉, 〈author , affiliated , researchlab〉,
〈article, reviewer , pcmember〉, 〈article, entitled , title〉, 〈article, authoredby , author〉
The triples shared from Alice’s ontology, for this first concept in the Σt include:
〈Author , hasSurname, Surname〉, 〈Author , hasForename,Name〉,
〈Author , affiliatedTo,University〉, 〈Paper ,wasReviewedBy ,Member〉, 〈Paper , hasTitle,Title〉,
〈Paper , hasAuthor ,Author〉
Although all of Bob’s triples were disclosed, Alice was able to reach the consen-
sus without revealing knowledge of one of her triples: 〈Paper , hasSubtitle, Subtitle〉, even
though from Bob’s perspective, it was actually more similar to the triple in Bob’s
ontology: 〈article, entitled , title〉 than 〈Paper , hasTitle,Title〉. If, in move 18, Alice had
found that the triple with the highest similarity to 〈article, entitled , title〉 was actually
〈Paper , hasSubtitle, Subtitle〉, then Bob would have accepted the support in move 19 (as
σBobn = (0.6 + 0.84)/2 × (1 − 12(2+1)) = 0.67 ∗ 0.83˙ = 0.56, which was above threshold)
and fewer properties would have been disclosed.
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Summary of Part II of the walkthrough example.
In summary of this second part of the example presented, the dialogue exchange in
steps 12-23, between Alice and Bob is complete for the final concept in the Σt Paper , as a
mutually accepted mapping has been found between the agents. At the point of accept at
state S1 for the concept Paper , the full proponent’s signature Σt consisting of the concepts
Author and Paper is now an empty set. The dialogue can terminate here as an alignment
for all the concepts in the signature has been found. It can be summarised at this point
that the agents return to state S1 of the dialogue with the mapping 〈Author , author ,≡〉
stored in the public joint commitment store CS. The dialogue will terminate at state
S1 with the end locution uttered by the proponent agent (Alice), and both the public
and private stores shared by the agents throughout the dialogue will be cleared.
This utterance of the end marks the end of the walkthrough example of the dialogue
approach which is evaluated in a series of experiments. The evaluation of this approach
is outlined with the experiment generalities detailing the processes and variables that
occur throughout the various versions of the approach. These generalities are followed by
detailed results and evaluations of the altered versions of the approach and the findings
from their performance are compared with each other and current alignment systems.
This chapter has presented a detailed walkthrough example of the dialogue protocol
presented up to this chapter of the thesis. This example has been broken down into two
parts, illustrating the messages exchanged within the dialogue for agents Alice and Bob
for the signature Σt { Paper , Author}, in terms of the dialogue beginning with an initi-
ated concept, and concluding in the dialogue closing after a final match has been found.
Here the participating agents, Alice and Bob, have two ontology fragments representing
heterogeneous knowledge from an academic domain and utilise the dialogue protocol in
order to generate a mutually agreed upon alignment.
In Summary of this Chapter:
• Summarised the protocol and the moves available to the agents.
• Presented a practical representation of the dialogue protocol and its metrics for
the purposes of an illustrated example, showing the protocol in use.
• Illustrated a detailed walkthrough of the initiating concept in a signature to be
mapped and concluding with this being added to an alignment agreed upon by
both agents with supporting structural knowledge regarding a premise.
• Illustrated a second detailed walkthrough on a second concept in a signature con-
cluding with the dialogue closing after the final concept is matched.
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Move Message ΓAlice ΓBob CS
11 〈Alice, accept,Author , author , 〈author , family , familyname〉 〈Author , hasSurname, Surname〉 〈Author , author ,≡〉
{(〈Author , hasSurname, Surname〉, 〈author , family , familyname〉, 〈author , named, firstname〉 〈Author , hasForename,Name〉
〈Author , hasForename,Name〉, 〈author , named, firstname〉 〈author , affiliated, researchlab〉 〈Author , affiliatedTo,University〉
〈Author , affiliatedTo,University〉, 〈author , affiliated, researchlab〉)〉},
〈Author , author ,≡〉
12 〈Alice, initiate,Paper ,nil,nil〉 〈author , family , familyname〉 〈Author , hasSurname, Surname〉 〈Author , author ,≡〉
〈author , named, firstname〉 〈Author , hasForename,Name〉
〈author , affiliated, researchlab〉 〈Author , affiliatedTo,University〉
13 〈Bob,propose,Paper , article,nil〉 〈author , family , familyname〉 〈Author , hasSurname, Surname〉 〈Author , author ,≡〉
〈author , named, firstname〉 〈Author , hasForename,Name〉
〈author , affiliated, researchlab〉 〈Author , affiliatedTo,University〉
14 〈Alice, justify ,Paper , article, nil〉 〈author , family , familyname〉 〈Author , hasSurname, Surname〉 〈Author , author ,≡〉
〈author , named, firstname〉 〈Author , hasForename,Name〉
〈author , affiliated, researchlab〉 〈Author , affiliatedTo,University〉
15 〈Bob, testify ,Paper , article, 〈article, reviewer , pcmember〉〉 〈author , family , familyname〉 〈Author , hasSurname, Surname〉 〈Author , author ,≡〉
〈author , named, firstname〉 〈Author , hasForename,Name〉
〈author , affiliated, researchlab〉 〈Author , affiliatedTo,University〉
〈article, reviewer , pcmember〉
16 〈Alice, justify ,Paper , article, nil〉 〈author , family , familyname〉 〈Author , hasSurname, Surname〉 〈Author , author ,≡〉
〈author , named, firstname〉 〈Author , hasForename,Name〉
〈author , affiliated, researchlab〉 〈Author , affiliatedTo,University〉
〈article, reviewer , pcmember〉
17 〈Bob, testify ,Paper , article, 〈article, entitled, title〉〉 〈author , family , familyname〉 〈Author , hasSurname, Surname〉 〈Author , author ,≡〉
〈author , named, firstname〉 〈Author , hasForename,Name〉
〈author , affiliated, researchlab〉 〈Author , affiliatedTo,University〉
〈article, reviewer , pcmember〉
〈article, entitled, title〉
Table 6.4: Showing the update of Alice and Bob private and public knowledge stores throughout the example dialogue run from move 11-23.
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Move Message ΓAlice ΓBob CS
18 〈Alice, assert,Paper , article, 〈author , family , familyname〉 〈Author , hasSurname, Surname〉 〈Author , author ,≡〉
{(〈Paper ,wasReviewedBy ,Member〉, 〈article, reviewer , pcmember〉) 〈author , named, firstname〉 〈Author , hasForename,Name〉
(〈Paper , hasTitle,Title〉, 〈article, entitled, title〉)} 〈author , affiliated, researchlab〉 〈Author , affiliatedTo,University〉
〈Paper , article,≡〉 〈article, reviewer , pcmember〉
〈article, entitled, title〉
19 〈Bob, justify ,Paper , article, nil 〈author , family , familyname〉 〈Author , hasSurname, Surname〉 〈Author , author ,≡〉
〈author , named, firstname〉 〈Author , hasForename,Name〉
〈author , affiliated, researchlab〉 〈Author , affiliatedTo,University〉
〈article, reviewer , pcmember〉 〈Paper ,wasReviewedBy ,Member〉
〈article, entitled, title〉 〈Paper , hasTitle,Title〉
20 〈Alice, testify ,Paper , article, 〈Paper , hasAuthor ,Author〉 〈author , family , familyname〉 〈Author , hasSurname, Surname〉 〈Author , author ,≡〉
〈author , named, firstname〉 〈Author , hasForename,Name〉
〈author , affiliated, researchlab〉 〈Author , affiliatedTo,University〉
〈article, reviewer , pcmember〉 〈Paper ,wasReviewedBy ,Member〉
〈article, entitled, title〉 〈Paper , hasTitle,Title〉
〈Paper , hasAuthor ,Author〉
21 〈Bob, assert,Paper , article, 〈author , family , familyname〉 〈Author , hasSurname, Surname〉 〈Author , author ,≡〉
{(〈Paper ,wasReviewedBy ,Member〉, 〈article, reviewer , pcmember〉) 〈author , named, firstname〉 〈Author , hasForename,Name〉
(〈Paper , hasTitle,Title〉, 〈article, entitled, title〉)) 〈author , affiliated, researchlab〉 〈Author , affiliatedTo,University〉
(〈Paper , hasAuthor ,Author〉, 〈article, authoredby , author〉)} 〈article, reviewer , pcmember〉 〈Paper ,wasReviewedBy ,Member〉
〈Paper , article,≡〉 〈article, entitled, title〉 〈Paper , hasTitle,Title〉
〈article, authoredby , author〉 〈Paper , hasAuthor ,Author〉
22 〈Alice, accept,Paper , article, 〈author , family , familyname〉 〈Author , hasSurname, Surname〉 〈Author , author ,≡〉
{(〈Paper ,wasReviewedBy ,Member〉, 〈article, reviewer , pcmember〉) 〈author , named, firstname〉 〈Author , hasForename,Name〉 〈Paper , article,≡〉
(〈Paper , hasTitle,Title〉, 〈article, entitled, title〉)) 〈author , affiliated, researchlab〉 〈Author , affiliatedTo,University〉
(〈Paper , hasAuthor ,Author〉, 〈article, authoredby , author〉)} 〈article, reviewer , pcmember〉 〈Paper ,wasReviewedBy ,Member〉
〈Paper , article,≡〉 〈article, entitled, title〉 〈Paper , hasTitle,Title〉
〈article, authoredby , author〉 〈Paper , hasAuthor ,Author〉
23 〈Alice, end ,nil,nil, 〉 - - -
Table 6.5: Continuation of the update of Alice and Bob private and public knowledge stores throughout the example dialogue run, from move
11-23.

Chapter 7
Strategic Decision Making:
Metrics and Ranking Function
Chapter Outline
‘Nothing in life is to be feared, it is only to be understood.’ - Marie Curie
This thesis has introduced a novel selected sharing approach for ontology alignment,
up to now there have been many assumptions made concerning the metrics used within
the protocol. This chapter will define and formalise these metrics, and detail the param-
eters of the dialogue which will then be implemented in an evaluation of the approach in
Chaper 8.
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7.1 Dialogue Parameters
This section formalises the metrics used within the DbMN approach which in the previ-
ous chapters have been introduced yet assumed for the walkthrough of the dialogue. The
metrics formalised in this chapter have been selected in order to empirically evaluate the
dialogue approach using real world ontologies. The evaluation of the DbMN approach
is presented in Chapter 8.
As dialogue presented in Chapter 6, allows two agents (each assuming their respec-
tive ontologies) to negotiate over candidate mappings by incrementally sharing select
fragments of their knowledge bases. This approach is developed over a protocol and an
agent strategy, which are formalised in Chapter 5, where assumptions were made over
the choice of metrics used by the agents. This choice determined the strategy adopted
by the agents, which affects the choice of moves made at each point in the dialogue.
To simplify the evaluation, these agents adopt the same strategies using the metrics
described in this chapter. This eliminated the effect of heterogeneous metrics in the
evaluation.
7.1.1 Dialogue metrics
The DbMN approach uses four metrics to support the dialogue. The first is a lexical
similarity metric σl used by the opponent agent during the propose phase. This metric
evaluates the string similarity in order to identify a candidate concept that is then pro-
posed for the mapping. The agents also utilise the same ranking function rank throughout
the confirm phase of the dialogue, which generates an ordering for the agents to share
their knowledge fragments. The structural similarity metric is σs is used by both agents
within the propose phase to determine the similarity of a pair of triples. The agents
also use a neighbourhood σn metric in the confirm phase of the dialogue, which is used
to assess the similarity of two neighbourhoods to ascertain if there is sufficient support
for the proposition of an assertion. This allows the agents to either accept or reject a
proposed similarity value supporting the current argument posed.
Lexical Similarity Metric
The function σl : NC×NC → [0, 1] which returns the lexical similarity between the labels
of two entity names e, e′ ∈ NC, such that σl(e, e′) = 1 iff e = e′ and 0 if the two labels
are different.
The dialogue assumes that agents utilise a lexical string similarity metric in order
to establish an ‘anchor’ concept which is then used to negotiate over throughout the
dialogue. Cheatham [24] evaluated string similarity metrics and grouped them into
three categories: global or local, perfect sequence or imperfect sequence and set or word
based. The global and local category relates to the amount of information required by
the metric to generate two strings as similar or not. Global metrics requires information
related to all of the strings in one or both of the ontologies before it can attempt a match.
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Local metrics require only the pair of strings which are attempting to be classified as
similar. This local factor is important concerning. the DbMN approach due to the
private nature of the dialogue in regards to sharing knowledge, which is why local based
methods are preferable.
The perfect or imperfect sequence category relates to the ordering of characters in a
string to be consider as a match. A perfect sequence requires the characters in the two
strings to be in the same order for a match, whereas in an imperfect sequence a match
can be still found if the characters are in a different order but amount of difference
between the strings is under a given threshold.
The set or word based category relates to the degree of word overlap between the
words within the two strings. Word based metrics perform well on long strings.
Using these categories taken from [24] the Jaro-Winker metric is classified as a non-
set, local and imperfect sequence metric. These attributes of the metric and its con-
sistently high performance over the evaluation conducted by Cheatham, make it an
appropriate lexical similarity metric to be used within the DbMN approach.
String Metric Global/Local Perfect/Imperfect Set/Word based
Exact Local Perfect-sequence Non-set
Jaccard Local Perfect-sequence Set
Jaro-Winkler Local Imperfect-sequence Non-set
LCS Local Perfect-sequence Non-set
Levenstein Local Imperfect-sequence Non-set
Monge-Elkin Local Imperfect-sequence Non-set
N-gram Local Imperfect-sequence Non-set
Soft-Jacard Local Imperfect-sequence Set
Soft TF-IDF Global Imperfect-sequence Set
Stoilos Local Imperfect-sequence Non-set
TF-IDF Global Perfect-sequence Set
Table 7.1: String similarity metrics as categorised by Cheatham [24]
The Jaro-Winkler metric shares the same categorical attributes as N-gram, Monge-
Elkin, Levenstein, and Stoilos metrics. For the precision value evaluating the conference
datasets taken from the OAEI the Jaro-Winkler metric performed better than the Stoi-
los, Levenstein and Monge-Elkin metrics, and the same as the Ngram metric. For the
recall over the same datasets the Jaro-Winkler metric performed better than the Monge-
Elkin metric, and the same as the Ngram metric and Stoilos. For these performances
over the precision and recall for the conference datasets, this metric was selected to be
used with the DbMN approach.
The Jaro-Winkler lexical similarity metric, measures the string similarity based on
the number and order of the common characters between two strings, and emphasises
similarity which two strings have similar prefixes. This metric is defined [85] as:
dw(s1, s2) = dj(s1, s2) + l · p · [1− dj(s1, s2)]
where l is the length of the longest common prefix between the two strings s1 and s2,
and p is a constant scaling factor that also controls the what emphasis placed on the
similarity of the string prefixes.
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Although the ontologies used within this study are modelled differently and likely
heterogeneous in content they all model knowledge within a related domain (i.e. the
conference organisation domain) and thus there is a degree of similarity in their use of
terminology. Thus similarity metrics such as the Jaro-Winkler metric are better suited
for such scenarios.
Further experimentation could be explored utilising various combinations of lexical
similarity metrics and are discussed as future work in Chapter 8.
Acceptance of a lexical matching is determined by whether the lexical similarity of
two terms exceeds the lexical threshold l. This occurs at state S2 of the dialogue.
At state S2 the opponent agent utilises the similarity metric in order to find a target
entity that is most lexically similar to that posed by the proponent agent within the
initiate move. This threshold establishes a minimum value that the metric must meet
before an entity can be proposed in a propose move. The l was initially set to a value
of l = 0, in the evaluation of the DbMN approach, in order to isolate the influence of
the n value on the alignment generation. This value is set to 0 in order to test the
performance of the approach using the neighbourhood similarity threshold, where it will
not be influenced by the lexical similarity. This will mean that if the opponent agent
finds an entity in its ontology with a lexical similarity to the entity posed in the initiate
move with a low similarity value, it will still be proposed. This allows the implementation
of the approach to be centred identifying heterogeneous concepts though investigating
the neighbourhood rather than depending on lexical string similarity.
Neighbourhood Similarity metric
The function σn : {($,$′) ∈ Π × Π | $ ∈ Γ, $′ ∈ O} → [0, 1] returns an aggregate
similarity obtained by calculating all possible structural similarities between the triples
in an agent’s gamma store Γ and the triples in the disclosable fragment of the opponent’s
ontology O ′, such that σn($,$′) = 1 if the neighbourhood is structurally equivalent,
and 0 otherwise. The neighbourhood similarity for a candidate mapping must equal
or exceed a threshold in order to be accepted. This threshold has been kept the same
for both agents, where the value is incremented for each of the three DbMN variants
by a value of 0.025 from [0..1]. The rationale for this threshold value, is that when
evaluating the alignments found by the approach, the precision and recall with respect
to a reference alignment will converge on an accepted value where the alignment is most
accurate in terms of the number of mappings found, and as the value gets closer to 1 the
approach will overly filter the alignments meaning that no mappings will be accepted.
In the evaluation of the DbMN approach the threshold for the neighbourhood n was
initially incremented using a value of 0.1. In an initial run of the dialogue approach, this
value showed results outlining a significant change between the results where n = 0.4
and n = 0.7 in order to further investigate this significant shift in values, the threshold
n was then incremented by a value of 0.025 to better detail the results.
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Ranking Value
The rank function, rank : NC → R ⊆ Π returns an ordered list of triples $ in a path
starting at some entity e ∈ NC, where ∀$i, $j ∈ R : $i < $j .
In order to define which triple is to be shared at each given testify move the ranking
value is calculated over four dependant criteria: Subsumption, Rarity, Connectivity and
Popularity such that the total weight assigned had a total of 1. Each of these criteria has
an associated weight in the range of [0..1] which are used to determine the significance
of each criteria and are formalised as 〈wsrs, wrrr, wcrc, wprp〉 where:
Weight Rank score
ws = the weight for subsumption rs = the rank score for subsumption;
wr = the weight for rarity; rr = the rank score for rarity;
wc = the weight for connectivity; rc = the rank score for connectivity;
wp = the weight for popularity; rp = the rank score for popularity.
1. Subsumption:
This prioritises the concepts further down the subsumption hierarchy over those
that are higher up. This is based on the principal of generality, that assumes
that a more specific concept which appears further down a hierarchy can be a
better classifier when determining a subject area [3]. For example, the top of a
given hierarchy for a concept Clothes could be labeled as Thing and a concept
lower in the hierarchy could be Shirt. Thus in order to establish meaning of the
neighbourhood, without revealing all of the associated concepts, it would be more
succinct to share the more specific Shirt concept rather than more general Thing.
This Subsumption value is calculated using the following formula:
Subi =
Hc
Hdepth
where Hc is the depth, measured by the number of edges e of the concept i from
the top concept > ∈ δ , and Hdepth is the total depth of edges e in the knowledge
base δ = (v, e) from the > ∈ δ to the ⊥ ∈ δ.
2. Rarity: The second criteria to be calculated is the rarity of the concept, weighting
uniquely labeled concepts more highly than others. This is based on [3], however
here the concepts are given a binary value, 0 if the label for a concept i appears
more than once in the knowledge base δ, or a value of 1 if it is unique:
Rari = 1 or Rari = 0
3. Connectivity: The third criteria is the connectivity of a concept. This is found
using the outgoing edges leaving from the concept δ−(v). The basis of this value
is taken from the notion of connectivity from [23] where it is stated that a concept
is more central to an knowledge base if it has more outgoing edges. The idea of
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measuring the incoming and outgoing edges of a concept to aid ranking is also seen
in [3]; however here it is presented as a singular value, calculating the popularity of
a concept by the edges regardless of their direction. In this work, this connectivity
value is separated into two criteria popularity (incoming edges) and connectivity
(outgoing edges), to take into account the direction of an edge and investigate the
affect on the ranking.
This connectivity is found over a graph δ, which comprises a set of vertices V and
edges E, such that e ∈ E and v ∈ V . This value is calculated by dividing 1 by the
total edges of a graph δ, |E| then multiplying this to the number of the outgoing
edges δ− of a concept vi:
Coni =
1
|E| × δ−(i)
4. Popularity: The fourth criteria, popularity, is similar to the connectivity value;
however measures the incoming edges of a concept.
This popularity is calculated by dividing the total edges |E| in the knowledge base
δ, then multiplying this to the number of the incoming edges δ+ of a concept vi.
Popi =
1
|E| × δ+(vi)
Each of these criteria are determined resulting in a normalised score in the range
[0..1]. A final rank is then generated using a weighted average (mean) over the four
criteria. It could be argued that connectivity and popularity should hold a higher weight
over the others, as it is a feature that appears in alternative ontology rankings, such as
CARRank [136] and DWRank [23].
The Structural Similarity Metric
This is the function σs : Π×Π→ [0, 1] that returns the structural similarity between two
triples $,$′ ∈ Π, such that σs($,$′) = 1 if the two triples are considered as equivalent,
and 0 otherwise. This is calculated by finding an aggregated lexical similarity value using
the Jaro-Winkler similarity metric [134], over the subject s, predicate p and object o in
$.
The Jaro-Winkler method previously discussed in 7.1.1 was selected, as using the
Cheatham classification it is most suitable for non-set, local and imperfect metrics [24]
as is the case in the DbMN approach. This value is then calculated against the aggregate
similarity value for $′.
At state S2 in Figure 5.4 the opponent agent may find one or more concepts that
have equal lexical similarity to the entity proposed, however these concepts may have
different meanings, indicating polysemous terms. In order for meaning to be established,
the meanings of the polysemous terms needs to be explored within the neighbourhood.
The moves between states S3 and S4 allow the agents to explore the nested hierarchy
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or subsumption of concepts, through the prioritisation of the ‘is a’ relation. Across all
the variants of the approach, this relation is weighted higher than all those coming from
a concept, therefore in a justify move the ‘is a’ relation will be shared first, followed by
those in order established in the ranking from the above criteria.
7.2 Summary
This chapter details the methodology used for the evaluation implementation of the
DbMN approach. This includes the parameters to which the experiments have been
designed. This chapter has detailed the metrics, previously assumed, which are used
within the DbMN approach. The metrics formalised in this chapter, are used within the
evaluations of the dialogue approach presented in Chapter 8. The variants have been
empirically evaluated using precision and recall compared to a benchmark standard, and
finally this chapter has presented an overview of the DbMN performance in comparison
to selected current systems.
In Summary of this Chapter:
• Formalised the criteria used for the ranking value.
• Formalised the metrics used by the agents within the dialogue approach.

Chapter 8
Evaluation
Chapter Outline
‘The most damaging phrase in the language is: ‘It’s always been done that
way’.’ - Grace Hopper
Up to now this thesis has contextualised the elements of ontologies and dialogue into
a dialogue approach for generating an alignment. Using this novel selective sharing ap-
proach agents can utilise the protocol in order to generate ontology alignments supported
by semantic meaning, without sharing their full knowledge base.
The aim of this chapter is to provide evidence to support the DbMN and illustrating
how the approach can successfully generate a meaningful alignment between two agents,
without sharing the full ontologies a priori. Having presented a walkthrough example
of the DbMN in Chapter 6 this chapter presents the implementation of three varied
DbMN approaches (DbMN 5, DbMN 6 and DbMN 7) using real world ontologies, and
empirically evaluates their performance in generating these alignments. These three
variants of the approach are then evaluated in comparison to each other and finally in
Section 8.4 the approaches are compared to current ontology matching systems. This
chapter concludes with the overall findings of the DbMN approach, and discusses further
experimentation for evaluating the dialogue approach.
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8.1 DbMN Experiment Preliminaries
The implementation of the DbMN was designed using the protocol and formalisms de-
tailed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 7 where two agents participate in a dialogue protocol
in order to generate a meaningful alignment between their two knowledge bases. This
implementation and the experiments designed, sets out to prove the overall hypothesis
introduced in Chapter 5:
Is it possible to generate a meaningful alignment between two ontologies, without
sharing both ontologies in full a priori?
This main research question has been used as the central focus of the design of the
experiments and can be divided into additional hypothesis:
• Does the ordering of the proponent’s signature affect the resulting alignment?
• How does the varying neighbourhood threshold influence the resulting alignment?
• How does using the proposed ranking method, over an alternative ordering affect
the alignment generated?
These variables were used in order to investigate how the three variants of the DbMN
approach, influenced the resulting alignments potentially in order to provide an optimum
bound, or combination of variables where the approach performed most accurately over
the given ontologies.
The following chapter details the experimental methodology and the parameters
across all three variants including the variables and the strategies the agents utilise.
This evaluation is conducted over the three variants of the approach DbMN 5, DbMN 6
and DbMN 7 and this chapter presents how the variants differ in strategy, variables and
restrictions used. The variants are then compared using the generated alignments found
by this approach and are also compared to the currently alignment systems detailed in
Section 8.1.1
8.1.1 Hypothesis of experimentation
These experimental hypotheses were used in order to evaluate the results of the approach,
in terms of precision and recall to a benchmark designed for this implementation detailed
later in this section. The main hypothesis that this implementation aims to prove is:
Q1. Can a plausible meaningful alignment be found, that compares to a benchmark
standard, when two agents engage in a dialogical approach to ontology matching,
rather than sharing their knowledge bases in full, a priori?
This question is answered in its broadest sense, if the dialogue can produce a single
mapping from one ontology to another, using the DbMN approach. However, in order to
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further investigate the results of the approach and analyse the effects of the agent strate-
gies under different settings, the following subquestions were investigated to address the
additional hypotheses:
Q2. Can a plausible alignment be generated and maintain a level of privacy?
Q3. What are the influences of the signature order on the accuracy and correctness of
the alignment?
Q4. What are the influences of the threshold levels on the accuracy and correctness of
the alignment?
Q5. What are the influences of the neighbourhood sharing order on the alignment?
It is important to note that the dialogue protocol approach is not analysed in terms
of running time and complexity. The implementation of the protocol runs the dialogue,
as a full iterative game over the proponent’s signature until all the candidate concepts
within this signature have been explored. This implementation results in a longer run
time for large ontologies, and it has been assumed that the full set of the classes in the
ontology of the proponent agent is in this signature. However, running time was not a
focal point for this research and reducing this was not part of the experimentation.
As detailed in Chapter 5 there are three variants with adjusted strategies used to
implement this DbMN approach. This section will now detail these three individual vari-
ants and present the results found through the experimentation conducted to evaluate
the approach.
8.1.2 Evaluation methods
The evaluation of the approach is conducted over the precision and recall of the generated
alignment A compared to a benchmark standard alignment R (detailed later in this
section). The precision and recall of an alignment is a popular approach in evaluating
ontology matching approaches.
Precision measures the level of correctness of the alignment generated in comparison
to the reference alignment using the correct mappings found (those featuring in the
benchmark) over the total number of mappings in the alignment. Precision is defined
in [38] as a function P : Λ×Λ→ [0..1], where in this case Λ refers to an alignment such
that R is the reference alignment and the precision of an alignment A is determined.
Therefore:
P (A,R) = |R∩A||A|
Recall measures the level of completeness of the alignment generated in comparison
to the reference alignment. This recall uses the number of correct mappings found over
the total number of expected mappings in the reference alignment. Recall is defined
in [38] as a function R : Λ × Λ → [0..1], where Λ refers to an alignment such that R is
the reference alignment and the recall of an alignment A is determined. Therefore:
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R(A,R) = |R∩A||R|
The F-measure is the third value used to evaluate alignments generated by an on-
tology matching approach, which represents the harmonic mean of the precision and
recall values presented above. Within this work the f-measure has been used and is
presented as an averaged value over all the dataset pairs. These results are presented
in Appendix A. The f-measure allows the results to be compared by the precision and
recall where the f-measure is maximal. The f-measure where α = 0.5 is defined in [38]
as:
M0.5(A,R) =
2×P (A,R)×R(A,R)
P (A,R)+R(A,R)
Precision, recall and the related f-measure between these values, have been calculated
for each alignment generated over the incremented neighbourhood threshold by each of
the three variants. These three measures have been selected as they are widely used, and
accepted in evaluating current ontology matching systems [39], in terms of the accuracy
of the mappings found in an alignment, over the total mappings found by the approach.
The three DbMN variants are also evaluated in terms of the number of mappings each
increment of the neighbourhood threshold findsO that features in the corroborating
platinum standard benchmark for the O to O ′ ontologies.
8.1.3 Datasets
The experiments for the three working versions of the dialogue protocol presented were
conducted over all the paired datasets from the 2014/2015 from the OAEI Ontology
Alignment Evaluation Initiative competition (see Table 8.2). The OAEI [67] provides
access to real world ontologies, representing various domains. For the purposes of this
work a series of ontologies from the Conference Track was used, which includes a refer-
ence or gold standard set of alignments for each pair.
This track consists of 16 real world ontologies1 documenting the domain of ‘organising
an academic conference’, all of which are heterogenous in their design. The OAEI
conference dataset has been selected due to its extensive use in current ontology matching
systems, providing a comparison to the results found using the dialogical approach
presented in this work. The eight ontologies detailed in Table 8.1 were selected and
used in the evaluation of this dialogical approach.
These ontologies all represent academic ontologies, and are relatively small in size,
in terms of the number of classes presented in the ontology, ranging from a class size of
104 (edas) to 36 (cmt), presented in Table 8.2. With a pre-existing alignment, it pro-
vided a ‘gold standard’ set of alignment results between all the ontology pairs alongside
evaluations by current ontology alignment systems. The ‘gold standard’ alignment is a
1 It is important to note, that some of the ontologies, e.g. ‘crs’ were not included in this implementa-
tion due to reduced size, and ‘iasted’ was omitted due to errors found within the documentation. Other
ontologies were not included as reference alignments could not be found on the OAEI
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Table 8.1: Ontology Pairs
Proponent Opponent Proponent Opponent
cmt conference conference edas
cmt confof conference sigkdd
cmt sigkdd conference ekaw
cmt ekaw conference confof
cmt edas edas ekaw
confof sigkdd edas sigkdd
confof ekaw ekaw sigkdd
confof edas - -
benchmark alignment generated by the OAEI and is wildly used as a reference align-
ment for evaluations [137]. They are manually developed by domain experts in order
to provide a meaningful reference alignment for systems participating in the alignment
initiatives.
Table 8.2: OAEI ontologies used in this implementation, included in conference
track [67]
Name Number of Classes Number of Object Properties DL Expressivity
cmt 36 49 ALCIN(D)
conference 60 46 ALCHIF(D)
confOf 39 13 SIN(D)
edas 104 30 ALCOIN(D)
ekaw 74 33 SHIN
sigkdd 49 17 ALEI(D)
By using the selected ontologies from the OAEI conference, the performance of the
DbMN dialogical approach could be compared to that of the other alignment systems
that participated in the 2014/15 Ontology Alignment Initiative [35], such as X-Map [32],
AML [43], and LogMap [68], detailed in Chapter 3. A comparison with these approaches
is discussed below and illustrated in Appendix A.
There are important differences however with the alignments generated by these
other systems, as these other systems generate alignments between ontology pairs in an
open environment when all the data is shared a priori. This is a fundamental difference
compared to the dialogue based approach, however showing the alignment results gen-
erated by the dialogue based approach, provided at least a comparison independent of
their mapping approach.
Utilising the reference alignments from the OAEI, the ontologies were assigned to the
proponent and opponent agents respectively, generating the experimental dataset pairs
in Table 8.1. The only assumptions made by the DbMN approach over the ontology
language itself is that it conforms to the RDF/S axiomatic semantics and is representable
as a graph. Thus although the different ontologies in Table 8.1 are expressed using
different levels of expressivity (i.e. different flavours of description logics), their use is
valid within the DbMN approach.
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8.1.4 Benchmarks
The performance of the DbMN approach is evaluated using a benchmark derived from
the reference alignment in the OAEI [67]. In current ontology alignment systems, a Gold
Standard benchmark alignment is available for use when measuring the correctness and
accuracy of the alignment generated by the approach. In this implementation of the
DbMN approach, a derivative of this gold standard benchmark is used. The derivative
proposed here as a Platinum Standard and is generated by pruning the gold standard
reference alignment taken from the OAEI, to consider the most common mappings (i.e.
those found by the majority of current alignment systems), and only class label corre-
spondences. This pruning is utilised as the DbMN approach only looks for class label
correspondences, therefore it is necessary to prune out those matches that include data
or object type properties. Using the ontologies from the OAEI conference track; cmt
as O and conference as O ′ the gold standard reference alignment is pruned into the
platinum standard.
Table 8.3: Benchmark alignments for the ontologies O= cmt, O ′ = conference
Gold Standard Platinum Standard
O = cmt O ′ = conference O = cmt O ′ =conference
Conference Conference volume - -
Preference Review preference - -
Author Regular author - -
Person Person Person Person
email has an email - -
Co-author Contribution co-author Co-author Contribution co-author
PaperAbstract Abstract - -
Document Conference document Document Conference document
Review Review Review Review
Conference Conference Conference Conference
ProgramCommittee Program committee ProgramCommittee Program committee
Chairman Chair - -
SubjectArea Topic - -
assignedByReviewer invited by - -
assignExternalReviewer invites co-reviewers - -
- - Reviewer Reviewer
- - ProgramCommitteeMember Program committee
- - Paper Paper
Table 8.3, illustrates the removal of the mappings found in the gold standard, to form
the platinum standard including property mappings such as:
• 〈assignedByReviewer ß invited by,≡〉
• 〈assignedExternalReviewer ß invites co-reviewers,≡〉.
These are removed in the platinum benchmark, as only class labels are utilised in the
signature to be mapped by the agents, and the properties will never be included. Other
mappings are not included as they have not been found by the majority of systems;
i.e. if the mapping is not found by the majority of current systems including: AML,
AOT, AOTL, CROMatcher, DKPAOM, GMap, JarvisOM, Lily, MassMatch, Mamba,
OMReasoner, RSDLWB and XMAP, the mapping will not be included in the platinum
standard.
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A comprehensive list of the number of entities, which are found in the both the OAEI
gold standard benchmark, and the platinum standard presented for this thesis, for all
the ontology pairs used in DbMN 5, can be seen in Table 8.4. The mappings in the
both the OAEI gold standard benchmark and the platinum standard for the DbMN 6
and DbMN 7 for each of the individual ontologies can be found in Appendix B, and has
not been included here for the sake of brevity.
Table 8.4: Number of Entities in the Benchmark Alignments taken from the OAEI
Gold standard [67] and the Platinum standard generated for this implementation
Datasets Benchmarks
Ontology Ontology Gold Platinum
O O ′ Standard Standard
cmt conference 15 9
cmt confof 16 5
cmt edas 13 8
cmt ekaw 11 7
cmt sigkdd 12 9
conference confof 15 10
conference edas 17 9
conference ekaw 27 15
conference sigkdd 15 11
confof edas 22 10
confof ekaw 20 16
confof sigkdd 7 4
edas ekaw 29 16
edas sigkdd 15 7
ekaw sigkdd 11 7
8.2 Experiment Parameters
In this section, the three sets of evaluations are described with details of the choice of
parameters used. The results of each set of experiments are given in Section 8.3.
8.2.1 DbMN 5 Parameters
This section will detail the implementation and the empirical evaluation of the exper-
iments run on the first of the three approaches, DbMN 5. This section will firstly
introduce the dialogue parameters used that are specific to this variant, relating to the
parameters defined in Chapter 7. These variable settings ([V.1..V.3]) are adjusted within
the agents strategy and the task over which the agents negotiate an alignment. For these
experiments, both agents are restricted to the same strategies, i.e. the metrics defined
in this section hold for both agents participating in this dialogue.
V.1 Lexical and Neighbourhood similarity threshold. The use of the neighbour-
hood similarity threshold adjusted the strategy of the agent in the minimum bound
of acceptance for the neighbourhood similarity metric as detailed in Chapter 7.
The use of this threshold in the implementation of the DbMN 5, marks the first
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variable used in evaluating this approach. DbMN has been implemented, generat-
ing alignments over the two dataset ontologies, for each incremented value of the
neighbourhood similarity threshold. In this implementation, the neighbourhood
threshold is increased in increments of 0.025 from [0..1], producing 400 experiment
files each generating an alignment for the two assigned ontologies. This allows the
approach to be evaluated over these alignments when the neighbourhood similarity
threshold is increased, meaning for a candidate mapping to be accepted, it has to
be higher than this similarity threshold. The rationale behind this incremented
neighbourhood threshold, was to investigate a range of this threshold where the
alignment was found to be most accurate and correct (in terms of precision and
recall), in comparison to a reference alignment. This was also investigated to find
the range of the neighbourhood threshold where the alignments found the most
number of correct mappings (i.e. those found which feature within the reference
alignment). As detailed in Chapter 7 the lexical similarity threshold is set to 0
throughout the experiments, so that all possible candidate pairs were considered.
V.2 Random vs Ordered signature. The ordering of the signature is the next of
the variables that was used to evaluate DbMN 5. In an initial run of DbMN 5,
the experiment files were generated over an ordered signature. The choice of this
ordering is arbitrary, and the entities were sorted alphabetically, comprising of
all the class labels an ontology O . This created the order in which the proponent
would initiate the concepts at state S1. The inclusion of the full classes in ontology
in this signature was selected in order to test the approach when the full ontology
was marked as disclosable, to maintain the reliability of the termination condition.
As this signature contains all the ontology classes, this results in the full disclosure
of the proponents ontology O across the experiments. This however, allowed the
opportunity for the opponent agent to maintain a level of privacy, and not share the
full ontology O ′ throughout the dialogue process. Firstly the signature of the class
labels was ordered alphabetically, and run alongside a randomly generated order
of the signature, for each of the 0.025 increments of the neighbourhood similarity
threshold. Over the initial run of experiments, this ordering of the signature had no
effect on the alignments generated, and the results for both mapping the concepts
in order or randomly generated the same candidate mappings and alignments
outputted by the approach using balanced rank weights and the neighbourhood
similarity threshold at 0. As this ordering was seen as a redundant variable for
DbMN 5 and 6, it was discarded in the final experiments, however utilised in
DbMN 7 as a result of the 1:1 mappings restriction, which would be influenced
by the ordering of the signature Σt. The results for only the randomly ordered
signature have been evaluated, across the implemented versions DbMN 5 and 6,
with the used of an ordered signature added to compare with a randomly ordered
signature in DbMN 7.
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V.3 Ranking function. The final variable used in the implementation of DbMN 5 was
on the ranking function used by the agents, in determining which triple was shared,
in a testify move throughout the dialogue exchange. This variable was set using
the ranking function, generated over the aggregated four values, (subsumption,
rarity, connectivity and popularity). As an alternative an alphabetic sharing was
utilised, to test the influence of this ranking value on the outputted alignment
results over the incremented neighbourhood similarity threshold values. The initial
set of experiments on DbMN 5 showed no difference on the outputted alignments
over each increment of the neighbourhood similarity threshold values, using either
the ranking method weighted evenly or using the values of 0 or 1 weightings, to
using an alphabetic sharing. This showed that the ranking had no influence on
the generated alignments, and for the purposes of the evaluation of the results for
DbMN 5 only the equally weighted ranking values have been used.
The variables detailed above were selected in order to evaluate the influences of
these variables over the alignments generated by the approach across the incremented
threshold levels, to find the optimum range where the approach performed best over its
precision and recall values to that of the platinum standard. This would then provide
an optimum range where the threshold found the most accurate alignments created.
The hypothesis of this decision was that as the neighbourhood threshold increased,
the approach would find it harder to accept weaker and potentially incorrect mappings
and the final alignment would reduce from the threshold value set from [0..1], becoming
a more accurate alignment towards the value of 1. Alongside this hypothesis it was
theorised that by increasing the neighbourhood threshold it would reduce the amount
of the ontology O ′ shared throughout the dialogue.
It was also hypothesised that using a ranking method prioritising the triples to be
shared using the four aggregated values, would produce better alignment results across
these variables, by accepting more relevant mappings to the concept under negotiation.
This however, was not proven to be true as none of the variants found a difference
between the alignments generated using this ranking score. This could have been due to
the weighting of the values in the ranking system using an aggregated value of 1 for the
balanced weights. Setting these balanced weights all to a value of 1 may have produced
a better representation of the ranking function, however this is presented as a potential
avenue for further experiments.
8.2.2 DbMN 6 Paramaters
This section details the parameters for the experiments run on DbMN 6, including the
evaluation metrics which were examined over a set of hypotheses designed to address the
performance of the approach. DbMN 6 is the second variant of the approach and differs
from DbMN 5, in the agent’s strategy for the testify move. In comparison with DbMN 5,
DbMN 6 shares the related concepts with a path length of 1, in a single move, rather
than individually, therefore iterating through the justify and testify moves only once, as
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everything will be shared in a single iteration. The dialogue protocol for DbMN 6 is
implemented over the following parameters:
V.1 Lexical and neighbourhood similarity threshold. The use of these thresh-
olds in the evaluation of DbMN 6, is the same as DbMN 5, and generates 400
experiment files one for each of the 0.025 increments of this neighbourhood simi-
larity threshold, each generating an alignment for the two assigned ontologies to
the agent. The implementation of DbMN 6 uses the same restrictions on the lexi-
cal similarity threshold as DbMN 5, and for these experiments remains at 0 testing
the neighbourhood similarity threshold independently.
V.2 Random vs Ordered signature. The ordering of the signature is the next of the
variables that was used to evaluate DbMN 6. In an initial run of DbMN 6 similar
to that of the DbMN 5 and similarly showed no difference between the random
and ordered signature, so only a randomly generated order of the signature was
used in the experiments for this approach.
V.3 Ranking function. The final variable used over in the implementation of DbMN 6
was on the ranking function used by the agents, determining which triple was
shared, in a testify move throughout the dialogue exchange. In contrast to DbMN 5,
DbMN 6 does not rank these triples, as they are all shared in a single testify move.
This batch sharing approach was chosen as a variable in contrast to DbMN 5 in
order to investigate if the same alignments were found, if the agents shared the
neighbourhood of a concept in one iteration of the testify-justify move. This variable
was used across the full incrementation from [0..1] of the neighbourhood similarity
value.
Consider an example using the neighbourhood for the concept Paper taken from
the edas ontology dataset. With this as ontology O ′ in DbMN 5 the neighbour-
hood is shared one triple at a time, until there are no more triples where Paper is
the subject. DbMN 6 differs, such that the opponent agent shares the full neigh-
bourhood of the following triples (where Paper is the subject) in one single testify
move:
– 〈Paper, is A,Document〉
– 〈Paper, isWrittenBy,Author〉
This adjustment to the agent’s strategy results in a singe iteration of the testify-
justify loop for each of the concepts under negotiation, as all the triples are shared
in a single move. As a consequence there are no further triples left to be shared in a
second iteration of a testify . It was hypothesised that the alignments should remain
the same, as the same bounds are being used, meaning that the mappings should
be the same as those found in DbMN 5. However, the sharing will be different as
this is adjusted for the agents in this version of the dialogue approach.
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Figure 8.1: 1:* restriction utilised in both DbMN 5 and DbMN 6, illustrated from
the latter using dataset pairs O = cmt ß O ′= conference and O= confof ß O ′= ekaw.
8.2.3 DbMN 7 Parameters
This section details the parameters for the experiments run on the final variant of the
dialogue based approach, DbMN 7. This section discusses the evaluation metrics which
were examined and details the results of the variant over a set of hypotheses designed
to address the performance of the process.
DbMN 7 has similarities to DbMN 5 in its use of the single neighbourhood sharing
at a testify move, which will be detailed in variable V.4 (below). However, in contrast
to DbMN 5 and DbMN 6, DbMN 7 differs by introducing a one to one (i.e. injective)
mapping restriction on the candidate mappings proposed. Using these variable settings
DbMN 7 has been configured to investigate the differences of the alignments generated,
in comparison to those in the previous variants, and finally in comparison to the current
ontology matching systems.
One to one (i.e. injective) mappings within DbMN 7.
In the alignments illustrated in Figure 8.1, there are multiple instances where the map-
pings accepted into the alignments utilise an opponent concept from O ′ in more than
one mapping. This can be seen in O = cmt ß O ′= conference, with the concept Abstract
∈ O′ and also in O = confof ß O ′= ekaw, with the concept Review ∈ O′:
Abstract ∈ O′〈AssociatedChair,Abstract,≡〉
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Abstract ∈ O′〈AuthorNotReviewer,Abstract,≡〉
Abstract ∈ O′〈Administrator,Abstract,≡〉
Abstract ∈ O′〈Author,Abstract,≡〉
Abstract ∈ O′〈SubjectArea,Abstract,≡〉
Review ∈ O′〈Reviewing event,Review,≡〉
Review ∈ O′〈Reviewing results event,Review,≡〉
This illustrates the properties of both DbMN 5 and DbMN 6 to permit one to many
(i.e. 1:*) mappings which are accepted into an alignment by the participating agents.
DbMN 7, seeks to investigate the dialogue approach in generating a mutually agreed
alignment, when alignments are restricted to 1:1 mappings.
Figure 8.2: 1:1 restriction utilised in DbMN 7, illustrated using dataset pairs O =
cmt ß O ′= conference and O= confof ß O ′= ekaw
Figure 8.2 illustrates the resulting 1:1 restriction on the dataset pairs O = cmt ß
O ′= conference and O= confof ß O ′= ekaw. This shows that the mappings for the
concepts can only use the concepts proposed from O ′ once in each alignment:
Abstract ∈ O′〈AuthorNotReviewer,Abstract,≡〉
Review ∈ O′〈Reviewing results event,Review,≡〉
This figure illustrates a 1:1 mapping restriction over the 1:* mappings seen in Fig-
ure 8.1 for the ontologies O = cmt ß O ′= conference. With this restriction it can
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be seen that the concepts Abstract ∈ O andReview ∈ O ′ are only mapped once with
DbMN 7. This 1:1 mapping restricts the opponent agent in a propose move, where they
cannot reuse concepts that have previously been shared and successfully mapped, into
an alignment. This utilise the trace in the commitment stores shared by the agents, in
order to only propose new mappings for a candidate correspondence. DbMN 7 has been
implemented over the following variables:
V.1 Lexical and neighbourhood similarity threshold. The use of these thresh-
olds in the implementation of DbMN 7 is the same as the two previous variants
detailed in this experimentation, and generates 400 experiment files, one for each
of the 0.025 increments of this neighbourhood similarity threshold, each generat-
ing an alignment for the two assigned ontologies to the agent. This was done to
investigate the most influential range of the neighbourhood similarity threshold,
where DbMN 7 performs best in comparison to a reference alignment, in terms of
the number of mappings it found which are categorised as correct mappings (those
featuring in the reference alignment) and those which were deemed incorrect.
V.2 Ranking function. The final variable used over in the implementation of DbMN 7
was on the ranking function used by the agents, determining which triple was
shared, in a testify move throughout the dialogue exchange. DbMN 7 uses the
same function of sharing a single element of a neighbourhood in a testify move as
detailed in DbMN 5. This single sharing was chosen as a variable in order to in-
vestigate the combination of the 1:1 mappings restricted in DbMN 7, with this use
of multiple iteration of the testify-justify move, on the alignments generated by the
variant, across the full incrementation from [0..1] of the neighbourhood similarity
value.
V.3 Random vs Ordered signature. The ordering of the signature is the next of the
variables that was used to evaluate DbMN 7 and was used due to the 1:1 mapping
restriction. It was hypothesised, that as a result of the 1:1 mapping restricted on
the candidate mappings, that the ordering of the alignment would have an effect
on the mappings accepted, as concepts can only be proposed by the opponent
agent, if they do not currently appear in a mapping for another concept. In order
to investigate the ordering on the effects of the alignment, the random signature
and an alphabetic sort on the signature was performed which had no effect on the
alignment.
This ordering was investigated in comparison to the random signature results gen-
erated by DbMN 7, in terms of precision and recall of the final alignment across
the incremented n from [0..1]. The results were also evaluated in terms of the
total number of mappings and the correct mappings found by DbMN 7 using an
ordered signature in comparison to the random signature.
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8.3 Empirical Evaluation
8.3.1 Empirical evaluation of approach; DbMN 5
Using the variables detailed above in the previous section, the dialogue protocol DbMN 5
was evaluated to examine the experimental questions detailed in the experiment prelim-
inaries, and are evaluated with the corresponding related results found by DbMN 5.
[Q.1] Can the dialogue approach find a plausible meaningful alignment, that compares
to a benchmark standard, when two agents engage in a dialogical approach to ontology
matching, rather than sharing their knowledge bases in full, a priori?
The DbMN 5 variant was able to generate meaningful alignments containing correct
mappings (mappings found in the platinum standard), across the n bounds of [0..0.650]
for all the data set pairs used in this evaluation.
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Figure 8.3: Heatmap illustrating the upper bound of the n, where the area in red
indicates that no alignment can be found using DbMN 5.
Figure 8.3 illustrates that, from n= 0.650 using the ontologies O= confof ß O
′=
sigkdd, the DbMN 5 variant can no longer find an alignment which includes mappings
that are found in the benchmark. This Figure 8.3 also shows that the alignment at n=
0.650 for these selected ontologies, consists of an alignment with 3 correct mappings.
Following from n= 0.650 the ontologies O= cmt ß O
′= confof and O= conference ß
O ′= confof are both unable to find alignments from n= 0.650 onwards using DbMN 5
and both at n= 0.650 find no alignment. The remaining ontologies no longer find an
alignment for n= [0.725...0.750]. This illustrates that the bound for the neighbourhood
threshold level of n= 0.750 is too high for any mappings to be mutually accepted by
the agents and therefore no alignments can be generated by DbNM 5.
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These results prove the main hypothesis of this experimentation in that from the
neighbourhood threshold values of [0..0.750] a meaningful alignment can be generated
between the two agents using this dialogue protocol to incrementally share their knowl-
edge bases, rather than full a priori. This shows that the top bound for the neighbour-
hood threshold value in order for this variant to work is 0.750.
[Q.2] Can the dialogue approach generate a plausible alignment, and maintain a level
of privacy?
Q.1 investigates the fact that DbMN 5 can generate meaningful alignments: how-
ever over the ontologies presented in this implementation, there is a bound between
n=[0..0.750] where this holds. From n=[0.750...1], no alignment can be found across
any of the ontology pairs. From these results, Q.2 addresses the number of private
concepts from O ′ that are not disclosed throughout the iteration of the dialogue over
the proponents signature. The variable setting, V.3 addresses the fact that DbMN 5
includes all the concepts from ontology O in the signature to be mapped, therefore there
is no privacy for the proponent agent using DbMN 5. There is however the opportunity
for O ′ to explore the degree to which the concepts are disclosed. This is illustrated
in the results presented in Table 8.5, where the unshared concepts of the ontology are
detailed.
Table 8.5: Table presenting the level of privacy for the opponent agent’s ontology O ′
e ∈ O ′ e ∈ O ′ total no. e ∈ O ′ % of O′ % of O′
shared shared entities unshared shared shared
O -O′ at n= 0 at n= 1 e ∈ O ′ between n0-1 at n= 0 at n= 1
cmt-conference 26 25 60 1 43.33% 41.67%
cmt-confof 23 22 39 1 58.97% 56.41%
cmt-edas 33 31 104 2 31.73% 29.81%
cmt-ekaw 30 27 74 3 40.54% 36.49%
cmt-sigkdd 21 23 50 +2 42% 46%
conference-confof 31 30 39 1 79.48% 76.92%
conference-edas 50 42 104 8 48.08% 40.38%
conference-ekaw 50 45 74 5 67.57% 60.81%
conference-sigkdd 32 30 50 2 64% 60%
confof-edas 37 36 104 1 35.58% 34.62%
confof-ekaw 36 32 74 4 48.65% 43.24%
confof-sigkdd 24 26 50 +2 48.65% 52%
edas-ekaw 51 46 74 5 68.92% 62.16%
edas-sigkdd 39 35 50 4 78% 70%
ekaw-sigkdd 37 33 50 4 74% 66%
It can be seen in Table 8.5 that from the values of n=[0..1] over for the following
ontologies that there is a reduction in the number of concepts shared from ontology O ′:
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O = cmt ß O ′ = conference
O = cmt ß O ′ = confof
O = confof ß O ′ = ekaw
O = conference ß O ′ = edas
O = conference ß O ′ = ekaw
O = edas ß O ′ = ekaw
O = ekaw ß O ′ = sigkdd
O = cmt ß O ′ = ekaw
O = cmt ß O ′ = edas
O = confof ß O ′ = edas
O = conference ß O ′ = sigkdd
O = conference ß O ′ = confof
O = edas ß O ′ = sigkdd
With these ontologies the number of concepts unshared from n=[0..1] ranges from 1
concept to 8 concepts. There is however two cases where 2 more concept shared between
n=[0..1]. These two instances are:
O = cmt ß O ′ = sigkdd O = confof ß O ′ = sigkdd
This is a result of the increased neighbourhood threshold on the mapping acceptance.
Table 8.6 illustrates that for the ontologies O=cmt ß O ′=sigkdd, it can be seen that
the concept Deadline Author notification is shared when the DbMN 5 threshold is set
to 1, but not when this value is set to 0. This is to be expected as the agents require
more triples to be shared when developing the premise (Pr) when the neighbourhood
threshold is set higher.
Neighbourhood threshold n= 0 Neighbourhood threshold n= 1
1 〈Proponent, initiate, Co-author, nul, nul〉 〈Proponent, initiate, Co-author, nul, nul〉
2 〈Opponent, propose, Co-author, Author, nul〉 〈Opponent, propose, Co-author, Author, nul〉
3 〈Proponent, justify, Co-author, Author, nul〉 〈Proponent, justify, Co-author, Author, nul〉
4 〈Opponent, testify, Co-author, Author, 〈Opponent, testify, Co-author, Author
〈Author, submit, Paper〉〉 〈Author, submit, Paper〉〉
5 〈Proponent, assert, Co-author, Author, 〈Proponent, justify, Co-author, Author, nul〉
〈Author, submit, Paper〉〉
6 〈Opponent, accept, Co-author, Author, 〈Opponent, testify, Co-author, Author,
〈Author, submit, Paper〉 〈Author, Notification until, Deadline Author notification 〉
- Dialogue ended on concept ‘Co-author’
7 〈Proponent, justify, Co-author, Author, nul〉
8 〈Opponent, testify, Co-author, Author
〈Author, obtain, Award〉〉
9 〈Proponent, justify, Co-author, Author, nul〉
10 〈Opponent, testify, Co-author, Author
〈Author, IS A, Speaker〉〉
11 〈Proponent, justify, Co-author, Author, nul〉
12 〈Opponent, reject, Co-author, Author
13 〈Proponent, fail, Co-author, Author
- Dialogue ended on concept ‘Co-author’
Table 8.6: Difference in sharing over the n=[0..1] values, using O=cmt ß O
′=sigkdd
This difference in sharing is a result of the neighbourhood threshold set to n= 0,
where the proponent agent has enough support to accept the mapping without request-
ing a second triple for the premise. Therefore, this second triple containing this concept
Deadline Author notification is not shared when the neighbourhood threshold is 0 This
illustrates that the approach is working correctly, showing how the premise for the sup-
port of the mappings can differ with this increased neighbourhood threshold. Table 8.5
also illustrates the percentage of O ′ which is shared when using DbMN 5. Across all
the ontologies, there is maximum of 79.48% of concepts in ontology O ′ and a minimum
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of 31.73% shared at n= 0, and a maximum of 76.92% of concepts in ontology O
′ and a
minimum of 29.81% shared at n= 1.
An example of the concepts unshared in O ′ can be seen in Figure 8.4. This illustrates
the concept in the ontology O ′ where this is the conference dataset, and cmt is the O
dataset. In this figure the unshared concepts are represented as the smaller light grey
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Figure 8.4: Opponent’s shared concepts from their committed ontology. The darker
and larger the node, the more the concept is shared, the lightest are the unshared
concepts in agent’s ontology.
nodes in the ontology as a directed graph. This illustrates the relation of shared concepts,
to those concepts that are not disclosed throughout the process of the dialogue where the
n value is set to 1. Using these detailed settings for the experiments, the 25 concepts
shared from O ′ (shown in Figure 8.4 in the dark grey) leave 35 concepts unshared (shown
in Figure 8.4 in the light grey).
Figure 8.4 shows there is no pattern in relation to sharing with the concepts position
in the knowledge base in terms of hierarchy or connectivity. This suggests that bottom
level concepts can be either shared (e.g. Paper) or kept private (e.g. Important dates).
This lack of correlation in the sharing of the concepts is due to the ranking value which
is not presenting effect of the alignment, as the alignments sizes are the same if the
ranking is used or if the ontologies are shared alphabetically.
Although these 25 concepts are shared this presents only 41.67% of O ′, where if using
a centralised approach, the ontologies are shared in full a priori. This suggests that the
DbMN approach can maintain a level of privacy and allow the opponent to share less of
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its ontology where in the worse case, no accepted mappings are found and no alignment
is still generated.
Overall the results of this evaluation for this experimental question Q.2 show a
decrease in number of concepts shared by the opponent as the neighbourhood threshold
increases. The proponent’s signature consists of their full ontology, there is no unshared
concepts from O in a run of DbMN 5, however there is never a case using DbMN 5,
where the full O ′ is shared.
[Q.3] What are the influences of the threshold levels on the accuracy and correctness of
the alignment
Figure 8.5: Precision curves for all the dataset pairs used in this experimentation.
The neighbourhood threshold as discussed in the preliminaries, has been tested in
isolation to investigate the influence of locality in the generation of an alignment gen-
eration, over the use of just a lexical match. When this neighbourhood threshold is
increased from [0..1] the overall results for all the dataset pairs present a negative cor-
relation over the number of mappings accepted by the agents into the alignment. The
results of the influence of this variable, have been divided over two evaluation metrics:
firstly the precision of the alignment generated by the approach in relation to correct
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mappings found that appear in the benchmark; and secondly, the recall of the align-
ment generated with respect to the number of mappings found by DbMN 5 over the
incremented neighbourhood threshold value.
Influence of the neighbourhood threshold value (n) on the precision of the
outputted alignment.
The Figure 8.5 shows the precision curves for all the dataset pairs used in this ex-
perimentation. The precision for DbMN 5, is generally a positive correlation with the
increased neighbourhood threshold value. This can be seen at a value of 1 for the
following ontologies:
O = confof ß O ′ = ekaw
O = cmt ß O ′ = conference
O = confof ß O ′ = edas
DbMN 5 fails to find an alignment at the value of n= 0.750 however, from the n=
[0..0.750] this positive correlation proves the hypothesis that as the neighbourhood
threshold is increased the approach finds more correct mappings, and at n= 0.750 the
DbMN 5 overfits the alignments, illustrating a top bound for the neighbourhood value
to produce a meaningful alignment. Figure 8.5 illustrates a lower precision curve for
the ontologies O= edas ß O ′= sigkdd where the highest precision value is 0.2 at n=
0.725, and the lowest value of 0.05 at n= 0.550 with the precision tailing off to a value
of 0 at n= 0.750. This precision value for these ontologies is significantly lower than
that of the previously discussed results. This could be a result of the O= edas, being
the largest dataset used in this evaluation by at least 30 concepts, thus the O ′ has to
map to a larger signature than the number of concepts it has in O ′, meaning that these
mappings could potentially be weaker than if there was fewer concepts in the signature.
It can also be seen in Figure 8.5 that there are some case where the precision falls
slightly before it rises. This is generally between the values of [0.525..0.650]. This is
a result of the approach reducing the number of incorrect mappings it finds, however
leaving the correct mappings unchanged.
Influence of the neighbourhood threshold value (n) on the recall of the
outputted alignment.
The Figure 8.6 illustrates the recall curves for all the dataset pairs used in this exper-
imentation. The recall for DbMN 5 presents a negative correlation with the increased
neighbourhood threshold value. This recall value has an upper value of 1 for the fol-
lowing ontologies:
O = ekaw ß O ′ = sigkdd
O = confof ß O ′ = sigkdd
O = edas ß O ′ = sigkdd
O = cmt ß O ′ = confof
O = confof ß O ′ = edas
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Figure 8.6: Recall curves for all the dataset pairs used in this experimentation.
The recall values decrease steadily across all the ontologies pairs from the neighbour-
hood values of [0..0.750] corresponding to the upper bound of this threshold in accor-
dance with the precision curves. The negative correlation found between the recall and
the incremented neighbourhood threshold values supports the hypothesis that as the
neighbourhood threshold increases, the approach finds fewer mappings as it becomes
harder for incorrect mappings to be accepted. As seen with the precision value the
recall drops to 0 at n= 0.750, where the approach overfits the alignments finding no
acceptable mappings.
The intersection of the precision and recall curves can be seen in the graphs in Ap-
pendix A and is between the values of n=[0.600..0.625] for all the ontologies. It is at
this point therefore that DbMN 5 finds the best combination of results for the precision
and recall. It is at n=[0.600..0.625] that the f-measure is the highest, illustrated in Fig-
ure A.37. This illustrates the preferred neighbourhood setting for these dataset pairs
where the corroboration between the most accurate alignment and the most complete
alignment returns the best overall mappings.
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[Q.4] What are the influences of the neighbourhood sharing order on the alignment?
From the experiments evaluating DbMN 5, no difference was established regarding
the ranking and order of disclosing concepts either alphabetically of using the aggregated
rank function. Figure 8.3 illustrates the total number of mappings found by DbMN 5
over the ontologies O = cmt ß O ′= conference and the number of correct mappings
found between the different methods of sharing. It can be seen that both methods find
the same number of mappings and furthermore the two sets of mappings are equivalent.
Summary of DbMN 5.
To summarise, given DbMN 5 the dialogue approach provides a level of privacy for the
opponent agent and also between the values of n =[0..0.650] can generate a meaningful
alignment between the two ontologies using the majority of dataset pairs used in this
experimentation. These results for DbMN 5 supports the hypothesis that by using this
dialogical approach, a meaningful alignment can be found whilst maintaining a selective
sharing strategy for the opponent agent. Furthermore DbMN 5 supports the hypothesis
that using this dialogue protocol a meaningful alignment can be found over two ontologies
between the neighbourhood threshold values of [0..0.625].
This supports the issue of allowing an element of privacy for the opponent agent, in
that they do not share their full ontology. The results demonstrate that, the approach
still permits some degree of privacy when the neighbourhood acceptance threshold is 0.
DbMN 5 has been adjusted to adapt the agents sharing strategy at the testify move to
allow the speaking agent to share their full neighbourhood of the concept in a single
move, rather than iterating through each element in the neighbourhood over successive
moves.
8.3.2 Empirical evaluation of approach; DbMN 6
Using the evaluation settings described in Section 8.2, the dialogue protocol DbMN 6 was
evaluated to examine the experimental questions Q.1..Q.4 detailed in the experiment
preliminaries. The results are then compared to those found with DbMN 5.
[Q.1] Can the dialogue approach find a plausible meaningful alignment, that compares
to a benchmark standard, when two agents engage in a dialogical approach to ontology
matching, rather than sharing their knowledge bases in full, a priori?
The DbMN 6 variant supports this hypothesis, and was able to generate meaningful
alignments containing correct mappings across the n bounds of [0..0.625] for all the data
set pairs used in this evaluation. Figure 8.7 illustrates the gradual declining in both the
number of mappings by DbMN 6, and the number of mappings found featuring in the
platinum standard by DbMN 6. Figure 8.8 illustrates that from n = 0.625 using the
ontologies O= confof ß O ′= sigkdd DbMN 6 can no longer find an alignment which
includes mappings that are found in the benchmark.
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Figure 8.7: Total mappings and correct mappings from σn = [0.0..0.5] using DbMN 6,
where red depicts a lower number of mappings found, and green a higher number of
mappings found.
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Correct	Maps 9 9 9 8 7 6 4 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total	Maps 28 28 22 17 15 6 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Correct	Maps 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total	Maps 87 86 83 78 67 50 38 27 18 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Correct	Maps 12 11 11 11 9 6 4 4 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total	Maps 76 65 51 39 36 26 19 11 11 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Correct	Maps 5 4 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total	Maps 61 56 54 36 23 18 16 5 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Correct	Maps 6 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
edas-ekaw
edas-sigkdd
ekaw-sigkdd
conference-
edas
conference-
ekaw
conference-
sigkdd
confof-edas
confof-ekaw
confof-
sigkdd
cmt-confof
cmt-
conference
cmt-edas
cmt-ekaw
cmt-sigkdd
conference-
confof
Figure 8.8: Total mappings and correct mappings from σn = [0.5..1] using DbMN 6,
where red depicts a lower number of mappings found, and green a higher number of
mappings found.
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Figure 8.8 also shows that the alignment at 0.625 for these selected ontologies consists
of an alignment with three mappings. Following from 0.625, the ontologies O= cmt
ß O ′= confof and O= conference ß O ′= confof are both unable to find alignments
from n = 0.650 onwards using DbMN 5 and both at n = 0.650 find no alignment.
The remaining ontologies no longer find an alignment from n = [0.725..0.750]. This
illustrates that a neighbourhood threshold of n = 0.750 is too high for any mappings to
be mutually accepted by the agents, resulting in no alignments generated by DbNM 6.
These results suggest that the same alignments are generated in both variants from
DbNM 5 and DbNM 6. This similarity can be seen in an example taken from the
ontologies O= cmt ß O ′= conference show in Figure 8.9 from the values of n= [0..1].
n_threshold	
0.000,	w_0.25
n_threshold	
0.025,	w_0.25
n_threshold	
0.500,	w_0.25
n_threshold	
0.550,	w_0.25
n_threshold	
0.600,	w_0.25
n_threshold	
0.625,	w_0.25
n_threshold	
0.650,	w_0.25
n_threshold	
0.675,	w_0.25
n_threshold	
0.700,	w_0.25
n_threshold	
0.725,	w_0.25
SYSTEM	V5	TOTAL	MAPS	
found: 29 26 24 16 15 8 4 2 1 0
SYSTEM	V6	TOTAL	MAPS	
found: 29 26 24 16 15 8 4 2 1 0
SYSTEM	V5	TOTAL	MAPS	
found	INC	IN	PS: 6 5 4 4 4 3 2 1 1 0
SYSTEM	V6	TOTAL	MAPS	
found	INC	IN	PS: 6 5 4 4 4 3 2 1 1 0
Figure 8.9: Heat map of total mappings found, illustrating only the decreased values
for the sake of visual clarity, O= cmtß O ′= conference
Similar to DbMN 5 these results show that DbMN 6 can find a meaningful alignment
between two ontologies and maintain partial sharing of the knowledge base O ′. This is
limited to a bound on the neighbourhood threshold value of [0..0.625] for all the dataset
pairs represented. This illustrates that at n= 0.650 DbMN 6 is overfitting for both
the precision and recall values, illustrating that no correct mappings are included in the
alignments resulting in the curves reducing to 0 at this threshold point.
[Q.2] Can the variant DbMN 6 generate a plausible alignment and maintain a level of
privacy?
Over the ontologies presented in this evaluation a meaningful alignment is found between
a n bound of [0..0.750]. From n= [0.750..1] (as with DbMN 5) the DbMN 6 variant
finds no meaningful alignment across any of the dataset pairs.
From these results Q.2 addresses the number of private concepts from O ′ unshared
throughout the iteration of the dialogue over the proponent’s signature. The variable
setting, V.3 discusses that DbMN 6 includes all the concepts from ontology O in the
signature to be mapped resulting in no privacy for the proponent. However, the opponent
is able to maintain a level of privacy throughout the dialogue process for DbMN 6. This
privacy of O ′ can be seen in the results presented in Table 8.7 where the unshared
concepts of the ontology are presented.
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A level of privacy can be maintained by the opponent agent within this variant of
the DbMN across the full bound of the neighbourhood threshold. When this threshold
is set to its minimum bound of n= 0, the opponent agent using the DbMN is successful
in generating an alignment, and sharing a maximum of 82.05% of the ontology. As
hypothesised, when the neighbourhood threshold increase, there is a decrease in the
sharing of the opponents ontology of 5.43% using the ontologies O = conference ß O ′
confof.
Table 8.7: Table presenting the level of privacy for the opponent agent’s ontology O ′
for DbMN 6
e ∈ O ′ e ∈ O ′ total no. e ∈ O ′ % of O′ % of O′
shared shared entities unshared shared shared
O -O′ at n= 0 at n= 1 e ∈ O ′ between n0-1 at n= 0 at n= 1
cmt-conference 26 25 60 1 43.33% 41.67%
cmt-confof 23 22 39 1 58.97% 56.41%
cmt-edas 34 31 104 3 32.69% 29.81%
cmt-ekaw 32 27 74 5 43.24% 36.49%
cmt-sigkdd 24 23 50 1 48% 46%
conference-confof 32 30 39 2 82.05% 76.92%
conference-edas 50 42 104 8 48.08% 40.38%
conference-ekaw 50 45 74 5 67.57% 60.81%
conference-sigkdd 33 30 50 3 66% 60%
confof-edas 39 36 104 3 37.5% 34.62%
confof-ekaw 35 32 74 3 47.3% 43.24%
confof-sigkdd 26 26 50 0 52% 52%
edas-ekaw 51 46 74 5 68.92% 62.16%
edas-sigkdd 39 35 50 4 78% 70%
ekaw-sigkdd 37 33 50 4 74% 66%
It can be seen in Table 8.7 that from the values of n=[0..1] over the ontologies used
in this evaluation, there is a reduction in the number of concepts shared from ontology
O ′ ranging from 0 concepts unshared to 8 concepts unshared.
In comparison to DbMN 5, there are no examples between n=[0..1] where more
concepts are shared, however an individual instance where there is an equal number
shared between n=[0..1]:
O=confof ß O ′=sigkdd
This correction from the previous variant is explained by the difference in the sharing
strategy used in DbMN 6. Here the full neighbourhood of a concept is shared in one
testify move by the sender rather than individually in DbMN 5.
This results in full neighbourhood of a target concept being shared where the subject
of the triple is equivalent to the concept under negotiation. The premise Pr (which is
required to exceed the threshold value) thus comprises multiple triples shared in one
iteration of the testify move. This sharing strategy results in more concepts being shared
at n=0 in comparison to DbMN 5 illustrated in Table 8.8.
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Table 8.8: Comparing % of concepts shared at n= 0 between DbMN 5 and DbMN 6.
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DbMN
V 6 43.3 59 32.7 43.2 48 82.1 48.1 67.6 66 37.5 47.3 52 68.9 78 74
DbMN
V 5 43.3 59 32 40.5 42 79.5 48.1 67.6 64 35.6 48.7 48.7 68.9 78 74
Overall, when using DbMN 6 it can be seen that there is an increase in the number
of concepts shared at the value of n= 0 (illustrated in Table 8.8) where in the following
cases, there are more concepts shared by DbMN 6 at n= 0 than DbMN 5:
O = cmt ß O ′ = edas
O = cmt ß O ′ = sigkdd
O = conference ß O ′ = confof
O = confof ß O ′ = edas
O = cmt ß O ′ = ekaw
O = conference ß O ′ = sigkdd
O = confof ß O ′ = sigkdd
This increase in sharing at n= 0 can be explained with the varied agent strategy,
meaning that at the first testify move the opponent agent will share the full neighbour-
hood of the concept proposed at the propose move, rather than individually as done in
DbMN 5. Table 8.7 also illustrates the percentage of O ′ which is shared when using
DbMN 5. Across all the ontologies, there is maximum of 82.05% of concepts in ontology
O ′ and a minimum of 32.69% shared at n= 0, and a maximum of 76.92% of concepts
in ontology O ′ and a minimum of 29.81% shared at n= 1.
This sharing reflects the ability of this variant of the approach to allowing the oppo-
nent to maintain a level of privacy by not sharing their full ontology O ′ over the dialogue
for the proponents signature to be mapped, taking into consideration the adjusted shar-
ing mechanism in this version of the dialogue.
[Q.3] What are the influences of the threshold levels on the accuracy and correctness of
the alignment
The neighbourhood threshold (defined in Section 8.2), has been evaluated in isola-
tion to investigate the importance of neighbourhood in the generation of a mapping.
When this neighbourhood threshold is increased from [0..1] across all of the results for
all ontology pairs, there is a negative correlation found over the number of mappings
accepted by the agents into the alignment (similar to DbMN 5). The DbMN 6 version
of the approach finds a bound of this neighbourhood threshold between [0..0.750]. This
is the point where no further mappings are included in the alignment. This is a result
of the approach to prune out the potentially incorrect mappings as candidate mappings,
where the neighbourhood similarity given the supporting premise does not exceed the
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threshold levels. This; however, illustrates that the approach is over fitting the align-
ments and pruning out correct mappings. This gives DbMN 6 an upper bound of 0.750
where this is providing an outputted alignment.
The results of the influence of this varying neighbourhood threshold were investigated
using the same evaluation methods as DbMN 5, with the adjustment of the neighbour-
hood sharing to multiple triples in a single testify move. With these restrictions the
outputted precision and recall values for the DbMN 6 dataset pairs produced the same
figures as DbMN 5. These results for DbMN 6 have been summarised in Table 8.9 for
all the dataset pairs used, illustrating the highest and lowest bounds of these values, and
the overall total mappings and number of mappings in the benchmark standard for the
pairs of ontologies.
[Q.4] What are the influences of the neighbourhood sharing order on the alignment?
The final experimental question explored the choice of ranking function used by
the agents determining which triple is shared in a testify move throughout the dialogue
exchange. In contrast to DbMN 5, DbMN 6 does not rank these triples or use an
ordering, as they are all shared in a single testify move.
In the evaluation of DbMN 6, it was found that the overall alignments generated
were identical to those found in DbMN 5 over the same range of n threshold values.
Although this was expected however, the results present a difference in the sharing of
the triples. This similarity of the alignments generated by the two variants can be seen
in the heat map illustrated in Figure 8.9 and discussed in Q.2.
This alternate sharing is illustrated in Figure 8.10 using the ontologies O=cmt ß
O ′=edas, with the value of n =0.700. The concept initiated by the proponent is Paper ;
this figure shows the opponent agent sharing a single triple for their concept Paper in
DbMN 5, and both triples i.e. the full neighbourhood in the same testify move using
DbMN 6. It illustrates that using both variants the same information is shared, however
with the DbMN 6 it is shared in a single testify move.
Figure 8.10: Figure illustration the sharing of a full neighbourhood in DbMN 6, in
comparison to the single sharing in DbMN 5.
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Table 8.9: DbMN 6 Results summary table
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Highest n=.700 n=.650 n=.650 n=.700 n=.450 n=.650 n=.725 n=.650 n=.650 n=.700 n=.675 n=.625 n=.725 n=.750 n=.675
Precision 1 0.67 0.63 0.40 0.31 0.67 0.5 0.33 0.67 1 1 0.17 0.25 0.2 0.6
Highest n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000
Recall 0.67 1 1 0.71 0.89 0.80 0.89 0.87 0.82 1 0.75 1 0.88 1 1
Lowest n=.725 n=.675 n=.750 n=.750 n=.750 n=.675 n=.750 n=.750 n=.750 n=.750 n=.750 n=.650 n=.750 n=.750 n=.750
Precision 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Lowest n=.725 n=.675 n=.750 n=.750 n=.750 n=.675 n=.750 n=.750 n=.750 n=.750 n=.750 n=.650 n=.750 n=.750 n=.750
Recall 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Most n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000
Mappings 29 29 29 29 29 59 59 59 59 38 38 38 103 103 73
Most Correct n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000 n=.000
Mappings 6 5 8 5 8 8 8 13 9 10 12 4 14 7 7
Total
Mappings 63 50 58 59 50 93 117 110 98 75 72 67 167 136 122
Benchmark
Mappings 9 5 8 7 9 10 9 15 11 10 16 4 16 7 7
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[Summary]
To summarise the DbMN 6 evaluation, the variation in sharing strategy generates the
same alignments as DbMN 5. However, the difference in this variant is seen in the
sharing iterations, at the lowest neighbourhood threshold of 0.
Overall DbMN 6 finds meaningful alignments between the same bounds as DbMN 5,
thus supports the hypothesis posed. This variant, in comparison with DbMN 5, shares
less of the ontology throughout the neighbourhood threshold increments, meaning that
the sharing is higher at 0, yet still finds the same alignments as DbMN 5. This batch
sharing approach in DbMN 6 still shared the same concepts as the strategy in DbMN 5
and provided the same alignment results. Furthermore, the dialogue process only com-
pletes one iteration of the testify-justify loop as predicted. This variant demonstrates that
there is no further privacy gained by sharing the concept locality individually. However,
the number of moves used in dialogue process is reduced.
Overall DbMN 6 supports the hypothesis that a meaningful alignment can be found
using the partial sharing in the a dialogical protocol across a set of incremented neigh-
bourhood threshold values. The variables detailed above were selected in order to eval-
uate the influences of these variables over the alignments generated by the approach
across the incremented neighbourhood threshold levels, to find the optimum range over
its precision and recall when compared to the platinum standard reference alignment.
This would then provide an optimum range where the threshold bound found the most
accurate alignments created.
The rationale behind this decision was that as the neighbourhood threshold in-
creased, this variant would find it harder to accept weaker and potentially incorrect
mappings and the final alignment would reduce in the number of mappings found, from
the threshold value set from [0..1], resulting in a more accurate alignment towards the
value of 1.
Furthermore it was hypothesised that by restricting mappings to one to one mappings
this would reduce the amount of the ontology O ′ shared throughout the dialogue. Using
the variables detailed above, the final variant DbMN 7, was evaluated to examine the
experimental questions Q.1..Q.5 detailed in Section 8.2.
8.3.3 Empirical evaluation of approach; DbMN 7
This section describes the experiments used to to evaluate the performance of DbMN 7
in generating an alignment over the range of neighbourhood threshold values. The aim of
this empirical evaluation it to compare its performance with that of the previous variants,
to answer the following four experimental questions, [Q.1..Q.4], described below.
[Q.1] Can a plausible meaningful alignment be found, that compares to a benchmark
standard, when two agents engage in a dialogical approach to ontology matching, rather
than sharing their knowledge bases in full, a priori?
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From the ontologies used in this implementation, a meaningful alignment can be
found across a range of neighbourhood thresholds n= [0..0.750]. The results suggest
that there is a similar decrease in the number of mappings accepted to an alignment
at n= 0.750, suggesting that the approach at this point is over fitting the alignments
and failing to accept candidate correspondences. Figure 8.11 plots the number of total
Figure 8.11: O = ekaw, O ′ = sigkdd total and correct Mappings
correct mappings and mappings found by DbMN 7, in comparison to DbMN 5 using the
following ontologies:
O = ekaw ß O ′ = sigkdd.
Overall, with a restriction of 1:1 mappings, DbMN 7 finds fewer total and correct
mappings than DbMN 5 across the range of neighbourhood thresholds tested n (the full
results of the individual ontologies can be found in Appendix A). Using the ontologies
O = ekaw ß O ′ = sigkdd at n= 0, DbMN 7 finds 49 total mappings and 3 correct
mappings at n= 0.025.
Due to the 1:1 mapping restriction, the DbMN 7 finds fewer incorrect mappings than
DbMN 5, which is a positive finding for the approach, thus generating more accurate
alignments. However, this variant also finds fewer correct mappings as a result of this
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restriction. Whist the variant finds a meaningful correct alignment between the two
ontologies, this is lower than the previous two.
[Q.2] Can the approach generate a plausible alignment, and maintain a level of
privacy?
In this dialogue variant, the type of alignment generated is restricted to only include
injective (i.e 1:1) mappings, such that any concept already mapped can not be included
in a propose move, allowing for a decrease in the level of disclosure of the opponent
ontology O ′. This illustrated in Table 8.10, which lists the level of disclosure of concepts
when evaluating the ontology pair:
O = edas ß O ′ = ekaw
Table 8.10: Table presenting the level of privacy for the opponent agent’s ontology
O ′ in DbMN 7
e ∈ O ′ e ∈ O ′ total no. e ∈ O ′ % of O′ % of O′
shared shared entities unshared shared shared
O -O′ at n= 0 at n= 1 e ∈ O ′ between n0-1 at n= 0 at n= 1
cmt-conference 40 25 60 15 67% 41.67%
cmt-confof 31 22 39 9 79.49% 56.41%
cmt-edas 40 31 104 9 38.46% 29.81%
cmt-ekaw 42 27 74 15 56.76% 36.49%
cmt-sigkdd 33 23 50 10 66% 46%
conference-confof 38 30 39 8 97.44% 76.92%
conference-edas 75 42 104 33 72.12% 40.38%
conference-ekaw 66 45 74 21 89.19% 60.81%
conference-sigkdd 49 30 50 19 98% 60%
confof-edas 49 37 104 12 47% 36%
confof-ekaw 47 33 74 14 64% 45%
confof-sigkdd 41 27 50 14 82% 54%
edas-ekaw 73 46 74 27 98.65% 62.16%
edas-sigkdd 49 35 50 14 98% 70%
ekaw-sigkdd 49 33 50 16 98% 66%
A decrease in the number of concepts shared was observed from ontology O ′ from 73
concepts to 46 concepts, where the neighbourhood threshold is set between n= [0..1].
This shows an improved decrease in disclosure, when compared to the previous two
variants.
This table shows that with a higher neighbourhood threshold, fewer of the entities
were shared. This could be explained by the opponent disclosing more concepts at n
= 0 (in DbMN 7) than at the same threshold in DbMN 5 and 6, suggesting that there
is more room for reducing this initial disclosure. In Table 8.11, the comparison of the
percentage of disclosure of the opponent’s ontology is presented between neighbourhood
threshold values n = [0..1].
This illustrates that DbMN 7 (at n= 0) shares a minimum of 5.8% more concepts
from O ′ (using the ontologies O = cmt ß O ′ = edas) than the previous two variants.
This could be a result of the 1:1 restriction, where the opponent agent is restricted to
proposing concepts that have previously not already been mapped. Overall, in answering
the research question posed by Q3, DbMN 7 is able to find an alignment between the
two agents whilst preserving undisclosed concepts from the opponent’s ontology.
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Table 8.11: Comparing the % of concepts shared at n= [0..1] between DbMN 5,
DbMN 6 and DbMN 7.
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n=0
DbMN
V 7 67 79.5 38.5 56.7 66 97.4 72.1 89.2 98 47 64 82 98.7 98 98
DbMN
V 6 43.3 59 32.7 43.2 48 82.1 48.1 67.6 66 37.5 47.3 52 68.9 78 74
DbMN
V 5 43.3 59 32 40.5 42 79.5 48.1 67.6 64 35.6 48.7 48.7 68.9 78 74
n=1
DbMN
V 7 41.7 56.4 29.8 36.5 46 76.9 40.4 60.8 60 36 45 54 62.2 70 66
DbMN
V 6 41.7 56.4 29.8 36.5 46 76.9 40.4 60.8 60 36 45 54 62.2 70 66
DbMN
V 5 41.7 56.4 29.8 36.5 46 76.9 40.4 60.8 60 36 45 54 62.2 70 66
[Q.3] What are the influences of the threshold levels on the accuracy and correctness of
the alignment?
DbMN 7 finds a general positive correlation between the incrementation of the neigh-
bourhood threshold (n) over the range [0..1], and the precision values and a negative
correlation between the n and the recall values.
• Influence of the neighbourhood threshold value (n) on the precision of
the outputted alignment.
Figure 8.12 illustrates the positive correlation between the neighbourhood sim-
ilarity and the precision of the alignments generated. The precision curves for
all the ontologies demonstrate a positive correlation of the precision from n=
[0..1]. The neighbourhood threshold n= 0.725, presents the upper bound where
an alignment is still successfully generated before the approach fully overfits the
alignments. This figure shows that no mappings for any of the ontologies are found
in the alignments from n = [0.750..1], and have been removed for clarity. It can be
seen in Figure 8.12 that the highest precision value for the alignments generated
by the iterated neighbourhood threshold values is 1, over the following ontologies:
O = ekaw ß O ′ = sigkdd
O = cmt ß O ′ = confof
O = confof ß O ′ = ekaw,
O = conference ß O ′ = ekaw
O = cmt ß O ′ = conference
O = confof ß O ′ = edas
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Figure 8.12: Precision curves for all the ontologies using DbMN 7
With these results, DbMN 7 finds a higher precision over more ontology pairs than
the two previous variants, suggesting that the 1:1 mapping restriction finds a more
accurate alignment between n =[0.625..0.700].
The Figure 8.12 also shows the precision curves for the ontologies O = cmt ß O ′
= sigkdd, which decreases between n =[0.475..0.525] before an increase at 0.550.
This is due to the fact that when n = 0.550, 7 incorrect mappings are prune; whilst
maintaining the number of correct mappings found is maintained, thus creating a
higher level of precision.
The decrease in the precision between n = [0.475..0.525] is a result of the approach
failing to find a single mapping appearing in the platinum standard. Between n
=[0.450..0.475] the mapping 〈Document,Document,≡〉 is not found and between
n =[0.500..0.525] the mapping 〈Person,Person,≡〉 is not found.
These mappings are not included in the alignment as the agents fail to obtain the
necessary support in the premise of the assertions needed to accept these mappings.
The increase in precision is a result of the variant removing incorrect mappings;
this suggests that the approach working as expected.
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The Figure 8.12 also presents the precision curves for the ontologies O = confof ß
O ′ = sigkdd, which is the lowest between of the ontologies. This curve illustrates
that DbMN 7 fails to find mappings in an alignment when n = 0.475, which is the
earliest point of overfitting. This could be due to the premise no longer meeting
the neighbourhood bound, and therefore no mappings can be accepted.
• Influence of the neighbourhood threshold value (n) on the recall of the
outputted alignment.
Figure 8.13: Recall curves for all the ontologies using DbMN 7
DbMN 7 also finds a strong negative correlation across all the evaluated ontologies
for the range, n=[0..1] over the recall value. These values can be seen in the
following results in Figure 8.13.
Figure 8.13 illustrates the highest recall value is 0.9 presenting an overall decrease
in the recall values found by this variant to those found by DbMN 5 and DbMN 6
with a highest recall value of 1. This recall value decreases gradually as the neigh-
bourhood threshold increases in the range of n= [0..0.750], showing that the recall
can no longer find a meaningful alignment between the ontologies. This overall
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(a) O = edas, O ′ = ekaw precision and recall (b) O = edas, O ′ = ekaw total and correct mappings
Figure 8.14: For the ontologies O = edas, O ′ = ekaw, (a) presents the precision and
recall and (b) presents the total mapping.
lower bound of recall values for DbMN 7 could be explained with the 1:1 restric-
tion allowing it to find fewer incorrect mappings in the alignments between the
ontologies.
[Q.4] What are the influences of the neighbourhood sharing order on the alignment?
This experimental question uses the weights of the ranking function used by the
agents to determine how the agents share a chosen triple in a testify move within the
dialogue exchange. In contrast to DbMN 6, DbMN 7 works the same way as DbMN 5 in
sharing the neighbourhood of a concept individually in an iteration of testify moves. This
varied the individual weight of the ranking function (Subsumption, Rarity, Connectivity
and Popularity), and compared the resulting ranking of concepts with that when the
order was alphabetic. These two ranking orders were evaluated over a range of neigh-
bourhood thresholds. The initial set of experiments evaluated using DbMN 7 showed
no difference on the outputted alignments over each increment of the neighbourhood
similarity thresholds, using either the ranking method weighted evenly, or using the 0
or 1 weightings, to using an alphabetic ranking. This suggested that the ranking had
no influence on the outputted alignments, and for the purposes of the evaluation of the
results for DbMN 7, only the equally weighted ranking values have been used for the
empirical evaluation of this approach.
[Q.5] What are the influences of the signature order on the accuracy and correctness of
the alignment?
The final experimental question investigates the influence of the ordering of the
concepts in the signature Σt on the alignments generated. The previous variants utilise
a random ordering for the concepts in the signature: however due to the 1:1 restriction,
this ordering was investigated in this variant, as the order will distinguish which concepts
can be proposed. If the concept has already been mapped it cannot be reused at a propose
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Figure 8.15: O = confof, O ′ = sigkdd Precision and Recall
move, therefore the signature order determines what concepts the opponent agent can
propose. The influence of the signature ordered was investigated, using both a randomly
generated order and an alphabetic order to examine the influences of these differences
on the alignment generated with a 1:1 mapping restriction.
Figure 8.14 (a) illustrates difference between the precision and recall in terms of
the alignments produced by the approach, using an alphabetically ordered or randomly
generated signature containing the concepts from the proponent’s ontology O . It can be
seen from the graph that using the ordered signature, results in an increase in precision
for the alignments when using the thresholds between n=[0.550..0.750]. This also shows
an improvement on the performance of the randomly generated signature increasing the
precision value to 1. The recall value fluctuates when the neighbourhood threshold is
increase in the range n=[0.475..0.750] which could be explained with the positive cor-
relation of correct mappings over the same neighbourhood increments as those found in
this increased recall value illustrated in Figure 8.14 (b).
Figure 8.15 illustrates a more consistent set of results for both the precision and recall
and the total and correct number of mappings found over the ordered and unordered
signature. In this figure the precision and recall values found over the ordered signature
for the same ontologies is higher across all the neighbourhood threshold bounds from
n=[0..1].
Figure 8.16 illustrates that the total and number of correct mappings found is also
higher using this ordered signature. This consistent improvement in the results for
DbMN 7 (using the ordered over a randomly generated signature) shows that there is
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Figure 8.16: O = confof, O ′ = sigkdd total and correct Mappings
inconsistencies in the performance across the ontologies and could be a result of the
ontology pairs used in this evaluation, but it is inherent that the signature order has an
influence on the alignments generated and accepted.
The influence of the signature order can be seen in Figure 8.17 using the ontologies,
O = cmt ß O ′ = conference for n= 0 and the opponent concept Presentation ∈ O ′.
Using the alphabetically ordered signature, the generated alignment includes the map-
ping 〈PaperFullV ersion, Presentation ≡〉. Using the randomly ordered signature, the
alignment generated includes the mapping 〈Preference, Presentation ≡〉. This differ-
ence in the mappings for Presentation ∈ O ′ is a result of the ordering of the proponent
agent’s signature.
[Summary]
To summaries DbMN 7, with its variation in sharing strategy, and restricting the type
of mappings to 1:1, it is able to find meaningful alignments between ontologies when
the neighbourhood threshold is varied in the range of [0..0.750], and thus supports
the hypothesis posed. In comparison with DbMN 6 and DbMN 5, this variation using
the 1:1 mappings shares more concepts within the ontology when the neighbourhood
threshold is 0, converging on the same sharing quantities as the previous variants when
the same threshold is 1. DbMN 7 due to its 1:1 mapping restrictions also prunes out
more incorrect mappings at the lowest neighbourhood threshold value, and finds overall
more accurate alignments.
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Figure 8.17: Figure illustration the signature order effecting the alignments.
Furthermore, the ordered signature of the proponent agent, has an effect on the
alignments generated as a result of the 1:1 mappings. In some cases (seen in the Ap-
pendix A) this has proved to produce better precision and recall results; however in other
cases, this order restriction on the signature has had a negative effect on the precision
and recall of the alignment generated, producing lower results. This could be due to the
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more accurate concepts mapped leaving weaker or lower similarity concepts available for
candidate mappings, therefore producing a lower confidence mappings in the alignment.
It can be seen that there remains the bound of the neighbourhood threshold level, which
at n= 0.750 fails to produce an alignment between the ontologies.
Overall the results for DbMN 7 supports the hypothesis that a meaningful alignment
can be found using the partial sharing in the approach, across a set of incremented
neighbourhood threshold values, and both over an ordered signature and a random
signature.
[Overall Summary]
The experimental evaluation presented in this work has demonstrated that utilising
this dialogue approach a ‘correct’ alignment can be generated between two ontologies,
assigned to individual agents. A ‘correct’ mapping included in an alignment is one which
is found by the approach which also features in a benchmark alignment, when utilising
ontologies taken from the OAEI and the corresponding reference alignments. These
alignments were successfully generated across the ontology pairs within the bounds of the
neighbourhood threshold used within this evaluation. The results from the experimental
evaluation of the three variants of this approach are summarised in Table 8.12 which
illustrates the differences of the results across the variants.
The summary presents the mapping restrictions placed on the approach version, the
sharing strategy for the testify move as a batch or single strategy, the neighbourhood
threshold values where an alignment can be generated across all the datatypes evalu-
ated, and finally neighbourhood threshold bound where the precision and recall converge
illustrating the ‘best values’ for the metrics over each of the dialogue versions.
DbMN Mapping Sharing Alignment range Range Precision, Recall
Restriction Type (lowest bound) (highest bound) Convergence
5 1:* single 0 0.650 0.525-0.600
6 1:* batch 0 0.650 0.525-600
7 1:1 single 0 0.750 0.450-0.550
DbMN Average Unshared Sharing at % Shared % Shared
sharing n = 0 n = 0...1 n = 1 n = 0 n = 1
5 34.7 32.2 2.5 55.3 48.1
6 35.4 32.2 3.2 56.5 48.1
7 48.1 32.4 15.7 76.8 48.1
Table 8.12: Experimental evaluation summary of all three DbMN versions and average
results when compared to a reference alignment
8.4 DbMN compared to current alignment approaches.
In this section, the performance of the two variants DbMN 6 and DbMN 7 are compared
with a selection of other ontology matching systems, (discussed in Section 3.3.3). These
systems include:
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AML AOT AOTL CroMatcher
DKPAOM Gmap JarvisOM Lily
LogMap LogMapC LogMapLite MassMatch
Mamba OMReasoner RESLWB Xmap
These systems were selected as they provided alignments generated for the ontology
pairs used in this evaluation, which are part of the OAEI dataset.
The selected current alignment systems were evaluated in comparison to the ontology
pairs used in the DbMN approach detailed in Chapter 7, using the precision and recall
measures, over a benchmark standard developed for this evaluation. Figure 8.18 and
Figure 8.20 present the results of DbMN 5 and DbMN 6 in comparison to the other
alignment systems. Figure 8.19 and Figure 8.21 present the results of the DbMN 7
variant.
Figure 8.18: DbMN 5 and DbMN 6 for precision compared to current systems
Precision values of the DbMN approach compared with other alignment
systems
Over all the ontologies pairs which were evaluated using the experimentation presented
in this chapter, DbMN 5 and DbMN 6, yielded the same results, however only DbMN 6
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Figure 8.19: DbMN 7 for precision compared to current systems
is included in this evaluation section comparing to exsisting approaches. Using the
precision results shown in Figure 8.18 as a way to address soundness, it can be seen
that the precision for DbMN 6 is low when compared to the other systems with values
of n=[0..0.525], however is more comparable to current systems between the values of
n=[0.675..0.725].
Similarly for DbMN 7 (Figure 8.19) the precision value is also low when the neigh-
bourhood threshold was in the range n=[0..0.600]. Over the majority of ontology pairs
evaluated the DbMN approach performs better given the precision results in comparison
to the Lily and MaasMatch systems, however the remaining current systems perform
better or match the results regarding the precision values found using the DbMN ap-
proach.
Recall values of the DbMN approach compared with other alignment systems
Using the recall results illustrated in Figure 8.20 to address completeness, it can be
seen that both of the DbMN 5 and DbMN 6 variants produce consistently high recall
in comparison to the other systems for the thresholds in the range n= [0..0.425] and
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for DbMN 7 (Figure 8.21) in the range n=[0..0.400]. This illustrates that the DbMN
approach produces comparable recall results to those established by current systems.
This could also be due to the DbMN producing larger alignments which include more
mappings (both correct and incorrect as discussed in Section 8.3).
Between the threshold values of n= [0.425..0.725] the DbMN recall values decrease
and the current systems on average, perform better in terms of completeness, this can
be explained in the DbMN approach by high neighbourhood threshold overfitting the
candidate correspondences.
8.5 DbMN Approach Conclusions
The dialogue based approach has illustrated the ability to generate meaningful align-
ments over real world ontologies. Using the results for the three variants presented in
this chapter, the approach found meaningful alignments over the ontologies between an
incremented bound of the increased neighbourhood values. Within this evaluation, the
following variables were investigated in order to see their influence on the generated
alignment resulting from the DbMN approach.
[V.1] The lexical similarity threshold over these experiments was kept at 0 in order
to eliminate the influence of the neighbourhood similarity metric, and the influence of
the structural similarity in generating an alignment between the two inputted ontologies.
[V.2] The neighbourhood similarity threshold was incremented for each of the vari-
ants by a value 0.025 within the range [0..1]. In the evaluation, across all the variants
it was shown that this threshold, when increased, removed the incorrect mappings and
gradually improved the resulting alignment. As the threshold increase, a point was
reached where the metric overfitted the correspondences and the approach could no
longer find any accepted mappings to be included in the resulting alignment generated.
Although this was found at different points between different variants, the overall trend
was consistent suggesting that there was an optimum bound between 0 and 1, where
the approach found the best aggregate alignment across the precision and recall (with
respect to the benchmark alignments).
[V.3] The influence on the order of concepts in the signature Σt was found to only
affect the variant with the 1:1 mapping. This was due to the concept which was shared
first by the opponent agent, in response to the concept to be mapped from the signature,
being be mapped and thus not being considered as a candidate for other mappings. The
ordering of the initiated concepts thus determined which concepts were mapped. This
however did not have an effect on the alignment in terms of mappings found in the
benchmark, as these were still accepted, on a similar scale to when this was not utilised
as a variable as in DbMN 5 and 6.
[V.4] This variable investigated the ranking function or a random order in which the
triples were in the formation of the premise to support the candidacy of a mapping. This
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Figure 8.20: DbMN 5 and DbMN 6 for recall compared to current systems
Figure 8.21: DbMN 7 for recall compared to current systems
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was found not to have an effect on the approach, as with both variables, this generated
the same results with respect to the resulting alignments.
The DbMN approach, evaluated across all of these settings, was found to be successful
when the neighbourhood threshold was in the range [0..1], in generating a meaningful
alignment supported with a premise providing structural support to the correspondences.
However, its performance when directly compared to current systems, although adopting
a different strategy is poor. For the task of maintaining a level of privacy for the agents,
in particular the opponent agent, the system is able to maintain meaningful outputs,
and provide the agent with a significant level of privacy, in terms of concepts that remain
unshared, throughout the process.
The first dialogue variant, where sharing the neighbourhood was done in a single full
move (using a batch approach), provided the agents, with the same information as when
sharing is done individually. However, by sharing all of the triples in one move, the
agents were able to find acceptable mappings more rapidly whilst maintaining a level
of privacy. The second dialogue variant used in the evaluation evolved from generating
one to many mappings in an alignment (in contrast to generating one to one mappings).
This restriction, allowed the DbMN approach to generate a more accurate alignment
pruning out incorrect mappings.
The 1:1 mapping restriction provides strong results, in that fewer incorrect mappings
were found. However, this is influenced by the ordering of the signature to be mapped.
As a result, an improvement of the approach would be to generate a more pertinent and
meaningful ranking method for ordering the concepts in the proponent’s signature, in
terms of the concepts that are more important for the agent to be mapped correctly.
From these results, the hypotheses were supported across all the variants of the
approach. As the neighbourhood value increased toward the value of 1, each variant
pruned out incorrect mappings until they overfitted these candidate mappings and no
alignments could be found.
The experiments designed for this evaluation of the DbMN approach did not aim
to find the best values, in terms of configuring the protocol to produce the best results
when evaluated against a benchmark. However whilst some considerations in terms of
the neighbourhood threshold value for higher recall results can be made, these can not
be generalised as configuration settings and are the subject of future work.
Overall, DbMN addressed the research question in that a meaningful alignment could
be found utilising this approach of ontology matching, and providing a level of privacy
for the agents. There is potential in further evaluate this approach in order to establish
how the optimum values of these variables, is the alignment generation. Some of these
avenues of further work are outlined in Chapter 9.
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8.6 Summary
This chapter details how the protocol has been used in order to evaluate this dialogue
based approach to ontology mapping. This chapter has presented the evaluation of
three defined versions of the DbMN approach, detailing their differences and individual
restrictions in comparison to each other, in order to evaluate the performance in gen-
erating meaningful alignments to answer the defined research questions. The variants
have been empirically evaluated using precision and recall compared to a benchmark
standard, and finally an overview of the DbMN performance in comparison to selected
current systems is summarised.
In Summary of this Chapter:
• Detailed the experiment preliminaries that hold across the three different evaluated
versions of the DbMN approach.
• Detailed the evaluation of DbMN 5, and a discussion of the outputted alignments
results generated by the system, empirically evaluated using precision and recall.
• Presented an evaluation of the second DbMN 6, differing from the first in the
sharing strategy adopted by the agents. These results were then presented and
discussed in comparison to the previous version.
• Finally the third version of the approach has been presented and discussed in
comparison to the two previous versions, and empirically evaluated.
• This chapter presents the results of the DbMN approach in comparison to current
ontology matching systems, in terms of precision and recall to a developed bench
standard.
• Finally this chapter discussed what was found from the evaluation of the approach,
and proposes further experimentation to develop it.
Part IV
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future Work
Chapter Outline
‘The end of a melody is not its goal: but nonetheless, had the melody not
reached its end it would not have reached its goal’. - Friedrich Nietzsche
This chapter marks the final of this thesis and presents a summary of the research
that has been conducted along with potential avenues for further work. Firstly Section 9.1
presents a review of the contribution of the novel dialogue based approach to ontology
matching and the implications of this work are discussed, alongside its main research
achievements. The Section 9.2 presents the potential avenues of future work, which have
been identified in order to further this contribution.
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9.1 Review of Contribution
As stated in the introduction of this thesis, this research sets out to answer the main
research question of: ‘Can a meaningful alignment be generated over two ontologies,
when knowledge is not shared a priori?’. In order to answer this research question, the
following goals were put forward:
i To develop a decentralised ontology matching system based on a dialogical proto-
col, allowing two participating agents to attempt to generate a meaningful align-
ment between their knowledge bases. Where a meaningful alignment is supported
by semantic and syntactic knowledge enhancing the meaning of the correspondence
found;
ii To allow the participating agents to utilise this designed protocol and generate
a meaningful alignment without the agents having to share all of the knowledge
within their ontology to either.
The work presented in this thesis has addressed this research question and devel-
oped a working dialogue protocol and accompanying agent strategy. This research was
successful in reaching its goals of developing a dialogical system in order to generate
meaningful ontology alignments in a decentralised approach using negotiation, where
participating agents negotiate over meaning in an attempt to generate a meaningful
alignment, by incrementally sharing only parts of their full ontology. In this section, a
summary of the work undertaken in answering the above research question is presented,
along with the contribution and how the defined research goals were achieved. The
research aims are detailed specifically in Chapter 1.
Chapter 1 introduced the research area including an overview of the areas of ontolo-
gies and ontology alignment in relation to the objectives of the research.
In Chapters 2, 3 and 4 a literature review is presented where these research areas
were further discussed and detailed. This began with Chapter 2 which covered a detailed
discussion of definition of ontologies, their conceptualisation and categorisation, and the
main components that generate them, followed by an overview of ontology languages.
Chapter 3 developed the use of ontologies in this work and presented an introduction
into the ontology alignment generation. Ontology alignment generation was the key in
the contribution of this work as a dialogue is presented to address this specific problem.
This ontology alignment problem was defined in terms of the heterogeneity that occurs
due to the subjective and individual design of ontologies, specific to particular services
and designed to address defined task. This chapter provided detailed examples of the
different types of heterogeneity and detailed how this problem is addressed with reference
to current alignment systems.
In Chapter 4, the concept of dialogues was introduced, documenting the importance
of communication between agents in attempting to address the previously defined on-
tology alignment problem. The importance of this communication was approached from
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philosophical and psychological background using human conversation and speech acts
as a model to provide agents with a particular set of statements available in an inter-
action. This chapter introduces the concept of a dialogue and how agents interact in
order to achieve a goal and it also provides a setting for casting the ontology alignment
problem as a dialogue game. Here, the concept of using autonomous agents within a di-
alogue setting was introduced and the notion of speech acts as available locutions within
this game were put forward.
Chapter 5 followed the literature review and presented the main introduction of the
contribution, and detailed one of the main goals of the research to develop a decen-
tralised ontology matching system, based on a dialogical protocol, which allowed two
participating agents to attempt to generate a meaningful alignment between their knowl-
edge bases, supported by semantic and structural knowledge enhancing the meaning of
the correspondence found. This protocol was detailed in terms of the available moves
the agents could utilise and which had been developed from speech acts detailed in
Chapter 4, and in line with the terms of conversational rules. The formalised moves
were followed with the definition of the decision mechanisms used within this system in
allowing an alignment to be accepted as meaningful by the participating agents. This
chapter continued with the termination proof of the dialogue, and followed with the
detailing of the strategy used within this protocol by the agents in order to travers the
dialogue and accept correspondences mutually through negotiation.
Chapter 6 presented a detailed walkthrough example of the dialogue protocol pre-
sented in the previous chapter. This example provided a step by step presentation of
how the dialogue is used by two participating agents, Alice and Bob in aligning their
two defined ontology fragments.
Chapter 7 introduced the explicit parameters used in this dialogue for the evaluation
of the DbMN approach, and detailed the methodology used. This included the parame-
ters to which the experiments have been designed. These included a justification of the
lexical similarity method selected for this approach, and also defined the specific rank
function assumed by the agents.
In Chapter 8, the dialogue protocol and the agents’ strategy were evaluated using
an experimentation in addressing the ontology alignment problem and its variants, in
its ability to address the research question posed in Chapter 1. This implementation
presented an overview of the specific mechanisms used in the experimentation and the
specific agent strategies adopted for the analysis of the approach. The experiments
presented the results in an empirical evaluation of the approach evaluated against the
variants and current alignment systems used in the OAEI. This chapter finally presented
an overview of the further experimentation that could be utilised in order to further
develop and evaluate the performance of the approach.
This final contribution of the thesis presents a working decentralised approach which
was developed in order to address the research hypothesis. The dialogue approach
allowed two participating agents to negotiate corresponding mappings and mutually
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accept an alignment in a decentralised environment, whilst not having to fully disclose
their knowledge bases to each other or to a third party.
9.2 Future Work
During the course of this research, a variety of areas of interest became apparent which
due to time constraints could not be further developed within this work. This section
summarises these areas which are thought to have noticeable potential for future research
and outline a possible direction for furthering the ideas presented in this thesis.
Future work could include a reversal of the ontologies assigned within the exper-
iments conducted and presented in Chapter 8 in order to evaluate if the alignments
generated are symmetrical, and how the sharing differs from one assignment to another.
Table 9.1 illustrates the reversed assignments of the ontologies used within the evalu-
ation of Chapter 8. The experimentation could be repeated to include these ontology
pairs and the resulting alignments compared to those results presented in Chapter 8.
Table 9.1: Ontology Pairs reversed
Proponent Opponent Proponent Opponent
conference cmt edas conference
confof cmt sigkdd conference
sigkdd cmt ekaw conference
ekaw cmt confof conference
edas cmt ekaw edas
sigkdd confof sigkdd edas
ekaw confof sigkdd ekaw
edas confof - -
As discussed in Chapter 8, the evaluation of the DbMN approach was conducted
using real world ontologies taken from the OAEI conference dataset. These ontologies
however are all of a similar size and can be categorised as small ontologies in comparison
to the large biomedical datasets available on the OAEI. This biomedical track consists
of three ontologies Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA) [100], SNOMED CT [37]
and National Cancer Institute Thesaurus (NCI) [95] all of which are very semantically
rich, and contain a minimum of ten thousand classes, and potentially represent entities
with more than one label. One avenue of future work could be to use large more
semantically rich ontologies, such as those presented in the biomedical track to evaluate
the DbMN approach in generating alignments over a much large dataset. This line of
evaluation would be beneficial to investigate the running time of the DbMN approach
and potentially evolve the approach to be less computational expensive.
The dialogue presented uses internal matching techniques (string based methods), to
establish similarity between the term labels in the ontologies. In contrast to this external
matching techniques can utilise background knowledge in order to ‘bridge the semantic
gap’ [110] to establish meaning. An alternative direction for furthering the DbMN ap-
proach could be to adjust the string based similarity methods used to establish similarity
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between concepts, to utilise alternative semantic frameworks. Background knowledge
has been used within the ontology matching community [6, 53, 110] to provide meth-
ods of generating alignments by taking advantage of available resources in establishing
meaningful matches. Context-based ontology matching [83] uses intermediate resources
available to agents to which their ontologies can be connected.
풪ʳA′ B′
A B
Reference Ontology
inference
풪 풪′⊑
≡ ≡
Figure 9.1: Exploiting background knowledge to establish meaning using anchor con-
cepts (A′, B′), to infer a meaningful match between A and B [110]
This context-based approach (seen in Figure 9.1) illustrates the use of background
knowledge in establishing an ‘anchor’ concept in order to provide semantic meaning to
infer a match between the concepts A ∈ O and B ∈ O′. This context-based approach
could exploit explicit relations between the agents ontologies, and intermediate resources
in order to provide evidence to establish similarities between concepts between the par-
ticipating agents assumed ontologies. Semantic resources such as WordNet [46], which
is developed as a semantic dictionary, could also provide the agents with background
knowledge as synonyms of terms, which they could utilise to establish further meaning,
in order to find a more accurate mapping. Utilising a context-based approach could
also be used in order to further this work to address mappings where ontologies are
represented in different natural languages, by using language translation resources such
as BabelNet [96]. Such resources provide multilingual background knowledge which is
needed to identify different language labels referring to the same concept.
Future work could also include adding further agents into the dialogue as illustrated
in Figure 9.2. The inclusion of more agents however, would require further restrictions
and conditions added to both the pre and post conditions of each of the locutions, in
order address turn taking and to allow all the agents to accurately and individually
exchange information in order to generate their required alignments.
The dialogue approach presented upholds a restriction on retraction of commitment,
it is assumed that once a statement is made, the agents are permanently committed to
it. This prevents the agents from revisiting accepted mappings, once they are committed
in CS thus resulting in the alignments being order dependant. Relaxing this restriction
and permitting the agents to revise previously committed mappings, would allow the
agents the ability to propose a counter argument or rebuttal, if it was established that
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Figure 9.2: Conceptual architecture for multi-agent approach.
throughout the dialogue further knowledge is shared to better support an alternative
mapping. This retraction could be permitted through the use of a new locution to
establish this counter argument, or potentially through re-adjusting pre and post con-
ditions of the current locutions available to the agent. This retraction would have to be
developed taking into consideration the dialogue termination, such that if a rebuttal is
posed against a given argument, the agents will still mutually accept or reject candidate
mappings such that cycles of arguments do not occur, thus ensuring the dialogue will
terminate.
Another element that could be included in future work is that of how the commit-
ment store and their contents are removed following the end of a dialogue between two
participating agents. This could be investigated in order to maintain a store of pre-
vious alignments, in order to potentially reduce the negotiation time for mappings. If
the agents have a store of previous alignments, they could use this as a premise (PR)
within a dialogue to generate an alignment more quickly within this new dialogue run.
This would require some adjustments to be made on the pre and post conditions of the
locutions, in order to ensure termination.
A current constraints of the existing approach is that neighbourhood size is only
considered with one edge beyond the concept under consideration. Further work could
relax this restriction and investigate how a larger neighbourhood of up to n edges could
be explored, illustrated in Figure 9.3.
This further work would need to take into account possible redundancy in this ex-
ploration due to the fact that neighbourhoods will overlap, and the inherent potential
exponential increase in complexity in determining a neighbourhood match. This is exac-
erbated by the fact that a neighbourhood similarity is determined through the evaluation
of different matchings as detailed in Chapter 5.
For the purposes of implementing this DbMN dialogue assumptions and restrictions
were made on this approach regarding strategic decision making as detailed in Chapter 7.
Future work investigating this DbMN approach could relax and adapt these restrictions
and assumptions to adjust the following:
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Figure 9.3: Exploring a larger neighbourhood.
Lexical matching method: This approach was implemented with the Jaro-Winker
lexical matching method as a string comparator for the lexical similarity metric. A
possible direction of future research could use a variation of different lexical matching
techniques such as those presented in Chapter 7. Varying the choice of the lexical
matching technique or adding further methods to the existing string based matcher
selected, could demonstrate different entities selected as similar due to the string based
comparisons used in the methods.
Neighbourhood threshold: Chapter 7 presents the incremented step value of the
neighbourhood threshold used within this approach, which has been utilised within the
implementation. This threshold was set to increment by steps of 0.025 between [0..1].
A more comprehensive step value of this neighbourhood threshold could be used in
order to present the differences between each alignment in more detail.
Signature Σt contents: Relaxing the current restriction on the approach to include
the full proponents disclosable ontology in the signature Σt. Including only a subset of
the proponent’s ontology in this signature, would potentially allow the proponent agent
a degree of privacy in the sharing of their assigned ontology throughout the dialogue.
Alternate combination of variables: The implementation of the DbMN dialogue
consisted of three variations of approach restricting the generated alignments to 1*1
mappings and how the agents shared the neighbourhood of the concept under negoti-
ation at the testify move. A fourth variant using these variables could be to combine
these two restrictions to further evaluate the approach.
Lexical threshold: As detailed in Chapters 7 and 8 the DbMN uses both a lexical
similarity and a structural similarity in generating an alignment. The restrictions on
the implemented version of this approach, isolated the structural similarity in order
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to evaluate the performance of the approach where the lexical threshold was set to 0.
Relaxing this restriction would allow an evaluation in the influence of both the lexical
and structural thresholds on the alignments generated. These generated alignments
could be compared with the alignment results presented in this research.
Although the approach presented has successfully answered the research questions
posed and has met the objective of establishing a mutually agreed alignment, there
are assumptions limiting this approach. Relaxing these assumptions and adapting the
approach as detailed in this chapter provides an obvious avenue of further work to de-
velop this dialogue to further investigate the DbMN capabilities in generating alignments
whilst maintaining agent’s privacy.
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Appendix A
DbMN Experimentation Results
Chapter Outline
This Appendix (A) documents further results taken from the experiments conducted
over the dialogue approach variants DbMN 5, DbMN 6 and DbMN 7 described in Chap-
ter 8 of this thesis. In contrast to the graphs detailed and discussed in Chapter 8, the
graphs in this section represent each of the ontology dataset pairs individually including
the precision and recall values, and the number of mappings and correct mappings each
approach variant finds. This appendix also illustrates the number and percentage of the
opponent’s ontology (O′) shared throughout the three variants of the approach.
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A.1 DbMN 5 Experimentation Results
This appendix documents the results for the individual experiments for both the DbMN 5
and DbMN 6 versions of the approach evaluated. These two versions DbMN 5 and
DbMN 6, produce the same outputted results as discussed in Chapter 8 so have been
included here as a single set of results. These results have been discussed in Chapter 8
and are included in this appendix to illustrate each of the results for the dataset pairs
individually, to accompany the combined results presented in that chapter.
The results as presented here, show two graphs for each dataset pairs, as detailed
in Chapter 8, where the x axis shows the incremented neighbourhood threshold values,
and the y axis shows the precision and recall values for the left graph, and the number
of mappings on the right. The left graph of each pair, presents the precision and recall
values between n=[0..1], and the right presents the number of mappings found by the
approach and the number of ‘correct mappings’ found which are included in the platinum
standard benchmark.
R.1 For the ontologies O = cmt, O′ = conference:
(a) O = cmt, O′ = conference Precision and Recall (b) O = cmt, O′ = conference Total Mappings
Figure A.1: Results for O = cmt, O′ = conference
Graphs illustrating the precision and recall values for O = cmt, O′ = conference,
with the highest precision = 1 and the highest recall = 0.67. The graph on the
right illustrates the total mappings found from 29 to 0, and the mappings found by
the system that feature in the platinum standard i.e. ‘correct mappings’ between
O = cmt, O′ = conference, from the values 6 mappings to 0.
R.2 For the ontologies O = cmt, O′ = confof:
Graphs illustrating the precision and recall values for the ontologies O = cmt, O′
= confof, with the highest precision = 0.172 and the highest recall = 1. The graph
on the right illustrates the total number of mappings found from 29 to 0, and the
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(a) O = cmt, O′ = confof Precision and Recall (b) O = cmt, O′ = confof Total Mappings
Figure A.2: Results for O = cmt, O′ = confof
mappings found by the system that feature in the platinum standard from the
values 5 mappings to 0.
R.3 For the ontologies O = cmt, O′ = edas:
Graphs illustrating the precision and recall values for the dataset pair O = cmt,
O′ = edas, with the highest precision = 0.276 and the highest recall = 1 presented
on the left. The graph on the right illustrates the total number of mappings found
from 29 to 0, and the mappings found by the system that feature in the platinum
standard benchmark from the values 8 mappings to 0.
(a) O = cmt, O′ = edas Precision and Recall (b) O = cmt, O′ = edas Total Mappings
Figure A.3: Results for O = cmt, O′ = edas
R.4 For the ontologies O = cmt, O′ = ekaw:
Graphs illustrating the precision and recall values (left) for the ontologies O =
cmt, O′ = ekaw, with the highest precision = 0.172 and the highest recall = 0.714.
Secondly the total mappings found (right) from 29 to 0 mappings, and the number
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of mappings found by the system that feature in the platinum standard from the
values 5 mappings to 0.
(a) O = cmt, O′ = ekaw Precision and Recall (b) O = cmt, O′ = ekaw Total Mappings
Figure A.4: Results for O = cmt, O′ = ekaw
R.5 For the ontologies O = cmt, O′ = sigkdd:
Graphs illustrating the precision and recall values for O = cmt, O′ = sigkdd
from n=[0..1], with the highest precision = 0.276 and the highest recall = 0.889.
Secondly on the right the total mappings found from 29 to 0, and the mappings
found by the system that feature in the Platinum Standard i.e. ‘correct mappings’
between O = cmt, O′ = sigkdd, from the values 8 mappings to 0.
(a) O = cmt, O′ = sigkdd Precision and Recall (b) O = cmt, O′ = sigkdd Total Mappings
Figure A.5: Results for O = cmt, O′ = sigkdd
R.6 For the ontologies O = conference, O′ = confof:
Graphs illustrating the precision and recall values for O = conference, O′ = confof
from n=[0..1], with the highest precision = 0.136 and the highest recall = 0.8.
Secondly on the right the total mappings found from 59 to 0, and the mappings
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found by the system that feature in the Platinum Standard i.e. ‘correct mappings’
between O = conference, O′ = confof, from the values 8 mappings to 0.
(a) O = conference, O′ = confof Precision and Recall (b) O = conference, O′ = confof Total Mappings
Figure A.6: Results for O = conference, O′ = confof
R.7 For the ontologies O = conference, O′ = edas:
Graphs illustrating the precision and recall values for O = conference, O′ = edas
from n=[0..1], with the highest precision = 0.136 and the highest recall = 0.889.
Secondly on the right the total mappings found from 59 to 0, and the mappings
found by the system that feature in the Platinum Standard i.e. ‘correct mappings’
between O = conference, O′ = edas, from the values 8 mappings to 0.
(a) O = conference, O′ = edas Precision and Recall (b) O = conference, O′ = edas Total Mappings
Figure A.7: Results for O = conference, O′ = edas
R.8 For the ontologies O = conference, O′ = ekaw:
Graph on the left illustrating the precision and recall values for O = conference,
O′ = ekaw from n=[0..1], with the highest precision = 0.220 and the highest recall
= 0.867. Secondly on the right the total mappings found from 59 to 0, and the
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mappings found by the system that feature in the Platinum Standard i.e. ‘correct
mappings’ between O = conference, O′ = ekaw, from the values 13 mappings to
0.
(a) O = conference, O′ = ekaw Precision and Recall (b) O = conference, O′ = ekaw Total Mappings
Figure A.8: Results for O = conference, O′ = ekaw
R.9 For the ontologies O = conference, O′ = sigkdd:
Graphs illustrating the precision and recall values for O = conference, O′ = sigkdd
from n=[0..1], with the highest precision = 0.153 and the highest recall = 0.812.
Secondly on the right the total mappings found from 59 to 0, and the mappings
found by the system that feature in the Platinum Standard i.e. ‘correct mappings’
between O = conference, O′ = sigkdd, from the values 9 mappings to 0.
(a) O = conference, O′ = sigkdd Precision and Recall (b) O = conference, O′ = sigkdd Total Mappings
Figure A.9: Results for O = conference, O′ = sigkdd
R.10 For the ontologies O = confof, O′ = edas:
Graphs illustrating the precision and recall values for O = confof, O′ = edas from
n=[0..1], with the highest precision = 0.263 and the highest recall = 1. Secondly
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on the right the total mappings found from 38 to 0, and the mappings found by
the system that feature in the Platinum Standard i.e. ‘correct mappings’ between
O = confof, O′ = edas, from the values 10 mappings to 0.
(a) O = confof, O′ = edas Precision and Recall (b) O = confof, O′ = edas Total Mappings
Figure A.10: Results for O = confof, O′ = edas
R.11 For the ontologies O = confof, O′ = ekaw:
Graphs illustrating the precision and recall values forO = confof, O′ = ekaw from
n=[0..1], with the highest precision = 0.316 and the highest recall = 0.75. Sec-
ondly on the right the total mappings found from 38 to 0, and the mappings
found by the system that feature in the Platinum Standard i.e. ‘correct mappings’
between O = confof, O′ = ekaw, from the values 12 mappings to 0.
(a) O = confof, O′ = ekaw Precision and Recall (b) O = confof, O′ = ekaw Total Mappings
Figure A.11: Results for O = confof, O′ = ekaw
R.12 For the ontologies O = confof, O′ = sigkdd:
Graphs illustrating the precision and recall values for O = confof, O′ = sigkdd from
n=[0..1], with the highest precision = 0.105 and the highest recall = 1. Secondly
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on the right the total mappings found from 38 to 0, and the mappings found by
the system that feature in the Platinum Standard i.e. ‘correct mappings’ between
O = confof, O′ = sigkdd, from the values 4 mappings to 0.
(a) O = confof, O′ = sigkdd Precision and Recall (b) O = confof, O′ = sigkdd Total Mappings
Figure A.12: Results for O = confof, O′ = sigkdd
R.13 For the ontologies O = edas, O′ = ekaw:
Graphs illustrating the precision and recall values for O = edas, O′ = ekaw from
n=[0..1], with the highest precision = 0.136 and the highest recall = 0.875. Sec-
ondly on the right the total mappings found from 38 to 0, and the mappings
found by the system that feature in the Platinum Standard i.e. ‘correct mappings’
between O = edas, O′ = ekaw, from the values 14 mappings to 0.
(a) O = edas, O′ = ekaw Precision and Recall (b) O = edas, O′ = ekaw Total Mappings
Figure A.13: Results for O = edas, O′ = ekaw
R.14 For the ontologies O = edas, O′ = sigkdd:
Graphs illustrating the precision and recall values for O = edas, O′ = sigkdd from
n=[0..1], with the highest precision = 0.068 and the highest recall = 1. Secondly
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on the right the total mappings found from 38 to 0, and the mappings found by
the system that feature in the Platinum Standard i.e. ‘correct mappings’ between
O = edas, O′ = sigkdd, from the values 7 mappings to 0.
(a) O = edas, O′ = sigkdd Precision and Recall (b) O = edas, O′ = sigkdd Total Mappings
Figure A.14: Results for O = edas, O′ = sigkdd
R.15 For the ontologies O = ekaw, O′ = sigkdd:
Graphs illustrating the precision and recall values for O = ekaw, O′ = sigkdd from
n=[0..1], with the highest precision = 0.068 and the highest recall = 1. Secondly
on the right the total mappings found from 38 to 0, and the mappings found by
the system that feature in the Platinum Standard i.e. ‘correct mappings’ between
O = ekaw, O′ = sigkdd, from the values 7 mappings to 0.
(a) O = ekaw, O′ = sigkdd Precision and Recall (b) O = ekaw, O′ = sigkdd Total Mappings
Figure A.15: Results for O = ekaw, O′ = sigkdd
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A.1.1 Total mappings found by the DbMN 5 version of the approach:
The heatmap illustrated in Figure A.16 shows the decrease in the total mappings and
the number of correct mappings found by the DbMN 5 version of the approach from the
threshold value of σn = 0.0− 0.5. Figure A.17 continues this from the threshold values
of σn = 0.5− 1.
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Total	Maps 29 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 26 26
Correct	Maps 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4
Total	Maps 29 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 24
Correct	Maps 6 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4
Total	Maps 29 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27
Correct	Maps 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
Total	Maps 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 28 28 28 26
Correct	Maps 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 3
Total	Maps 29 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 26 25 25
Correct	Maps 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 7
Total	Maps 59 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 52 52
Correct	Maps 8 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 5
Total	Maps 59 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 52 49 49 49
Correct	Maps 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 6
Total	Maps 59 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 56 55 55
Correct	Maps 13 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 11 11
Total	Maps 59 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 50 38
Correct	Maps 9 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 6
Total	Maps 38 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 30 30 30 30
Correct	Maps 10 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 7 7 7
Total	Maps 38 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 36 34
Correct	Maps 12 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 10 9
Total	Maps 38 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 35 30 28 28
Correct	Maps 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 2 2
Total	Maps 103 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 94 94 87
Correct	Maps 14 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 12
Total	Maps 103 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 79 79 77 76
Correct	Maps 7 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 5
Total	Maps 73 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 62 61 61 61 61
Correct	Maps 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 6 6
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Figure A.16: Total mappings and correct mappings from σn = 0.0− 0.5
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Total	Maps 26 26 21 19 14 8 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Correct	Maps 4 4 4 4 3 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total	Maps 24 24 16 16 15 8 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Correct	Maps 4 4 4 4 4 3 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total	Maps 27 26 24 20 20 15 8 5 5 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Correct	Maps 7 7 7 6 6 5 5 3 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total	Maps 26 25 24 21 21 17 10 9 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Correct	Maps 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total	Maps 25 20 17 16 16 15 10 10 10 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Correct	Maps 7 5 5 5 5 4 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total	Maps 52 52 46 34 25 22 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Correct	Maps 5 5 5 5 4 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total	Maps 49 48 42 32 17 14 13 3 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Correct	Maps 6 6 6 6 4 3 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total	Maps 55 55 54 46 35 22 15 8 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Correct	Maps 11 11 10 10 9 6 5 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total	Maps 38 33 22 20 10 6 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Correct	Maps 6 6 5 5 4 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total	Maps 30 25 19 14 12 9 6 4 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Correct	Maps 7 5 5 5 4 4 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total	Maps 34 34 29 23 17 13 9 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Correct	Maps 9 9 9 8 7 6 4 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total	Maps 28 28 22 17 15 6 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Correct	Maps 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total	Maps 87 86 83 78 67 50 38 27 18 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Correct	Maps 12 11 11 11 9 6 4 4 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total	Maps 76 65 51 39 36 26 19 11 11 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Correct	Maps 5 4 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total	Maps 61 56 54 36 23 18 16 5 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Correct	Maps 6 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Figure A.17: Total mappings and correct mappings from σn = 0.5− 1
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A.1.2 Total mappings found by the DbMN 6 version of the approach:
The heatmap illustrated in Figure A.18 shows the decrease in the total mappings and
the number of correct mappings found by the DbMN 6 version of the approach from the
threshold value of σn = 0.0− 0.5. Figure A.19 continues this from the threshold values
of σn = 0.5− 1.
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Total	Maps 29 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 26 26
Correct	Maps 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4
Total	Maps 29 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 24
Correct	Maps 6 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4
Total	Maps 29 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27
Correct	Maps 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
Total	Maps 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 28 28 28 26
Correct	Maps 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 3
Total	Maps 29 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 26 25 25
Correct	Maps 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 7
Total	Maps 59 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 52 52
Correct	Maps 8 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 5
Total	Maps 59 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 52 49 49 49
Correct	Maps 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 6
Total	Maps 59 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 56 55 55
Correct	Maps 13 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 11 11
Total	Maps 59 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 50 38
Correct	Maps 9 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 6
Total	Maps 38 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 30 30 30 30
Correct	Maps 10 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 7 7 7
Total	Maps 38 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 36 34
Correct	Maps 12 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 10 9
Total	Maps 38 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 35 30 28 28
Correct	Maps 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 2 2
Total	Maps 103 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 94 94 87
Correct	Maps 14 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 12
Total	Maps 103 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 79 79 77 76
Correct	Maps 7 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 5
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Figure A.18: Total mappings and correct mappings from σn = 0.0−0.5 using DbMN 6
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Total	Maps 26 26 21 19 14 8 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Total	Maps 24 24 16 16 15 8 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Correct	Maps 4 4 4 4 4 3 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total	Maps 27 26 24 20 20 15 8 5 5 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Correct	Maps 7 7 7 6 6 5 5 3 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total	Maps 26 25 24 21 21 17 10 9 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Correct	Maps 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total	Maps 25 20 17 16 16 15 10 10 10 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Correct	Maps 7 5 5 5 5 4 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total	Maps 52 52 46 34 25 22 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Correct	Maps 5 5 5 5 4 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total	Maps 49 48 42 32 17 14 13 3 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Figure A.19: Total mappings and correct mappings from σn = 0.5−1 using DbMN 6
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A.1.3 Comparing DbMN 5 to other Ontology Matching systems
The DbMN 5 version of the approach has been compared to other ontology matching
systems evaluated in the OAEI [2]. The approach has been compared using precision
and recall values compared to a benchmark standard.
Precision:
The Graph A.20 shows the results of the precision from all the pairs of ontologies, using
the DbMN 5 version of the approach. The precision is found over all the incriminations of
the N threshold value compared against some of those found by the systems discussed in
Chapter 3 including: AML, AOT, AOTL, CROMatcher, DKPAOM, GMap, JarvisOM,
Lily, MassMatch, Mamba, OMReasoner, RSDLWB and XMAP.
Figure A.20: Precision for all ontologies using DbMN 5 compared to the current
alignment systems
The alignment results for these current systems, were taken from the OAEI reference
alignments for the corresponding dataset pairs. These results show the best performance
in comparison to the current systems for the precision of the DbMN 5 approach is
between the n = 0.575 to 0.25 where the precision values for the ontologies are the
highest in comparison to the current systems.
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Recall:
The Graph A.21 shows the results of the recall from all the pairs of ontologies, using
the DbMN 5 system, over all the incriminations of the N threshold value.
These recall values are calculated against some of those found by the systems dis-
cussed in Chapter 3 including: AML, AOT, AOTL, CROMatcher, DKPAOM, GMap,
JarvisOM, Lily, MassMatch, Mamba, OMReasoner, RSDLWB and XMAP.
Figure A.21: Recall for all ontologies using DbMN 5 compared to the current align-
ment systems
The alignment results for these current systems, were taken from the OAEI reference
alignments for the corresponding dataset pairs. These results show the best performance
in comparison to the current systems for the recall of the DbMN 5 system is between
the n = 0.000 to 0.450 where the recall for the ontologies begins decrease to a value of
0.
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A.1.4 Number of concepts and the percentage % of ontology O′ shared
One of the research questions evaluating the DbMN approach is the ability for the
opponent agent to maintain a level of privacy regarding their assigned ontology (O′). It
has been discussed that privacy for the proponent is not possible due to the restriction
put on the signature to be mapped in this evaluation of the DbMN approach. This
restriction includes all of the proponent’s concepts in the ontology O to be included in
this signature which needs to be mapped within in the dialogue between the two agents.
As this signature includes all of the concepts, there is not possibility for the proponent
to not share their full ontology as this is done incrementally in the initiate move.
Number of concepts and the percentage % of ontology O′ shared for DbMN 5
Table A.1 illustrates the amount of the ontologies that are shared by each of the agents
they are assigned to. The table shows the number of concepts shared, and the % of the
ontology shared within the ontology assigned to the opponent agent for all the dataset
pairs included in the experimentation.
Number of concepts and the percentage % of ontology O′ shared for DbMN 6
Table A.2 illustrates both the number of concepts shared, and the percentage of the
ontology O′ shared. This table shows these results for all the dataset pairs included in
the experimentation for the DbMN 6 variant of the approach.
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Number of classes shared as number of (#) and % of O′ where n =
n= 0.000 n= 0.575 n=0.600 n=0.625 n=0.650 n=0.675 n=0.700 n=0.725 n=0.750 n=0.100
ontologies O-O′ # c % # c % # c % # c % # c % # c % # c % # c % # c % # c %
cmt-conference 26 43.33 26 43.33 26 43.33 26 43.33 26 43.33 26 43.33 26 43.33 25 41.67 25 41.67 25 41.67
cmt-confof 23 58.97 23 58.97 23 58.97 22 56.41 22 56.41 22 56.41 22 56.41 22 56.41 22 56.41 22 56.41
cmt-edas 33 31.73 33 31.73 33 31.73 32 30.77 31 29.81 31 29.81 31 29.81 31 29.81 31 29.81 31 29.81
cmt-ekaw 30 40.54 27 36.49 27 36.49 25 33.78 27 36.49* 27 36.49 27 36.49 27 36.49 27 36.49 27 36.49
cmt-sigkdd 21 42 22 44 22 44 23 46* 23 46 23 46 23 46 23 46 23 46 23 46
conference-confof 31 78.48 31 79.49 31 79.49 30 76.92 30 76.92 30 76.92 30 76.92 30 76.92 30 76.92 30 76.92
conference-edas 50 48.08 44 42.31 42 40.38 42 40.38 42 40.38 42 40.38 42 40.38 42 40.38 42 40.38 42 40.38
conference-ekaw 50 67.57 48 64.86 48 64.86 46 62.16 46 62.16 45 60.81 45 60.81 45 60.81 45 60.81 45 60.81
conference-sigkdd 2 32 64 30 60* 30 60 30 60 30 60 30 60 30 60 30 60 30 60 30 60
confof-edas 37 35.58 37 35.58 37 35.58 36 34.62 36 34.62 36 34.62 36 34.62 36 34.62 36 34.62 36 34.62
confof-ekaw 36 64 35 47.30 33 44.59 32 43.24 32 43.24 32 43.24 32 43.24 32 43.24 32 43.24 32 43.24
confof-sigkdd 24 48.65 26 52* 26 52 26 52 26 52 26 52 26 52 26 52 26 52 26 52
edas-ekaw 51 68.92 49 66.21 48 64.86 48 64.86 47 63.51 46 62.16 46 62.16 46 62.16 46 62.16 46 62.16
edas-sigkdd 39 78 38 76 37 74 36 72 35 70 35 70 35 70 35 70 35 70 35 70
ekaw-sigkdd 37 74 37 74 34 68 34 68 33 66 33 66 33 66 33 66 33 66 33 66
Table A.1: For all ontologies, comprehensive data on number of concepts shared from O′ with DbMN 5
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Number of classes shared as number of (#) and % of O′ where n =
n= 0.000 n= 0.575 n=0.600 n=0.625 n=0.650 n=0.675 n=0.700 n=0.725 n=0.750 n=0.100
ontologies O-O′ # c % # c % # c % # c % # c % # c % # c % # c % # c % # c %
cmt-conference 26 43.33 26 43.33 26 43.33 26 43.33 26 43.33 26 43.33 26 43.33 25 41.67 25 41.67 25 41.67
cmt-confof 23 58.97 23 58.97 23 58.97 22 56.41 22 56.41 22 56.41 22 56.41 22 56.41 22 56.41 22 56.41
cmt-edas 33 31.73 33 31.73 33 31.73 32 30.77 31 29.81 31 29.81 31 29.81 31 29.81 31 29.81 31 29.81
cmt-ekaw 30 40.54 27 36.49 27 36.49 25 33.78 27 36.49* 27 36.49 27 36.49 27 36.49 27 36.49 27 36.49
cmt-sigkdd 21 42 22 44 22 44 23 46* 23 46 23 46 23 46 23 46 23 46 23 46
conference-confof 31 78.48 31 79.49 31 79.49 30 76.92 30 76.92 30 76.92 30 76.92 30 76.92 30 76.92 30 76.92
conference-edas 50 48.08 44 42.31 42 40.38 42 40.38 42 40.38 42 40.38 42 40.38 42 40.38 42 40.38 42 40.38
conference-ekaw 50 67.57 48 64.86 48 64.86 46 62.16 46 62.16 45 60.81 45 60.81 45 60.81 45 60.81 45 60.81
conference-sigkdd 2 32 64 30 60* 30 60 30 60 30 60 30 60 30 60 30 60 30 60 30 60
confof-edas 37 35.58 37 35.58 37 35.58 36 34.62 36 34.62 36 34.62 36 34.62 36 34.62 36 34.62 36 34.62
confof-ekaw 36 64 35 47.30 33 44.59 32 43.24 32 43.24 32 43.24 32 43.24 32 43.24 32 43.24 32 43.24
confof-sigkdd 24 48.65 26 52* 26 52 26 52 26 52 26 52 26 52 26 52 26 52 26 52
edas-ekaw 51 68.92 49 66.21 48 64.86 48 64.86 47 63.51 46 62.16 46 62.16 46 62.16 46 62.16 46 62.16
edas-sigkdd 39 78 38 76 37 74 36 72 35 70 35 70 35 70 35 70 35 70 35 70
ekaw-sigkdd 37 74 37 74 34 68 34 68 33 66 33 66 33 66 33 66 33 66 33 66
Table A.2: Exhaustive illustration of shared concepts, across all ontologies for system DbMN 6
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A.2 DbMN 7 Experimentation Results
The results as presented in this section, show two graphs for each dataset pairs, as
detailed in Chapter 8 for the DbMN 7 variant of the approach. These graphs show the
x axis marking the incremented neighbourhood threshold values, and the y axis shows
the precision and recall values for the left graph, and the number of mappings on the
right.
These results have been discussed in Chapter 8 and are included in this appendix
to illustrate each of the results for the dataset pairs individually, to accompany the
combined results presented in that chapter.
This section will also present the results for the number of concept shared from the
opponent agent’s assigned ontology (O′).
R.22 For the ontologies O = cmt, O′ = conference:
Graphs illustrating precision and recall values (left) for O = cmt, O′ = conference,
with the highest precision = 1 and the highest recall = 0.56. Secondly the total
mappings found (right) from 29 to 0, and the mappings found by the system that
feature in the Platinum Standard i.e. ‘correct mappings’ between O = cmt, O′ =
conference, from the values 5 mappings to 0.
(a) O = cmt, O′ = conference Precision and Recall (b) O = cmt, O′ = conference Total Mappings
Figure A.22: Results for O = cmt, O′ = conference
R.23 For the ontologies O = cmt, O′ = confof:
Graphs illustrating, firstly on the left Precision and Recall values for O = cmt,
O′ = confof from n=[0..1], with the highest precision = 1 and the highest recall
= 0.80. Secondly on the right the total mappings found from 29 to 0, and the
mappings found by the system that feature in the Platinum Standard i.e. ‘correct
mappings’ between O = cmt, O′ = confof, from the values 4 mappings to 0.
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(a) O = cmt, O′ = confof Precision and Recall (b) O = cmt, O′ = confof Total Mappings
Figure A.23: Results for O = cmt, O′ = confof
R.24 For the ontologies O = cmt, O′ = edas:
Graphs illustrating, firstly on the left Precision and Recall values for O = cmt,
O′ = edas from n=[0..1], with the highest precision = 1 and the highest recall
= 0.88. Secondly on the right the total mappings found from 29 to 0, and the
mappings found by the system that feature in the Platinum Standard i.e. ‘correct
mappings’ between O = cmt, O′ = edas, from the values 7 mappings to 0.
(a) O = cmt, O′ = edas Precision and Recall (b) O = cmt, O′ = edas Total Mappings
Figure A.24: Results for O = cmt, O′ = edas
R.25 For the ontologies O = cmt, O′ = ekaw:
Graphs illustrating, firstly on the left Precision and Recall values for O = cmt, O′
= ekaw from n=[0..1], with the highest precision = 0.50 and the highest recall
= 0.43. Secondly on the right the total mappings found from 29 to 0, and the
mappings found by the system that feature in the Platinum Standard i.e. ‘correct
mappings’ between O = cmt, O′ = ekaw, from the values 3 mappings to 0.
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(a) O = cmt, O′ = ekaw Precision and Recall (b) O = cmt, O′ = ekaw Total Mappings
Figure A.25: Results for O = cmt, O′ = ekaw
R.26 For the ontologies O = cmt, O′ = sigkdd:
Graphs illustrating, firstly on the left Precision and Recall values for O = cmt, O′
= sigkdd from n=[0..1], with the highest precision = 0.667 and the highest recall
= 0.56. Secondly on the right the total mappings found from 29 to 0, and the
mappings found by the system that feature in the Platinum Standard i.e. ‘correct
mappings’ between O = cmt, O′ = sigkdd, from the values 5 mappings to 0.
(a) O = cmt, O′ = sigkdd Precision and Recall (b) O = cmt, O′ = sigkdd Total Mappings
Figure A.26: Results for O = cmt, O′ = sigkdd
R.27 For the ontologies O = conference, O′ = confof:
Graphs illustrating, firstly on the left Precision and Recall values for O = confer-
ence, O′ = confof from n=[0..1], with the highest precision = 0.67 and the highest
recall = 0.40. Secondly on the right the total mappings found from 38 to 0, and the
mappings found by the system that feature in the Platinum Standard i.e. ‘correct
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mappings’ between O = conference, O′ = confof, from the values 4 mappings to
0.
(a) O = conference, O′ = confof Precision and Recall (b) O = conference, O′ = confof Total Mappings
Figure A.27: Results for O = conference, O′ = confof
R.28 For the ontologies O = conference, O′ = edas:
Graphs illustrating, firstly on the left Precision and Recall values for O = confer-
ence, O′ = edas from n=[0..1], with the highest precision = 0.25 and the highest
recall = 0.56. Secondly on the right the total mappings found from 59 to 0, and the
mappings found by the system that feature in the Platinum Standard i.e. ‘correct
mappings’ between O = conference, O′ = edas, from the values 5 mappings to 0.
(a) O = conference, O′ = edas Precision and Recall (b) O = conference, O′ = edas Total Mappings
Figure A.28: Results for O = conference, O′ = edas
R.29 For the ontologies O = conference, O′ = ekaw:
Graphs illustrating, firstly on the left Precision and Recall values for O = confer-
ence, O′ = ekaw from n=[0..1], with the highest precision = 1 and the highest
recall = 0.47. Secondly on the right the total mappings found from 59 to 0, and the
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mappings found by the system that feature in the Platinum Standard i.e. ‘correct
mappings’ between O = conference, O′ = ekaw, from the values 7 mappings to 0.
(a) O = conference, O′ = ekaw Precision and Recall (b) O = conference, O′ = ekaw Total Mappings
Figure A.29: Results for O = conference, O′ = ekaw
R.30 For the ontologies O = conference, O′ = sigkdd:
Graphs illustrating, firstly on the left Precision and Recall values for O = con-
ference, O′ = sigkdd from n=[0..1], with the highest precision = 0.50 and the
highest recall = 0.36. Secondly on the right the total mappings found from 49 to
0, and the mappings found by the system that feature in the Platinum Standard
i.e. ‘correct mappings’ between O = conference, O′ = sigkdd, from the values 4
mappings to 0.
(a) O = conference, O′ = sigkdd Precision and Recall (b) O = conference, O′ = sigkdd Total Mappings
Figure A.30: Results for O = conference, O′ = sigkdd
R.31 For the ontologies O = confof, O′ = edas:
Graphs illustrating, firstly on the left Precision and Recall values for O = confof,
O′ = edas from n=[0..1], with the highest precision = 1and the highest recall
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= 0.60. Secondly on the right the total mappings found from 38 to 0, and the
mappings found by the system that feature in the Platinum Standard i.e. ‘correct
mappings’ between O = confof, O′ = edas, from the values 6 mappings to 0.
(a) O = confof, O′ = edas Precision and Recall (b) O = confof, O′ = edas Total Mappings
Figure A.31: Results for O = confof, O′ = edas
R.32 For the ontologies O = confof, O′ = ekaw:
Graphs illustrating, firstly on the left Precision and Recall values for O = confof,
O′ = ekaw from n=[0..1], with the highest precision = 1 and the highest recall
= 0.44. Secondly on the right the total mappings found from 38 to 0, and the
mappings found by the system that feature in the Platinum Standard i.e. ‘correct
mappings’ between O = confof, O′ = ekaw, from the values 7 mappings to 0.
(a) O = confof, O′ = ekaw Precision and Recall (b) O = confof, O′ = ekaw Total Mappings
Figure A.32: Results for O = confof, O′ = ekaw
R.33 For the ontologies O = confof, O′ = sigkdd:
Graphs illustrating, firstly on the left Precision and Recall values for O = confof, O′
= sigkdd from n=[0..1], with the highest precision = 0.08 and the highest recall
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= 0.50. Secondly on the right the total mappings found from 38 to 0, and the
mappings found by the system that feature in the Platinum Standard i.e. ‘correct
mappings’ between O = confof, O′ = sigkdd, from the values 2 mappings to 0.
(a) O = confof, O′ = sigkdd Precision and Recall (b) O = confof, O′ = sigkdd Total Mappings
Figure A.33: Results for O = confof, O′ = sigkdd
R.34 For the ontologies O = edas, O′ = ekaw:
Graphs illustrating, firstly on the left Precision and Recall values for O = edas,
O′ = ekaw from n=[0..1], with the highest precision = 0.25 and the highest recall
= 0.19. Secondly on the right the total mappings found from 73 to 0, and the
mappings found by the system that feature in the Platinum Standard i.e. ‘correct
mappings’ between O = edas, O′ = ekaw, from the values 4 mappings to 0.
(a) O = edas, O′ = ekaw Precision and Recall (b) O = edas, O′ = ekaw Total Mappings
Figure A.34: Results for O = edas, O′ = ekaw
R.35 For the ontologies O = edas, O′ = sigkdd:
Graphs illustrating, firstly on the left Precision and Recall values for O = edas, O′
= sigkdd from n=[0..1], with the highest precision = 0.50 and the highest recall
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= 0.29. Secondly on the right the total mappings found from 49 to 0, and the
mappings found by the system that feature in the Platinum Standard i.e. ‘correct
mappings’ between O = edas, O′ = sigkdd, from the values 2 mappings to 0.
(a) O = edas, O′ = sigkdd Precision and Recall (b) O = edas, O′ = sigkdd Total Mappings
Figure A.35: Results for O = edas, O′ = sigkdd
R.36 For the ontologies O = ekaw, O′ = sigkdd:
Graphs illustrating, firstly on the left Precision and Recall values for O = ekaw, O′
= sigkdd from n=[0..1], with the highest precision = 0.667 and the highest recall
= 0.143. Secondly on the right the total mappings found from 49 to 0, and the
mappings found by the system that feature in the Platinum Standard i.e. ‘correct
mappings’ between O = ekaw, O′ = sigkdd, from the values 3 mappings to 0.
(a) O = ekaw, O′ = sigkdd Precision and Recall (b) O = ekaw, O′ = sigkdd Total Mappings
Figure A.36: Results for O = ekaw, O′ = sigkdd
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Number of concepts and the percentage % of ontology O′ shared for DbMN 7
Table A.3 illustrates the amount of the ontologies that are shared by each of the agents
they are assigned to. The table shows the number of concepts shared, and the percentate
% of the ontology shared within the ontology assigned to the opponent agent for all the
dataset pairs included in the evaluation.
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Number of classes shared as number of (#) and % of O′ where n =
n= 0.000 n= 0.575 n=0.600 n=0.625 n=0.650 n=0.675 n=0.700 n=0.725 n=0.750 n=0.100
ontologies O-O′ # c % # c % # c % # c % # c % # c % # c % # c % # c % # c %
cmt-conference 26 43.33 26 43.33 26 43.33 26 43.33 26 43.33 26 43.33 26 43.33 25 41.67 25 41.67 25 41.67
cmt-confof 23 58.97 23 58.97 23 58.97 22 56.41 22 56.41 22 56.41 22 56.41 22 56.41 22 56.41 22 56.41
cmt-edas 33 31.73 33 31.73 33 31.73 32 30.77 31 29.81 31 29.81 31 29.81 31 29.81 31 29.81 31 29.81
cmt-ekaw 30 40.54 27 36.49 27 36.49 25 33.78 27 36.49 27 36.49 27 36.49 27 36.49 27 36.49 27 36.49
cmt-sigkdd 21 42 22 44 22 44 23 46 23 46 23 46 23 46 23 46 23 46 23 46
conference-confof 31 78.48 31 79.49 31 79.49 30 76.92 30 76.92 30 76.92 30 76.92 30 76.92 30 76.92 30 76.92
conference-edas 50 48.08 44 42.31 42 40.38 42 40.38 42 40.38 42 40.38 42 40.38 42 40.38 42 40.38 42 40.38
conference-ekaw 50 67.57 48 64.86 48 64.86 46 62.16 46 62.16 45 60.81 45 60.81 45 60.81 45 60.81 45 60.81
conference-sigkdd 32 64 30 60 30 60 30 60 30 60 30 60 30 60 30 60 30 60 30 60
confof-edas 37 35.58 37 35.58 37 35.58 36 34.62 36 34.62 36 34.62 36 34.62 36 34.62 36 34.62 36 34.62
confof-ekaw 36 64 35 47.30 33 44.59 32 43.24 32 43.24 32 43.24 32 43.24 32 43.24 32 43.24 32 43.24
confof-sigkdd 24 48.65 26 52* 26 52 26 52 26 52 26 52 26 52 26 52 26 52 26 52
edas-ekaw 51 68.92 49 66.21 48 64.86 48 64.86 47 63.51 46 62.16 46 62.16 46 62.16 46 62.16 46 62.16
edas-sigkdd 39 78 38 76 37 74 36 72 35 70 35 70 35 70 35 70 35 70 35 70
ekaw-sigkdd 37 74 37 74 34 68 34 68 33 66 33 66 33 66 33 66 33 66 33 66
Table A.3: For all ontologies, comprehensive data on number of concepts shared from O′ with DbMN 7
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A.3 DbMN 7 Experimentation Results
As outlined in Chapter 8 the f-measure was calculated as an evaluation metric for each
of the dataset pairs used in the experimentation. Figure A.37 illustrates an average f-
measure for each n bound from [0..1] over each of the dataset results. This provides an
illustration of how the f-measure varies over the threshold bound for the three variants.
Figure A.37: Averaged F-measure values across all the ontologies, for ordered and
unordered signature of DbMN 7 and DbMN 6 and DbMN 5 (presented as a single
series.)
In Figure A.37 the average f-measure for the DbMN 5 and DbMN 6 are presented
with the green line. The DbMN 7 f-measure values have been separated into the results
where the signature Σt was an random list (blue dotted line), and an ordered alphabetic
list as the yellow line. The averaged f-measure for all the variants of the dialogue
approach illustrate that the optimum f-measure is at the n = 0.575 and 0.650. It is at
n = 0.750 for all variants that the f-measure reduces to a value of 0, in corroboration
with the previously detailed recall and precision values.

Appendix B
Dataset Benchmarks
Chapter Outline
This appendix (B) documents all of the independent benchmarks, for the 15 exper-
iment pairs of ontologies run throughout the implementation of the systems presented
in this thesis. These benchmarks state the original gold standard benchmarks, and the
pruned platinum standard benchmarks, used into order to empirically evaluate the ap-
proach presented in Chapter 8.
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B.1 DbMN System Benchmarks
As detailed in Chapter 8 the approach has been evaluated using precision and recall val-
ues comparing the alignments generated using the various dataset pairs, and compared
to a benchmark alignment. In the OAEI this alignment is a gold standard alignment
consisting of classes and properties. As discussed in Chapter 8 the evaluation of the
DbMN approach uses a pruned ‘platinum standard’ as a reference alignment to evaluate
the generated alignments produced by the variants of the approach.
The number of entities in the both the OAEI gold standard benchmark taken from
the reference alignment [67], and the platinum standard generated in the implementation
for all the variants of the approach DbMN 5, DbMN 6 and DbMN 7 can be seen in
Table B.1.
Table B.1: Number of entities in each of benchmark alignments across all the dataset
pairs, for the variants 5, 6 and 7.
Datasets Benchmarks
Ontology Ontology Gold Platinum
O O′ Standard Standard
cmt conference 15 9
cmt confof 16 5
cmt edas 13 8
cmt ekaw 11 7
cmt sigkdd 12 9
conference confof 15 10
conference edas 17 9
conference ekaw 27 15
conference sigkdd 15 11
confof edas 22 10
confof ekaw 20 16
confof sigkdd 7 4
edas ekaw 29 16
edas sigkdd 15 7
ekaw sigkdd 11 7
As detailed in Chapter 8, the variants of the approach implemented, have been
evaluated in comparison to a benchmark standard. This benchmark has been pruned
from the ‘gold standard’ benchmark, used in the OAEI, and has removed all mappings
containing property concepts, and has only included mappings that were found by the
majority of the current systems.
These current systems some of which have been discussed in Chapter 3 and in-
clude: AML, AOT, AOTL, CROMatcher, DKPAOM, GMap, JarvisOM, Lily, Mass-
Match, Mamba, OMReasoner, RSDLWB and XMAP. Mappings were added into the
pruned platinum standard, if they were consistently found by the majority of these sys-
tems, providing a potentially more accurate alignment in which to use as an evaluation
metric for the systems implemented, taking into account that the DbMN systems only
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match class concepts. Across all the variants the benchmark for the alignments is the
same, and as detailed in the experiment preliminaries of Chapter 8. This section will
detail each of the dataset pairs used in the experimentation, to state which concepts are
included in the platinum standard for this implementation, and also which have been
added or removed from the gold standard. The Tables B.2, B.3 and B.4 can be read to
include the following details:
• (−) if the mapping is removed from the gold standard, and thus not included in
the platinum standard;
• (+) if the mapping is included in the platinum standard and does not appear in
the gold standard;
• and no marking, if the mapping is included in both the platinum and gold standard
benchmarks.
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Table B.2: Benchmarks for the individual dataset pairs, for all systems
O= cmt O′= conference O= cmt O′= confof
Gold Standard Platinum Standard Gold Standard Platinum Standard
Conference Þ Conference volume (−) Conference Þ Conference (+) ProgramCommitteeChair Þ Chair PC (−) Person Þ Person
Preference Þ Review preference (−) ProgramCommitteeMember Þ Committee member (+) writePaper Þ writes (−) Author Þ Author
Author Þ Regular author (−) Review Þ Review Author Þ Author Administrator Þ Administrator
Person Þ Person Reviewer Þ Reviewer (+) ConferenceMember Þ Member (−) Paper Þ Paper (+)
email Þ has an email (−) Co-author Þ Contribution co-author Administrator Þ Administrator Conference Þ Conference
Co-author Þ Contribution co-author Paper Þ Paper title Þ hasTitle (−)
PaperAbstract Þ Abstract (−) Person Þ Person SubjectArea Þ Topic (−)
Document Þ Conference document Document Þ Conference Document PaperFullVersion Þ Paper (−)
Review Þ Review ProgramCommittee Þ Program Committee hasBeenAssigned Þ reviewes (−)
Conference Þ Conference hasAuthor Þ writtenBy (−)
ProgramCommittee Þ Program committee Conference Þ Conference
Chairman Þ Chair (−) ProgramCommitteeMember Þ Member PC (−)
SubjectArea Þ Topic (−) hasSubjectArea Þ dealsWith (−)
assignedByReviewer Þ invited by (−) Person Þ Person
assignExternalReviewer Þ invites co-reviewers (−) Paper Þ Contribution (−)
email Þ hasEmail (−)
O= cmt O′= edas O= cmt O′= ekaw
Gold Platinum Gold Platinum
Standard Standard Standard Standard
Person Þ Person Author Þ Author Document Þ Document Author Þ Paper Author
Conference Þ Conference ConferenceChair Þ ConferenceChair ConferenceMember Þ Conference Participant(−) Document Þ Document
Author Þ Author Paper Þ Paper Author Þ Paper Author Review Þ Review
hasConferenceMember Þ hasMember (−) Document Þ Document writtenBy Þ reviewWrittenBy (−) Person Þ Person
memberOfConference Þ isMemberOf (−) Conference Þ Conference hasBeenAssigned Þ reviewerOfPaper (−) Paper Þ Paper
ConferenceChair Þ ConferenceChair Reviewer Þ Reviewer (+) Person Þ Person Conference Þ Conference
Review Þ Review Person Þ Person Conference Þ Conference Reviewer Þ Possible Reviewer (+)
Document Þ Document Review Þ Review assignedTo Þ hasReviewer (−)
Paper Þ Paper Review Þ Review
hasAuthor Þ isWrittenBy (−) Paper ÞPaper
hasBeenAssigned Þ isReviewing (−) PaperFullVersion Þ Regular Paper (−)
assignedTo Þ isReviewedBy (−)
O= cmt O′= sigkdd O= conference O′= confof
Gold Platinum Gold Platinum
Standard Standard Standard Standard
Conference Þ Conference Person Þ Person Conference participant Þ Participant Conference participant Þ Participant
Paper Þ Paper ProgramCommittee Þ Program Committee has an email Þ hasEmail (−) Conference contribution Þ Contribution
ProgramCommitteeMember Þ Program Committee member ProgramCommitteeMember Þ Program Committee member Poster Þ Poster Workshop Þ Workshop
Document Þ Document Conference Þ Conference Organization Þ Organization Person Þ Person
ConferenceChair Þ General Chair (−) Paper Þ Paper Topic Þ Topic Tutorial Þ Tutorial
email Þ E-mail (−) Document Þ Document Workshop Þ Workshop Topic Þ Topic
Review Þ Review Review Þ Review Paper Þ Paper Poster Þ Poster
ProgramCommittee Þ Program Committee ProgramCommitteeChair Þ Program Chair Person Þ Person Conference Þ Conference
ProgramCommitteeChair Þ Program Chair Author Þ Author Conference contribution Þ Contribution Paper Þ Paper
Author Þ Author Tutorial Þ Tutorial Organization Þ Organization
submitPaper Þ submit (−) Conference volume Þ Conference (−)
Person Þ Person has a track-workshop-tutorial topic Þ hasTopic (−)
Regular author Þ Author (−)
has the last name Þ hasSurname (−)
has the first name Þ hasFirstName (−)
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Table B.3: Benchmarks for the individual dataset pairs, for all systems
O= conference O′= edas O= conference O′= ekaw
Gold Standard Platinum Standard Gold Standard Platinum Standard
Person Þ Person Topic Þ Topic Information for participants Þ Programme Brochure (−) Invited talk Þ Invited Talk (+)
Conference participant Þ Attendee (−) Workshop Þ Workshop Person Þ Person Abstract Þ Abstract
Organization Þ Organization Organization Þ Organization Tutorial Þ Tutorial Review Þ Review
Reviewer Þ Reviewer Reviewer Þ Reviewer Review Þ Review Conference Þ Conference (+)
has the first name Þ hasFirstName (−) Paper Þ Paper has a review Þ hasReview (−) Track Þ Track
Conference part Þ ConferenceEvent (−) Person Þ Person Workshop Þ Workshop Paper Þ Paper (+)
Workshop Þ Workshop Review Þ Review (+) Late paid applicant Þ Late-Registered Participant (−) Invited speaker Þ Invited Speaker
Conference document Þ Document Conference Þ Conference Early paid applicant Þ Early-Registered Participant (−) Reviewer Þ Possible Reviewer (+)
Paper Þ Paper Conference document Þ Document Organization Þ Organisation Person Þ Person
has a review expertise Þ hasRating (−) Track-workshop chair Þ Workshop Chair (−) Organization Þ Organisation
has the last name Þ hasLastName (−) Abstract Þ Abstract Conference document Þ Document
Review Þ Review Conference proceedings Þ Conference Proceedings Workshop Þ Workshop
Conference volume Þ Conference (−) Conference volume Þ Conference (−) Conference participant Þ Conference Participant (+)
Rejected contribution Þ RejectedPaper (−) Rejected contribution Þ Rejected Paper (−) Tutorial Þ Tutorial
Topic Þ Topic Poster Þ Poster Paper (−) Conference proceedings Þ Conference Proceedings
Accepted contribution Þ AcceptedPaper (−) Track Þ Track
Regular author Þ Author (−) Topic Þ Research Topic (−)
Conference www Þ Web Site (−)
Invited speaker Þ Invited Speaker
contributes Þ authorOf (−)
Accepted contribution Þ Accepted Paper (−)
Conference document Þ Document (−)
Reviewed contribution Þ Evaluated Paper (−)
Submitted contribution Þ Submitted Paper (−)
Regular author Þ Paper Author (−)
O= conference O′= sigkdd O= confof O′= edas
Gold Standard Platinum Standard Gold Standard Platinum Standard
Abstract Þ Abstract (−) Person Þ Person (+) Trip Þ Excursion (−) Author Þ Author
Invited speaker Þ Invited Speaker Organizing committee Þ Organizing Committee Social event Þ SocialEvent Organization Þ Organization
Regular author Þ Author (−) Abstract Þ Abstract reviewes Þ isReviewing (−) Person Þ Person
Review Þ Review Invited speaker Þ Invited Speaker Organization Þ Organization Country Þ Country
Program committee Þ Program Committee Review Þ Review writtenBy Þ isWrittenBy (−) Topic Þ Topic
Conference volume Þ Conference (−) Committee Þ Committee Working event Þ AcademicEvent (−) Social event Þ SocialEvent
Conference fees Þ Fee (−) Conference Þ Conference (+) Reception Þ Reception Conference Þ Conference (+)
has an email Þ E-mail (−) Paper Þ Paper hasSurname Þ hasLastName (−) Reception Þ Reception
Paper Þ Paper Conference document Þ Document Workshop Þ Workshop Paper Þ Paper
Organizing committee Þ Organizing Committee Conference fees Þ Fee Author Þ Author Workshop Þ Workshop
Person Þ Person Program committee Þ Program Committee hasFirstName Þ hasFirstName (−)
Committee Þ Committee Event Þ ConferenceEvent (−)
is given by Þ presentationed by (−) Topic Þ Topic
gives presentations Þ presentation (−) Country Þ Country
Conference document Þ Document Participant Þ Attendee (−)
Person Þ Person
Member PC Þ TPCMember (−)
Paper Þ Paper
writes Þ hasRelatedPaper (−)
A
p
p
en
d
ix
B
D
a
ta
set
B
en
ch
m
a
rks
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Table B.4: Benchmarks for the individual dataset pairs, for all systems
O= confof O′= ekaw O= edas O′= ekaw
Gold Standard Platinum Standard Gold Standard Platinum Standard
Tutorial Þ Tutorial Student Þ Student ConferenceDinner Þ Conference Banquet (−) Workshop Þ Workshop
Poster Þ Poster Paper (−) Banquet Þ Conference Banquet AcademicEvent Þ Scientific Event (−) SessionChair Þ Session Chair
Social event Þ Social Event Conference Þ Conference AcceptedPaper Þ Accepted Paper Review Þ Review
Person Þ Person Author Þ Paper Author isReviewedBy Þ hasReviewer (−) SocialEvent Þ Social Event
Working event Þ Scientific Event (−) Event Þ Event Place Þ Location (−) ConferenceSession Þ Conference Session (+)
Conference Þ Conference Member PC Þ PC Member AcademiaOrganization Þ Academic Institution (−) Document Þ Document
Author Þ Paper Author Trip Þ Trip (+) SocialEvent Þ Social Event Programme Þ Programme Brochure
Banquet Þ Conference Banquet Tutorial Þ Tutorial isReviewing Þ reviewerOfPaper (−) Paper Þ Paper
Workshop Þ Workshop Organization Þ Organisation Organization Þ Organisation Author Þ Paper Author
Topic Þ Research Topic (−) Chair PC Þ PC Chair Author Þ Paper Author Organization Þ Organisation
Contribution Þ Paper (−) Workshop Þ Workshop isLocationOf Þ locationOf (−) Presenter Þ Presenter (+)
Participant Þ Conference Participant Person Þ Person Topic Þ Research Topic (−) Person Þ Person
Chair PC Þ PC Chair Participant Þ Conference Participant Document Þ Document RejectedPaper Þ Rejected Paper
Organization Þ Organisation Paper Þ Paper (+) RejectedPaper Þ Rejected Paper Reviewer Þ Possible Reviewer (+)
Student Þ Student University Þ University ConferenceEvent Þ Event (−) AcceptedPaper Þ Accepted Paper
University Þ University Social event Þ Social Event SessionChair Þ Session Chair Conference Þ Conference (+)
Trip Þ Conference Trip (−) Person Þ Person
Member PC Þ PC Member Programme Þ Programme Brochure
Scholar Þ Student (−) Review Þ Review
Event Þ Event Workshop Þ Workshop
Paper Þ Paper
Attendee Þ Conference Participant (−)
hasLocation Þ heldIn (−)
O= confof O′= sigkdd O= ekaw O′= sigkdd
Gold Standard Platinum Standard Gold Standard Platinum Standard
Person Þ Person Person Þ Person Conference Þ Conference Document Þ Document
Member PC Þ Program Committee member (−) Author Þ Author Person Þ Person Invited Speaker Þ Invited Speaker
hasEmail Þ E-mail (−) Paper Þ Paper Paper Þ Paper Person Þ Person
Author Þ Author Conference Þ Conference Review Þ Review Abstract Þ Abstract
Conference Þ Conference Invited Speaker Þ Invited Speaker (−) Paper Þ Paper
Chair PC Þ Program Chair (−) OC Member Þ Organizing Committee member (−) Conference Þ Conference
Paper Þ Paper Abstract Þ Abstract Review Þ Review
PC Chair Þ Program Chair (−)
Paper Author Þ Abstract (−)
Abstract Þ Author (−)
Document Þ Document
Location Þ Place (−)
O= edas O′= sigkdd
Gold Standard Platinum Standard
Place Þ Place Document Þ Document
hasCostAmount Þ Price (−) Author Þ Author
Person Þ Person Review Þ Review
hasName Þ Name of conference (−) Person Þ Person
ConferenceVenuePlace Þ Conference hall (−) Paper Þ Paper
Author Þ Author Place Þ Place
AccommodationPlace Þ Hotel (−) Conference Þ Conference
startDate Þ Start of conference (−)
ConferenceChair Þ General Chair (−)
Conference Þ Conference
endDate Þ End of conference (−)
Review Þ Review
Document Þ Document
Paper Þ Paper
Attendee Þ Listener (−)
Appendix C
Dialogue Protocol, alternative
representation
Chapter Outline
This Appendix (C) documents alternative representation of the Dialogue Protocol,
borrowed from the documentation of the PARMA protocol presented in [8, 9].
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There are multiple methods in which to represent a dialogical protocol, this section
will define the choice of representation of the protocol presented in this thesis, and why
this representation has been selected over potential alternatives.
One representation of a protocol is based in the form of temporal logic as seen in
[90, 106, 108] which represents the clauses needed by the agent in order to utilise the
dialogue defined in both EI, LCC and ConDec protocols respectively.
An alternative representation is in the form of process calculus for example pi calculus.
As with the temporal logic, pi calculus is a very expressive form of representation for
presenting a protocol. In the case of the representation of the protocol presented in this
thesis, it was decided that these two approaches were unnecessary due to the restrictions
and assumptions made within the dialogue presented in Chapter 5. As the DbMN
approach aims at verifying that an alignment can be found with no prior knowledge of
the agent ontologies, there were a number of simplifying assumptions made to keep the
protocol simple. Hence a semi formal presentation was chosen for the protocol.
As presented in Chapter 4 a key element of the protocol is the commitment store
shared by the agents, and independently kept by each agent. These two stores are
described in detail later in this chapter, and this table indicates when these stores are
updated, and cleared through the use of the protocol presented here. It is assumed that
once a candidate mapping is accepted and stored in the commitment store, it is not
retractable, in such that, the agents can no longer negotiate over an accepted mapping,
or attack this once it has been accepted. This restriction has been used in order to
assure completeness and termination of the protocol.
The protocol is defined over a finite set of states and legal locutions available to the
agents at any state in the dialogue. These available moves and next available moves are
detailed in terms of formal pre and post conditions in this chapter, this table presented
in this section provides an intuitive axiomatic semantic representation of the protocol
presented in this thesis. This table presents the locutions of the DbMN protocol which
are shown in the left-most column of table, with the phases of the dialogue in which
these locutions appear in bold.
Tables C.1, C.2 and C.3 presents the pre-conditions needed for to allow for each move
in the protocol and any post-conditions arising from the use of these available moves.
This table has been developed in line with the axiomatic semantic representation of the
PARMA Protocol in [8, 9], documenting pre and post conditions for a dialogue game.
The Tables C.1, C.2 and C.3 are divided in to the following phases as detailed in
the previous chapter, Open and Propose, Confirm and finally the Close phase of the
dialogue.
Table C.1 presented here, shows the Open and Propose phases of the dialogue In
these first two phases of the dialogue, the agents are sharing and receiving single concept
labels, which are presented as the source C and target C′ of a potential correspondence
M to be found by the agents within this dialogue. The designation of the agent roles
as proponent and opponent is selected at random and the signature to be mapped Σt,
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Table C.1: Open and Propose phases represented as axiomatic semantics
Locution Pre-conditions Post-conditions
Open
Enter •No agents currently in the dialogue •Both agents enter the dialogue and
Dialogue commit to dialogue rules
Initiate (C) •Proponent has the signature Σt, •Proponent has entered the dialogue, and
which is not an empty set. begun negotiation on a concept C
which is previously unshared.
•The agents are now committed to
finding or rejecting a correspondence
for this concept.
Propose
Propose (C′) •Opponent calculates the lexically •Opponent shares the most lexically similar
similarity of concept C to its concept to C in from its ontology C′ which
own ontology. is previously unshared.
consists of the concepts within its ontology the proponent agent wishes to find mappings
for.
Table C.2: Confirm phase represented as axiomatic semantics
Locution Pre-conditions Post-conditions
Confirm
Justify (M) •The receiving agent has received a •If the Pr ≥ σn an assert can be made.
proposed candidate mapping M , but •If Pr < σn a testify is used to
requires a Premise with enough support gather support.
Pr ≥ σn to make an assert.
•The receiving agent calculates σn.
Testify (M) •The receiving agent calculates the triple •The sender agent, shares this triple,
as part of a premise Pr to support. which has not
the candidate mapping M been previously shared,
until there are no further triples
to share.
•This shared triple when received in
this testify move will been committed
to the receiving agents Gamma Store
Γ as part of a Pr.
Reject •The receiving agent calculates if the candidate •The candidate mapping M
mapping M has enough support to be accepted. cannot be accepted due to either σl or
•The Proponent agent cannot exceed the σn not being over threshold.
threshold level for σl if the previous moves
a propose.
•The Proponent agent cannot exceed the
σn if the previous move is a testify or
reject.
•The Opponent agent cannot exceed the
σn if the previous move is a testify .
Assert (M) •The receiving agent has enough support •The sending agent has enough support
σn in the Pr to assert the candidate to assert the mapping M with a
mapping M Pr ≥ σn. corresponding premise Pr, Pr ≥ σn.
Table C.2 presented here, shows the Confirm phase of the dialogue. This con-
firm phase works primarily with 〈subject, predicate, object〉 triples, where the subject
is rooted to the C or C′ concept respectively depending on the sender agent. These
triples are shared to form a premise Pr, in which to provide a structural support for the
candidate mapping M .
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Table C.3: Close phase represented as axiomatic semantics
Locution Pre-conditions Post-conditions
Close
Accept (M) •An assert is made on a correspondence •Asserted M is accepted with a Pr.
M with a supporting premise Pr. •Dialogue over concept initiated in M is
•Receiving agent calculates if M can complete, and this dialogue is over.
be accepted if the Pr is over or equal to the •Next concept is initiated from Σt iff
assigned threshold σn value. Σ
t 6= ∅
•The candidate mapping is committed
to and stored in the Commitment Store CS.
End •Dialogue ended as Σt is ∅ •Both agents exit the dialogue
Table C.2 presented here, shows the Close phase of the dialogue and presents the
acceptance of a mapping and the ending of the dialogue between the two participating
agents. This close phase, can also include the fail move seen in the open phase in Ta-
ble C.2, and presents the failing of a correspondent mapping, and has not been included
in this table for the sake of brevity. This close phase, presents the agents accepting a
mapping into the alignment generated between them, and sees the mapping M commit-
ted to the commitment store CS. As will be formalised later in this section, the dialogue
is ended between the agents when the signature to be mapped is empty, i.e. Σt = ∅.
Appendix D
Glossary of Terms
Chapter Outline
This Appendix (D) documents a glossary of symbols used in this thesis.
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D.1 Glossary
Throughout this thesis, there have been numerous definitions and terms used to define
and formalise the dialogue and corresponding decision making strategy used by the agent
to achieve the goal of generating an alignment. Table D.1 presented in this appendix
presents a summary of all the symbols that are used throughout this thesis.
Table D.1: The main symbols used throughout this thesis.
T Set of all legal moves τ
τ Each movetype
Σt The task signature of concepts to be mapped within the dialogue
M Dialogue as a sequence of moves T
Σp Agent’s private ontology
Σd Agent’s disclosable ontology
$ Triple 〈s, p, o〉
Π Set of triples 〈s, p, o〉
R Ranking of triples $
NS Set of all matching triple pairs ($,$′)
CS Public commitment store
Γ Private gamma store available to each of the agents
NR Relations or (edges) within the ontology
NC Concepts or (nodes) within the ontology
x Sender agent
xˆ Receiver agent
` Formulae defined by language L
L Set of formulae `
Args(L) Set of all arguments derivable from the the language L
P Set of participating agents including {proponent, opponent}
σl Lexical similarity metric
l Lexical similarity threshold
σn Neighbourhood similarity metric
n Neighbourhood similarity threshold
σs Structural similarity metric
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